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Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu gestures as he makes a point at the Likud faction meeting in the Knesset yesterday,
as Foreign Minister David Levy looks on.. . (Flash

Indyk: Syria shouldn’t be

treated as a rogue state
IT would be a mistake to treat Syria as an
outlaw state, as thiscould become a self-fulfill-

ing prophecy and ride creating a “new axis of
the rogue states acrossthe region*'- Iran, Iraq,

and Libya, US Ambassador Martin Indyk told

The Jerusalem Post yesterday. (Full interview

hi tomorrow's jpaper) ~
. .

“What cfisSnonshes'Syria^otn^ie^rogue

'

states ofIraq. fraa, and Libya,” Indyk said, Vis

that Syria has been engaged in direct negotia-

tions with Israel for the purposes of trying to

achieve peace, whereas Iran has made it very

dear that it is opposed to the peace [process].

“This is a distinction that,we believe is worth
maintaining, and I think the prime minister

does too, as he said be is interested in negotiat-

ing with Syria.

“If you treat Syria as a rogue state, we run
the risk of polarizing die region and creating a
new axis of die rogue states across the region.

Unless Syria decides dot it wants to go that

way, I cannot befieveit is in the US interest to

encourage it As long as Syria is prepared to

negotiate peace based on [UN Security Council

resolutions] 242 and 338, it is important, not

DAVID MAKOVSKY .

only for the sake of achieving real and baring

secure peace with Israel, bat also in terms erf

oar strategic interest in the region."

In interviews last week. Prime Minister Bin-

yamm Netanyahu likened Syria to a terrorist

stale, But he distanced himself from comments
be.made during the election campaign calling

on the US to impose sanctions on Syria, as it

has on Iraq, Iran, and Libya.

When asked about charges that Damascus is

cynically playing a double game by negotiating

with Israel, but also supporting tenor groups,

Indyk noted that Syria remains on the State

Department list of countries supporting terror

antithis hurts the US-Syrian relationship. But,

he said, ‘It is worthwhile to resolve tins prob-
lem through talking to them; engaging them,
and explaining to thtim why it does not serve

their interests, as well as not serving the inter-

ests of peace or achieving a peace agreement”
He cautioned against reading too much into

die strident language of the state-owned Syrian

media, which since Netanyahu's election has

warned about the prospects of war and com-
pared die new premier to Adolf Hitler. “They
actually called Mr. [Shimon} Peres a fascist as

well. This is not to dismiss it, but to suggest the

Syrian press uses extreme language no matter

which government is in power in Israel."

Indyk denied the US has shifted its land for

peace policy, even'though Secretary of Stile

Christopher said that Resolution 242 is a
“generality.”

“We have not changed our positions," he
said. “Just because there is a new government
here, we don’t suddenly wake up the next day
and say that everythingwe believed for the past

three decades is going to change. Our own
position is that for peace agreements to be
concluded, there has to be a territorial compo-
nent to those agreements. This is the basis of
resolutions 242 and 338 and Madrid, where the

previous Likud government began the peace
process.

“It is stiDom principle. We also have another
principle that is accepted by all the parties, that
the issues have to be resolved in direct negotia-

tions between them.”

Netanyahu likely to be Central elections panel:

forthcoming with Clinton Labor’s fraud charges

on Hebron and Arafat almost entirely baseless

DAVID MAKOVSKY EVELYN GORDON

PRIME Minister Binyamin Ne-
tanyahu is likely to inform Presi-

dent Bill Clinton daring their

Tuesday meeting in the White
Housethat he is -willing to rede--

ploy the IDF in Hebron and
meet with Palestmian Authority
President Yasser Arafat, For-

eign Ministry officials believe. .

The officials believe-that mes-
sage will be conveyed to Clinton

during the one-on-one part of

the meeting, not during the part

with aideson both sides present

While saying no meeting be-

tween Netanyahu and Arafat

has been set, the officials are

dubious that the meeting will be

linked to a variety of conditions
on the Palestinian side.

The Palestinian issue is ex-

pected to dominate the Clihton-

Netanyahu talks. So far, Netan-
yahu has refused to say whether
he will convey any message on
Hebron and an Arafat meeting

: to Clinton.
r In reaction, an official in the

.Prime -Minister’s Office said

there would likely be a “modi-
fied redeployment” in Hebron
which would be linked to the

type of arms carried by Palestin-

ian policemen and which
“would take some time" to

implement.

Yeltsin takes early lead in

Russian presidential runoff

MOSCOW (AP) - President Bo-

ris Yeltsin raced to a strong lead

yesterday in a. crucial re-election

battle that pitted his democratic

reforms against a Communist op-

ponent determined to return to

the Soviet era.

With about 20 percent of the

vote counted, Yeltsin had 52 per-

cent, compared to 41 percent for.

Communist challenger Gennady
Zyuganov. Hie results came
mainly from tile Far Bast and Si-

beria, areas that have not given

Yeltsin much support in the past.

About 6 percent of voters went

for the dtird option of rejecting

both candidates.

An election poll by Mitofeky

International for US television

networks projected Yeltsin

would win with 55 percent of the

vote and 40% for Zyuganov.

Yeltsin looked confident and

talked animatedly as he cast his

ballot in suburban Moscow, dis-

pelling rumors he was incapaci-

tated. Challenger Zyuganov also

was in good spirits when be voted

at a school in' the center of the

capital.

A senior Communist Tarty of-

ficial, Anatoly Lukyanov, said af-

ter results started coining in that

Yeltsin was likely to win. He said

the Communists would accept

the results of a fair election, but

would continue to form a strong

opposition. .

“It is quite dear there will be a

gap, but it is too early to say how
big,” he said.

LABORMK Ra'anan Cohen’s ac-

cusations erf election fraud are al-

most entirely baseless, aselemen-
tary checking on his part would
have shown. Central Elections

Committee director-general Ta-
mar Edri said in an affidavit 10 the
Jerusalem District Court
yesterday.

Edri was responding to Cohen’s
appeal against the outcome of the
prime ministerial race, which the
district court is to hear today.

Because of the importance of

the issue, Edri wrote, she and
Ehud Shiloh, the Interior Minis-

try’s national supervisor of elec-

tions, investigated ail of Cohen’s

charges personally. Following are

their findings:

• Cohen claimed that in 42 sta-

tions, the number of ballots ex-

ceeded the number of people

crossed off the voting lists. Edri

cheeked 32 cases in which die al-

leged gap was more than five

votes. In eight cases, she found no
gap at all, while in most of the

remainder, the gap was only one
or two votes. In a few other cases,

the.gap was three or four. In one
case, a gapofseven was found, but
the station's protocol noted that

due to an enormous press ofvoters
at one juncture, it was posable
that several had not been crossed
off. Finally, in one case a gap of
eight votes was found.
“There were gross errors in [Co-

hen's] count of die number of

names crossed off” Edri wrote.
“In some cases, there was a gap of
tens [of names] between the num-
ber actually crossed off and foe

number [Cohen] claimed had been
crossed off.”

In one Bnei Brak station, for

instance, Cohen said there were
484 ballots, but only 429 voters

{Continued on Page 2)

Levy to Netanyahu:

Either Sharon is in

or I quit cabinet
SARAH HONIG and UAT COLUNS

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu met coalition repre-

sentatives at midnight last night

in an effort to find a speedy

solution to the ongoing prob-

lem of Ariel Sharon’s cabinet

portfolio. The expectation in

Likud circles was that a solu-

tion would be produced within

hours.

This followed a public ulti-

matum by Foreign Minister

David Levy at a coalition par-

ties' gathering in the Knesset

yesterday morning. He threat-

ened to quit if Sharon is not in

the cabinet by Monday, when
Netanyahu is due to ffy to

Washington to meet with US
President Bill Clinton.

Levy's action appeared to force

Netanyahu to conclude the Sharon
affair without further delay, but

those dose to Netanyahu assert

that foe moves to establish the na-

tional infrastructure portfolio for

Sharon were about to be success-

fully wrapped up anyway.
Levy, they said, knew this and

decided to hitch a ride on the near-

ly done deal with a tittle grand-

standing. That he chose to issue his

ultimaturn at a meeting open to

the press is proofof this, according

to Netanyahu's aides. They also

charge that Levy is emotionally

unable to let Netanyahu fly off to

the US and make headlines, with-

out first seeking some headlines

for himself.

But Levy’s people daim that,

after two weeks of virtually no pro-

gress in getting Sharon into the

cabinet, it had become increasing-

ly evident that Netanyahu was in

no hurry and that many in the

Likud would prefer to see Sharon
left out. Given this. Levy had no
choice but to continue pressing the

move he had started when thegov-

enunent was sworn in.

Minutes before Netanyahu pre-

sented his government to the

Knesset. Levy had announced he
would not join the cabiner if Shar-

on was left out. He only relented

after foe intention to set up the

infrastructure ministry was an-

nounced, something for which
Levy's cronies were quick to daim
credit.

Yesterday, Levy again embar-

rassed Netanyahu in public. After

he launched into a lengthy lecture

on foreign relations. Levy dropped
his bombshell: “If by the time you
leave, this issue will not be re-

solved,” he said to Netanyahu,
“and if colleagues in the cabinet

continue to create difficulties ...

then I will make make things easi-

er by vacating another portfolio

and another chair at the cabinet

table.

“This is not a threat or a trick,”

Levy added. “The situation cannot

remain as it is.”

“The job of building the govern-

ment is not complete ” Levy sad.
“We are part of the problem by

not doing our bit to finding the

obvious solution,” alluding to the

refusal by various ministers to give

up pan of their jurisdiction to cre-

ate a national infrastructure minis-

try for Sharon.

Netanyahu rebuked Levy, say-

ing that “delicate negotiations,

Mr. Foreign Minister, ought not
be conducted before the TV cam-
eras. This is counterproductive.

We will first consult among
ourselves.”

Netanyahu reaffirmed his desire

to see Sharon in the cabinet, “not
for his sake, but for foe nation’s.

He has much to contribute and I

hope he will."

He then complained about min-
isters who declare that Sharon
must be included in the cabinet,

but who refuse to yield anything
from their portfolios. “1 keep
hearing: ’We’ll cooperate/ so co-

operate,” Netanyahu said. “You
can put it all on me, and I'll throw
it right back at you.”
Sharon sat through the meeting

expressionless.

What followed was an unsched-

uled hectic spate of political

activity.

Netanyahu met with Levy over

lunch in what was described as “a
friendly and productive meeting.”

He then met with Education Min-
ister Zevulun Hammer, of the Na-
tional Religious Party, whose oth-

er minister. Transport and Energy
Minister Yitzhak Levy, must make

(Continued on Page 12)

Netanyahu forced to keep

Civil Service commissioner
PRIME Minister Binyamin Ne-
tanyahu. under heavy pressure

from the High Court of Justice,

has backed down from his plan

to fixe Civil Service Commis-
sioner Yitzhak Galnoor.

After a meeting, the two men
published a statement saying

Netanyahu bad asked Galnoor
to remain on the job. and that

Galnoor had agreed. However,
the statement added, Galnoor
“wishes to resign his position

when his contract expires 00
January l, 1997.”

“The prime minister ex-
pressed .his full support for the

independent legal status of the

civil service commissioner and
the status of the civil service

commission, and for the impor-
tance of preserving this institu-

tion as an independent body not

EVELYN GORDON

influenced by political

changes,” the statement said.

finally, it said. Galnoor told

Netanyahu of the reforms he in-

tends to implement in the civil

service, and Netanyahu ex-
pressed support for them.
Netanyahu’s retreat on this is-

sue was sparked by a petition to

the High Court by the Move-
ment for Quality Government in

Israel, which Galnoor later

joined. The petition argued that

since the commissioner is re-

sponsible for ensuring that the
civil service is not politicized, it

is improper for the post to be-

come 3 political appointment
which changes with each new
government.

During two hearings on the"

subject, the High Court made it

clear that Galnoor should not be
fired without clear cause, such as

a refusal to assist in restructuring

ministries as Netanyahu wished.

The court pressured Netanyahu -

who had planned to fixe Galnoor
without a hearing - to hold yes-

terday's meeting by issuing a
show-cause order against the dis-

missal. and applied further pres-

sure by deferring the final bear-

ing on the petition until after the

meeting took place.

The Movement for Quality
Government expressed satisfac-

tion with the outcome , saying Ne-
tanyahu's decision, together with

the court’s comments, bad “rein-

forced the commissioner's statu-

tory position, and gave him the

freedom of action he needs to do
his job.”

2 killed, dozens injured on roads
DAVID RUDGE and Itfm

TWO people were killed in separate accidents in

the North yesterday, and dozens were injured on
the roads in other parts of the country.

A woman was killed and another seriously

injured when their car was bit by a truck on the

Baka al-Gharbiya-Kibbutz Barkai road. Police

said the driver of the car apparently ran a stop

sign. The truck hit the side of the car, killing the

driver and badly injuring the passenger, who was
in serious condition in Hadera's HiWei Yoffe

hospital.

A man was killed in another accident near the

Kiiyat Ata junction, when the car he was driving

suddenly swerved out of its lane and crashed into a

concrete post.

Just outside Jerusalem, 24 people were injured

- two of them seriously - when an Egged bus

bound for Rebovor hit the concrete divider on the

Jcrusalem-Tel Aviv highway after the driver lost

control, apparently because he was speeding.

Thirteen passengers were brought to Hadassah-
University Hospital, Ein Kerem, and the others to

Shaare Zedek Hospital. The Tel Aviv-bound lane

was closed for an hour due to the accident.

Fifteen people were injured in three accidents in

the Western Galilee. Eight people suffered light

injuries when a car crashed into the rear of anoth-
er at Ahihud junction. Near Camonim, five peo-
ple were hurt in an accident. North of Nahariya, a

motorcycle overturned and its two riders were
injured, one seriously.

A teenage bicyclist was seriously hurt after be-

ing hit by a car near the entrance to Moshav Beit
HiQel in the Upper Galilee. He was evacuated by
IAF helicopter to Haifa's Rambam Hospital.

Two people were injured, one seriously and the

other moderately, in an accident at the Canion
Hutzot junction.

Peretz: Economic plan will harm wage earners

THE government's economic
program will afflict all wage earn-

ers, especially the weaker ones,

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz

said after meeting with finance

Minister Dan Meridor yesterday.

Peretz was the first to hear

details of the planned decrees.

He said the Histadrut will op-
pose the government's cutback
program, which will raise indi-

rect taxes, increase the cost of

health care, education and wel-

fare/and levy taxes on pensions

and child allowances.

The measures will probably
damage existing pension agree-

ments. Peretz said, noting that

Meridor would not promise him
that this would not happen. He
warned the government that

M1CHAL VUPELMAN

“any attempt to violate the pen-

sion agreements will trigger off

not a struggle, but an all-out war
in which there will be no
compromises.”

Peretz said be understood
from Meridor that all previous

promises not to hurt lower-in-

come workers and other wage
earners with draconic economic
measures are worthless.

“It is unequivocally clear to
me now that all wage earners

will be dealt a severe blow, es-

pecially the lower-income ones,

and there isno reason to hide it.

We must not delude the public/'

he said.

Peretz suggested to Meridor

that he modify the cutbacks in

social and welfare services and

distribute them over several

years, rather than a drastic one-

time cut. even if it means in-

creasing the deficit by 0.5%.

Meridor replied that “the His-

tadrut chairman said what his

duty compels him to. The pro-

gram is not intended to hurt the

weaker classes, and the cut-

backs will be distributed in a

way to minimize the barm to

lower-income earners. But
there should be no illusions. We
have to cut government's ex-

penses in security, welfare, and
everything else, and we will do it

now, so that the economy can
continue growing as it did in the

past.”
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Kahalani: Palestinian officials

violating rules on Orient House
PALESTINIAN officials at Orient House, the PLO head-
quarters in Jerusalem, are violating the ban on Palestinian

Authority activity in the city, and action must be taken by
the government to halt them. Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani said yesterday.

Kahalani, speaking to The Jerusalem Post after a
marathon meeting with security officials on Orient House,

also revealed that Faisal Husseini, whoruns Orient House
and is apparently concerned about its future, has asked for

a meeting with him.

“I have not yet decided whether we will meet I Fust want
to speak about the matter with the prime minister,’'

Kahalani said* He said an aide to Husseini made the contact

with his office yesterday.

Kahalani declined to go into details about what type of

action he was recommending against Orient House, on
grounds it would be wrong for it to be made public before

being presented to the prime minister. He confirmed, how-
ever, that the meeting changed his previous view that no
immediate action was needed,

Kahalani is scheduled to present bis recommendations to

BILL HUTMAN AND UAT COLLINS

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu tomorrow. Kahalani

heads the committee of security officials the government
asked to make recommendations on Orient House, which
met for the first time yesterday.

"We reviewed all die different operations that take place

there, and all I can say at this stage is that there are viola-

tions [ot the ban on PA activity in Jerusalem] at Orient

House, which demand our action,” Kahalani said.

At the Knesset, Kahalani said the government is deter-

mined to enforce those clauses of die Oslo Accords which
forbid die PA to operate in Orient House.
"There will be no Palestinian Authority activities at

[Orient] House,” he Said, answering motions to the agen-

da from Avi Yehezkel (Labor) and Moshe Peled
(Tsomet). He added that the PA is trying to create facts

on the ground by operating in Jerusalem despite the

agreements.
Kahalani noted that Orient House has been turned into a

symbol, "and a place of pilgrimage for people who come
from abroad and want to show their identification with the

Palestinians.”

He called on die Palestinians “not to challenge us. and not

to introduce unnecessary tension,” and warned that the gov-
ernment would be forced to close the building ifPA activi-

ties continue there.

The government committee on the subject met last night,

and is scheduled to present is recommendations to the cab-

inet tomorrow.
Meanwhile, Foreign Minister David Levy told the

Knesset the government would abide by international

agreements. He was answering a motion by MX Haim
Ramon (Labor). .

"We’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, and stress that

the government will abide by international agreements.

Naturally, not every statement by every person - things that

aren’t signed documents... - obligate us.

“We also have a fundamental right to examine'how the

other side abides by its side of the agreement,” Levy
added.

DOUGLAS DAVIS

London

SLA soldier wounded by
roadside bomb in S. Lebanon
ASOUTH Lebanese Army soldier

was wounded in a roadside bomb
attack yesterday in the Jezzine

region north of the security zone,

as daily attacks on the force con-

tinued.

Hizbullah claimed responsibili-

ty for the attack, saying it had det-

onated two devices near an SLA
patrol. The wounded soldier was
taken to hospital in Jezzine but

later flown
#
by helicopter to

Haifa's Rambam hospital.

Hizbullah appears to have been
concentrating most of its opera-

tions in the past few days against

SLA taigets, including the abortive

attempt on Saturday to overrun the

SLA’s Kawkabeh position.

DAVID RUDGE

That assault by as many as SO
heavily armed gunmen was beat-

en off by the 14 SLA soldiers

manning the outpost
There have been reports that

Syria, after the elections in Israel,

has given Hizbullah the “green

light” to escalate operations

against IDF and SLA targets in the

zone. There have also been reports

of an increased flow of weapons to

the extremist Shi'ite organization

from Iran via Damascus.
The Lebanese government,

however, has been critical of what
it sees as ban's increasing interfer-

ence in Lebanese affairs, and espe-

cially its one-sided assistance to

Hizbullah. Lebanese newspapers
reported that tension between the

two countries reached a new peak
when the Lebanese embassy in

Teheran stopped issuing visas to

Iranians wishing to visit Lebanon.

The An Nahar Lebanese daily

said the Iranian ambassador in

Lebanon raised the issue with

Lebanese Foreign Minister Fans
Bowez, who was quoted as saying

that the “obstacles” would be
removed.
The Iranian ambassador in

Lebanon was also quoted as say-

ing that Lebanon had not official-

ly expressed any criticism about

Iran’s behavior in Lebanon.

Histadrut to disrupt

Friday cabinet meetings
THE Histadrut intends to disrupt

cabinet meetings on Fridays

unless a new agreement is signed

with ministry workers to compen-
sate them for the extra day’s work,

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Peretz said yesterday.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's decision to hold the

weekly cabinet session on Friday

rathpr than Sunday, as was previ-

ously the custom, is forcing hun-.

dreds of ministry workers to work
Ort a day off to help the ministers

prepare for the meeting.

MICHALYUDELMAN

The Histadrut says this is a
severe unilateral violation of the

work agreements regarding the

economy's transition to a five-day

work week. The Histadrut fears

tiie cabinet precedent may widen
to a sweeping violation of the

wage agreements throughout the

country.

Peretz convened the civil ser-

vice union leaders yesterday and

,

instructed them to ask the civil

service commissioner to open

negotiations immediately on a

new work agreement compensat-

ing tiie workers.

“It’s certain that unless negotia-

tions begin and they know exactly

what they get in exchange for the

extra day’s work, the workers
won't come to work on Friday,”

Peretz said.

“I told tiie prime minister at our

meeting that tiie director-general

of the Prime Minister’s ..Office-

must medl the workers and
r
di£^'

cuss with them how to operate
1

tite'

office on Fridays.”

FORMER foreign and defense
minister Mcxshe Arens spelled out

his vision for relations between
Israel and tiie Palestinians in

London last night
“It should not be for the

Palestinians to provide cheap
labor fra- the Israeli market," be
said. *T don’t think that is a good
basis

. for developing the
Palestinian economy, and it is not
a good baas forrelations between
Palestinian society and Israelis.”

The international community,
he said, “should sot expect and
demand only Israel to provide
jobs for the Palestinians, because
of tiie security risks we perceive.”

Arens, a keynote speaker at a
two-day seminar organized by the

Institute for Social and Economic
Policy in the Middle East at

Harvard University’s Kennedy
School had clearly not heard tiie

anguished Palestinian conspiracy
thrones that flooded out of yet

another Israeli-Arab. seminar in

London this week.

The new Israeli government,
declared one Palestinian delegate,

uill move swiftly to ease tiie clo-

sure because it is. anxious not to

.

formalize a de facto territorial

separation between Israel and tiie

West Bank.
At tiie same time, he contended,

.

Israel is determined to freeze tiie

Palestinians out of die Israeli

economy and force them into the

arms of Jordan, thereby maintain-

ing, control of the land while

effectively ridding themselves of
the Palestinian burden.

Arens, who was introduced to

the predominantly Arab audience,

including Palestinian Authority

official Nabil Shaath, as the

“mentor” of Prime Minister

Netanyahu, insisted he was speak-

ing “at the moment” in his capac-

ity as a private citizen.

However, while he reportedly

refused to “prejudge” the policy

positions now being formulated

by tiie new government, be dear-

ly signaled that Netanyahu will

accelerate negotiations with tiie

Palestinians - even at the expense

of Syria.

“An agreement with Assad can

wait,” he added, “but reaching an
accommodation with the

Palestinians is not only urgent for

them, but also for us.”

‘Bombers of US
compound may have
come via Syria’

HILLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON

Rock singer David Bowie performs last night atilayarktm.l^rk
in Tel Aviv. Alon Ronrtsiael Sun

US officials believe that the peo-

ple who conducted surveillance of
die US military residences prior to

last week's bombing in Dhahran,

Saudi Arabia, that killed 19
Americans may have come from
or through Syria and other Middle
East countries. The Washington

Post repented yesterday.

Investigators learned that six

weeks before the attack a police-
'

man spotted someone watching
the compound with* binoculars,

evidently surveilling die area.

AUS official was quoted as stat-

ing that while die US could not

establish that Damascus- knew of
the surveillance, it why likely-'

aware of the traveling of its terri-

toiy by those involved because

Syria “is not a place you go in-and

out of easily.”

He said the question of a link to

Syria was still based on “very

sketchy information ... and not

very conclusive.”

He also conceded that should a

Syria connection be established, it

could have “yeiy high-level polit-

ical consequences.”

Washington considers

Damascus a key player in the

peace process but has also annual-

ly placed Syria on the State

Department's list of countries that

sponsor terrorism.
'

State^TWpartraenr spokesman
’

- Nicholas Bums told reporters yes- !

^“terday that die US has natnciica-

;

tion that “any state

involved in this.”

was

Foreign Ministry said to be in disarray
THERE is disarray in the Foreign

Ministry as Foreign Minister

David Levy’s has yet to put

together his own staff.

The biggest problem is his polit-

ical aide Ya’acov Bardugo's
desire to be called director-gener-

al, a post which has almost never

gone to someone without diplo-

matic or international relations

experience.

DAVID MAKOVSKY

Moreover, Levy has yet to

name any aides in the minister’s

bureau, such as a chef de bureau,

spokesman or diplomatic advis-

er.

Ministry sources say part of the

problem is that Bardugo believes

that without the tide, his salary

would be considerably less than

what he would like.

One compromise would be
naming two directors-general,

with Eitan Benisur, Levy's top

diplomatic adviser during his

1990-1992 tenure, as political

director-general.

Bentsur is now acting director-

general. Under this scenario,

Bardugo would be administrative

director-general.

(Continued from Page 1)

.

crossed off the list Edri found

drat 481 names had been crossed

off.

. Gaps of a few votes, Edri said,

c&n mean policemen voted at that

station. By law, police officers do

not have to vote at their own
polling station, since their duties

may make this impossible. Often,

however, it is just due to human
error, she said. Furthermore, rite

noted. Labor had a representa-

tive at every ballot box, and these

representatives signed the results

df all the boxes which Cohen
claims were problematic.

' • Cohen’s sample check of

about 100 ballot boxes found four

in which the number of votes cast

was greater than the total number

qf registered voters for that poll-

ing station. In every case, Edri

found, the discrepancy was ac-

counted fra by the fact that po-

licemen had voted there.

* • In one Bnei Brak station,

Cohen charged, two dead people

voted. However, Edri found that

the three-man balloting commit-

BASELESS

j
CLARIFICATION

The three senators mentioned in

yesterday's article “Netanyahu

may be asked to volunteer cuts in

HS aid” might privately ask Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to

volunteer a cut in US aid to Israel.

They will not threaten a Congress-

inspired cut in aid, as inadvertent-

ly published yesterday.

tee had noted that these two
names were crossed off by mis-

take. Thus, though 595 names

were crossed off, the protocol

listed 593 voters, and only 593

ballots were counted.

% According to Cohen, 432
people who were abroad at the

time were registered as having

voted. This charge was based on

an examination of the Interior

Ministry’s computerized list of

people who pass through border

control. However, Edri noted,

both the ministry and Malam, the

company which prepares this list,

say it is not accurate, and Malam
told Cohen this when it gave him

the information.

“For some reason, Ra’anan

Cohen did not bother to mention

this,” Edri wrote.

In a separate affidavit. Reuvea

Spitzer, who oversees border

control data fra the ministry, said

hundreds of people a mouth are

registered as being abroad when
they have actually returned, for

reasons ranging from human er-

ror to the fact that they entered

on a foreign passport. As the er-

rors are discovered, they are cor-

rected.

Therefore, noted Edri, the list

given Cohen, which was prepared

on June 10, showed 432 alleged

voters overseas on election day,

while a list dated June 22 showed
only 409 of these people abroad.

With greet sorrow we announce the passing of

SAM JUDES ?"t

He is deeply mourned and will be missed by all his loving family.

Wife: TUla
Children: Herbert and LUI, Ronald and Stiaipn,

Sharon and Colin, Arthur and Jean
and aR his grandchildren and great-grandson

The funeral will take place at the new Ra’anana cemetery.

Shiva at

wral wai take place at me new na anana ce

tomorrow, Friday, July 5, 1996, at 9:30 am
a at 11 Rehov Htforen, Kiryat Garrim, Ra'aiRa'anana.

The Likud, which also submit-

ted an affidavit, added that it had

tried to locate all 432 of the al-

leged problem cases. The party

succeeded in speaking to 231 of

them, and all 231 said they bad

been in Israel on election day.

The upshot of all this, Edri

said, is that the data on voters

who were allegedly not present

cast no doubt on the election re-

sults. However, she continued,

because even one case of fraud

would be a serious matter, the

CEC has asked the police to

investigate.

• In one Herziiya station,

votes for Shimon Peres were
credited to Binyamin Netanyahu,

and vice versa, with the result

that Netanyahu got 160 votes that

did not belong to him. This ap-

pears to have been a genuine mis-

take, Edri said, noting that since

Labor’s representative chaired

the balloting committee at that

station, it is hard to imagine the

error was deliberate.

“The problems which [Cohen]

referred to do not indicate the

existence of ‘widespread irregu-

larity and fraud’,” Edri

concluded.

The Likud, meanwhile, at-

tacked Cohen for having fried

such a spurious appeaL

“This election appeal consti-

tutes an abuse of the judicial sys-

tem,” its affidavit said. “The ap-

pellant knew— that the frets did
not uphold his Hanm but the

appellant - a public figure, an
MK, chairman of the Labor fac-

tion and vice-chairman of the

CEC - chose to present a false

picture in an affidavit to this

court."

Coalition,

opposition

agree on
committee
chairmen

Former activist indicted for

supporting Kach

UAT COLLINS

A FORMER Kach activist was
indicted yesterday for supporting a
terrorist organization - the first

indictment of its kind against a Jew.
Kach was declared an illegal

organization two years ago, fol-

lowing Baruch Goldstein’s murder
of29 Arabs in the Machpela Cave.
Until now, however; no ope has
ever been indicted for raembershp.

The indictment filed yesterday

EVELYN GORDON

in the Jerusalem Magistrate’s

Court is against Itamar Ben-Gvir
of Mevasseret Zion. It is based on
a police search of his house two
days ago, which uncovered a
Kach placard and a sticker saying
“Kach to the Knesset"
Gvir claimsbe acquired the stick-

erwhen he was eightyears old.The

placard is also old, he said.

The indictmentalso charges turn

with violating an administrative

order against leaving Mevasseret
Gvir attacked the speed with

which the indictment was filed,

charging it was politically moti-
vated. The court is to rule today,

on the prosecution's request that

Gvir be kept under bouse arrest

until theendofhistriaL

THE Knesset Arrangements
Committee authorized an agree-

ment yesterday between the coali-

tion and opposition on who will

chair the 1 2 Knesset committees.

The appointments need to be
endorsed by the plenum next

week.
The likely appointments are:

House Committee - Michael Eitan
(Likud), a temporary appointment

pending a High Court petition

against Raphael Pinhasi (Shas);

Foreign Affairs and Defense - Uzi
Landau (Likud); Finance -
Avraham Ravitz (United Torah
Judaism;; State Control - Haggai
Merom (Labor); Law - Shaul
Yahalom (National Religious
Party); Education - Emanuel
Zissman (Third Way); Interior and
Environment - Salah Tarif
(Labor); Immigration and
Absorption - Naomi Blumendial
(Likud); Labor and Social Affairs

Maxim Levy (Gesher);

Economics - Elie Goldschmidt
(Labor); Status of Women - Yael

Dayan (Labor); and War on Drugs
- Eli Ben-Menachem (Labor).

The Labor faction determined

its MKs will chair committees on
a rotational basis to give a larger

number of members an opportuni-

ty to serve in more prestigious

positions.

Tarif will be the first Arab to

chair a Knesset committee.

Failure to follow safety regulations
caused fatal accident

THE training accident in which
Second-

L

l AssafAbani was elec-

trocuted was caused by disobedi-

ence of safety regulations. Chief
of General Staff LL-Gen. Amnon
Lipkin-Shahak said yesterday.

The accident occurred Sunday
when Abani was installing an
antenna on top of an armored per-

situated under a
power line, near

sonnel earner
high-voltage

Kfrir ShmueL
The interim report of tiie acri-

•

dent, presented to Shahak yester-

day, found that the training exer-

cise in the signals officer’s course
was not carried out according to

safety regulations. Shahak con-

cluded that this is what caused
Abani ’s death, and decided to

reassign two officers who were
responsible for the unit. A remark
will also be made in the file of of
the commander of the Signals
Corps training base. In the mean-
time, tire Military Police is contin-
uing its investigation. (Itim)

Escaped prisoner

found dead in PA
area

An Islamic Jihad activist, Salah

Tahayna. who escaped from Nafha
Prison at the beginning ofthe year,

was found stabbed to dead in an
apartment In Palestinian

Authority-controller Al-Bira yes-

terday, according to Israel Radio.

He had. been given a 30-year
sentence for ^tooting at IDF sol-

diers. He began to serve his sen-

tence in die Jenin prison but was
transferred to Nafha, in the Negev,
before the city was turned over to

the PA,
Residents alerted foe Palestinian

Police after noticing a strong odor
coining from the apartment, which
Tahayna had rented a few months
ago. (Itim)

IDF using explosives-sniffing dogs in Lebanon
.

Jerusalem Post Staff

The Jerusalem Post
Book Dept

is open
Sun.-Thur., 9X0 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Fridays 9:00 a.m.-lXO p.m. J
10 Harav Kook St. Downtown g
Jerusalem T«L 02-241282

THE IDF has been using explosives-sniffing dogs to locate roadside
bombs in southern Lebanon for the past several months. Chief
Engineering Officer Eli Toledano told Channel 1 ’sMabct news last night.

“We have successfully detected some 60 percent of the bombs that
Hizbullah planted.” he said.

Engineering Corps sources said that Hizbullah has been concealing its

bombs, which contain dozens of small ball bearings, in fiberglass cas-

ings designed to look like rocks, which makes detecting them difficult
This has led the IDF to use the dogs, which it had previously reluctant

to do for image reasons. The dogs have occasionally been able to locate

bombs at a distance of hundreds of meters.

“Over several months, we’ve noticed that on any fbad where a dog has
been used, and then a patrol or convoy passes, no bombs go off,” Col.
Koby. who commands the Engineering Corps in foe North, told Mabat.

Nablus Municipality

Electrical Department

Tender No. 1/63/66/96
for the Supply ofVarious High Tension Electrical Materials

Bids are invited for the
(cables, transformers,
breakers, insulators etc.)

of various electrical materials
insulator switches, circuit

The tender documents, including general conditions and
technical specifications, may be obtained from foe office of foie
municipality clerk for foe sum of NIS 500 (non-refundable) per
copy.

Bids should include a cash deposit or bank guarantee for not
less than 10% of the total bid, and must be submitted by noon
on Monday, July 22, 1996.

Ghasaan AJ-Skak*ah
Mayor
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Russian citizens line up at a Jerusalem community center yesterday to cast absentee ballots in the Russian presidential run-off.

(Brian Hcndler)

Course trains women from CIS
to help absorb new immigrants

TWELVE women from die CIS have just com-
pleted training to help their newly arrived sis-

ters. Emma Sotnikova was one of the gradu-
ates.

“Women in the CIS are .stronger than men,”
said Sotnikova, 49. But once here, they have to

overcome more hurdles. One of these is stereo-

types: If they're under 40, they’re seen as pros-

titutes," die said. “If they're over 40, they’re

seen as too old to work."
They also come here expecting to find die

equality in the workplace they knew in the CIS,

ESTHER HECHT

Sotnikova said.

For the participants, the two-month program
sponsored by the Zionist Forum and the Israel

Women’s Network was a crash course in

Western gender relations. It also included top-

ics like women’s health and psychology, social

and legal benefits, self-image, assertiveness,

women ’s image in the media, and the family as

a socializing agent

NEWS IN BRIEF

Poultry sales to Europe soar
Israel's exports of poultry meat to Europehave increased 150 percent

in ihepast few months, from 400 tons a month to 1 ,000, apparently due

to die mad-cow disease scare there. -

Yitzhak Tbvli, bead of fee Poultry Board, said Israel's products have

eticoanteTi^ difto in Europe.becauseofEU .

agreements. .fa ipiteflif this, Israel jnanagss.to sefl there, mostly to

_Holland, Germany. Austria, and Fnmce~ .
lam

Moroccandelegationcancelsvisittofair
A delegation of Moroccan business and government officials has

canceled is participation in the opening of die 1996 Modem living

Fair apparently due to the outcome offee Cairo summiL

The fair, attheTbi Aviv Exhibition Grounds, will neverfeetess-feature

a display from Morocco, the first from an Arab country. The Moroccan

exhibit was brought try Israeli businessmen who will sell the wares,

including a variety of rare Judaica items from Morocco. /rim

Welsel new president of Jeunesses Musfcates
Meir Weisel, general manager ofJeunesse Musicals Israel since 1983,

was elected president of fee International Federation ofJeunesses

MusicaJes at the work! congress near Frankfurt, Germany last month.

Dedicated to the education of new generations of musicians and

audience, the IFJM was founded in 1945. Israel has been a member
since 1959. Like its associates in more than 40 countries around the

world, JMI fosters music ecfacations throogb regular master classes,

courses, scholarships and summer music camps. Helen Kaye

High Court to rule on Bar-llan petition today
The High Court of Justice will rule today on whether Meretz may
hold a demonstration on Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-Ban cm Shabbat.

Meretz wants to hold a march to protest plans to close, the street on

Shabbat, but the police object, saying it would provoke riots by

haredim and constitute a public danger. Meretz argued that the

police's decision is an unjustified infringement on freedom of

expression. The court heard Meretz’s position yesterday, and will

issue" its ruling today. Evelyn Gordon

AH schools to be computerized by 2000
JUDY SIEGEL

WITHIN four years, aB ofthe coun-
try's 2,400 schools win have a mod-
em computer lab, making Israel fee

fist country in fee world with so

many computers in its educational

systefiCarcordm Haim Tnbsh,
chairman-of fee Israel Association

for Computers in Education.

The group will bold its 13th annu-
al conference at the Jerusalem
International Conference Center,

beginning next Tuesday. Scores of

lectures will be presented atfeetwo-

day conference - whose Hebrew
acronym - is MOAH (brain).

Participating in the organizing com-
mittee are fee Education Ministry

and the Israel Association for

Information Tfechnology. In addi-

tion, an exhibition in which 50hard-

ware and software companies are to

participate will be open free to fee

public.

Among the subjects to be dis-

cussed are the use of fee Internet in

schools, interactive lectures using

satellite broadcasts, teaching -wife

multimedia, computeruse in kinder-;

ganens, computer preparation for

matriculation, development of edu-
cational software, and training

teachers for the tecbological age.

De. Ze'ev Degani, chairman of fee

program committee of the confer-

ence, said feat a serious assessment

of existing computer use in the

schools is being carried out to make
sure feat it meets all educational cri-

teria. This, too, will be examined at

the conference.

Young ambulance volunteers serve well

TEN Hebrew-speaking young Jews from Canada who completed a 50-

hour resuscitation and first-aid course abroad are spending the summer
as volunteers on Magen David Adorn ambulances fa Jerusalem. The
young men and women are working alongside Israeli volunteers.

The unusual project was initiated five years ago, when a young
Canadian came to spend time with relatives in Jerusalem and asked to

volunteer at the capital’s MDA station. He did so well that station direc-

tor Avraharo Halbersbeig asked the Jewish Agency to locate similar vol-

unteers from the Jewish community fa Canada. A group of young peo-

ple has come every summer since then, hosted by the agency and inte-

grated into MDA’s ambulance teams for two months each.

The Jewish Agency found feat within a year, most of fee volunteers

decide to settle fa Israel, and many serve in the Israel Defense Forces.

Two MDA staffers have married former Canadian volunteers.

Judy Siegel

Knesset discusses

Netanyahu’s past
THE question of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu’s past was

raised in fee Knesset by three

MKs yesterday, all of whom
promised they did not wish to

launch a personal attack on him.

On Tuesday. Knesset Speaker

Dan Tichon removed a motion on

the subject from the agenda say-

ing fee phrasing of its title -

“Who are you. Binyamin
Netanyahu?" - was insulting.

Dalia Itzik (Labor), who filed

Tuesday’s motion, refried it with

the name "The publications about

Binyamin Netanyahu." The result

was the few MKs present heard

all about fee newspaper reports,

but were lefi no wiser about
Netanyahu’s identity during the

years he spent in fee’US.
“There is a big question here. I

believe fee prime minister [when
he says] feat it’s all libel, but there

is no point in whitewashing to

remove the cloud" Itzik said.

“For your sake, for our safces, you

LIAT COLLINS

must ect rid of fee cloud and say

*Who are you, Binyamin
Netanyahu?*

”

She focused on a investigative

report in the Jerusalem local news-
paper Kol Ha ir, which said feat

Netanyahu’s US social security

file had four names and feat the US
had classified fee file. According
to fee paper, this happens onh if

fee person had worked for the FBI
or CIA or for reasons connected

with fee Internal Revenue Sen-ice,

Itzik said.

*Tf Netanyahu was elected by
fee US system and wants every-

thing 10 be like America, he must
be prepared for the other side of
the coin," she said.

Meretz leader Yossi Sarid said

Netanyahu should ask fee US
government to lift the classified

status, as he has nothing to hide.

“He was not a wanted criminal,

terrorist, CIA informant. FBI or

CIA employee, or a witness in a

government protection program -

fee cases in which the classifica-

tion is placed on this type of infor-

mation," said Sarid.

Rafi Elul (Labor) referred to the
reports about how fee Netanyahus
dismissed their au pair.

Coalition chairman Michael
Eitan answered for the govern-
ment. No minister was present.

He said he was surprised at fee

motions, particularly just before

Netanyahu's visit to Washington
next week.
He said the opposition's role is

to criticize the government, but
“there will be more serious
things." Eitan in particular criti-

cized Itzik. saying: “1 don't advise
you, of all people, to base your--
self on the gossip of a local news-

'

paper.”

Tichon rejected charges of gag-
ging the opposition, "saying he
was acting according to House
Rules when he refused to permit
insulting phrasing of a motion.

Several Knesset committee
heads face legal charges

Sotnikova, who came here in 1 977, had been

a journalist and ait critic in Leningrad. She is

now fee editor of fee women's section of the

Russian-language daily Vesri. Though she has

been hens longer than the other participants, the

course was an eye-opener for her, and she said

she can now be a better resource for other

women immigrants.

According to a Zionist Forum spokeswoman,
fee program was also meant to train fee partic-

ipants, who received their diplomas Tuesday, to

lead similar courses throughout the country.

MUCH noise was heard about fee

appointment of Raphael Pinhasi

(Shas) to chair fee Knesset House
Committee, which will be asked

by Attorney-General Michael
Ben-Yair to lift his immunity so

he can stand trial for fraud. But
almost nothing was heard about

fee appointment of Salah Tarif

(Labor) as chairman of fee fee

Interior Committee, although he

faces charges of Illegal hunting

and hunting without a license.

L1AT COLLINS

Tarif is a former deputy interi-

or minister and the ministry han-
dles gun licensing laws. Knesset
legal adviser Zvi Inbar said he
does not see a problem with

Tarif’s appointment, “since

we're not talking about a crime

involving moral turpitude. Tarif

had expressed regret and asked
that his immunity be lifted so he
can face charges, admitting he

Justice Barak refuses

to disqualify Deri’s judges
EVELYN GORDON

SUPREME Court President
Aharon Barak has rejected Shas
leader Aryeh Deri's request to

disqualify fee three judges who
are presiding over his corruption

trial.

Deri had asked Jerusalem
District Court Judges Ya'acov
Zemah, Miriam Naor, and
Moussia Arad to disqualify them-

selves a month- .ago, and when*
they refused, he appealed to the

Supreme Court' His request was
based'on a June 3 decision issued

by fee judges, at a time when
Eteri's lawyers had just begun
pleading “no case" after the end
of the prosecution’s 21/2-year

presentation.

In fee decision, a response to

Deri's request for a summer
recess should the “no case" argu-

ment be rejected, fee judges wrote

feat they had considered refusing

fee request because “fee road to

the end of the trial is still long.“

Deri's attorney, Dan Avi-

Yitzhak, charged that this word-
ing proved that the judges had
decided to reject the “no case”
argument before they had heard

it, which in turn proved they were
hopelessly biased against his

client He supported this allega-

tion by citing numerous other

procedural decisions and state-

ments by the court, which, he
said, taken together, demonstrat-

ed bias.

However, Barak said he found
the judges' explanation for the

wording" of the June 3 decision
completely convincing. The

judges had pointed out that since

fee request for a summer recess

would be irrelevant if fee “no
case" argument were accepted,

their decision to gram fee recess

was naturally written in fee event

feat this argument was rejected.

“As for the judges' other state-

ments and decisions ... there is

nothing in them to disqualify the

panel,” Barak continued. “They
are an expression of the court's

honest and serious desire to con-

duct fee trial in an efficient man-
ner. They do not indicate bias

against any of the sides in fee

case. And if their statements

sometimes had a tone of rebuke -
whether toward fee defense or fee

prosecution - this is due to fee

court's impressions of fee two
sides’ behavior."

The district court judges had
said in their original response to

Eteri's request that “only someone
who reads fee tens of thousands of
pages of protocols ... can appreci-

ate the enormous measure of the

court's patience (with the

defense]."

had done wrong. I think we can
take this into" account.” Tarif'

said he believes the whole
episode to be behind him, Avi
Yehezkel (Labor), who faces

charges related to the use of'

Histadnit funds, is his faction's,

choice to chair fee Economics
Committee for the second half*

of the 14th Knesset. -Elie

Goldschmidt t Labor) will chair

fee committee for fee first two’

Upper Nazareth
mayor slams plans

to cut investment
benefits

DAVID RUDGE

UPPER Nazareth Mayor
Menachem Ariav yesterday

slammed reported Treasury plans

to cut benefits aimed at encourag-

ing investment in development
towns.

In a letter to Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and
Finance Minister Dan Meridor,

Ariav, charged feat fee plans to

cut grants from 34 percent to 20
percent would badly hit the

absorption of new immigrants.

The population of Upper
Nazareth has doubled from
23,000 to 46,000 in the past five

years, mainly as a result ofa mass
influx of new immigrants.

Ariav said fee reported inten-

tion to slash fee benefits had
angered and shocked develop-'

mem town heads throughout the

country. He maintained feat the

rapid growth in industry and
other enterprises in development
towns over the past few years was
a direct result of fee benefits to

investors.

"LIBITROM" Jerusalem ^jjL

A LIBI Fundraising

Campaign

will be held in

Jerusalem on Sunday, July 7, 1996

Contributions will be collected at two locations:

1. canion Yerushalayim

2. City Center, Ben Yehuda St, comer Ben Hillel

Radio JerusalemJO I PM will broadcast

spedal programs during the day and will

accept donations from the public at

02-440101, voice mall 1234.

In the evening, a gala performance featuring

Yehoram Qaon and the IDF Orchestra will

be held at the Tower of David Museum.

i

Tickets: Klaim, 12 Shamai St., Jerusalem |

Llftl - The Fund for Strengthening Israel s Delense

1 7 Rehov Arania. Tel Aviv 61070

Tel. 05 -6975185 , 05 -5695610 , 03 -696S206 .

Fax. 03-6976743

come in different shapes and sizes

...the long and ihe shon and ihe tall and ihey come vviih different talems and ambitions,

and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. .And some come, usually through

no fauh of their own. disacNciniaged.

That's wliere we come in.

For nearly fifty years, readers of The Jerusalem Post, both in Israel and in some loo

couniries around the world-have been sending money to help those less tonunaie.

The Forsake-Me-Not fund, together with social workers and volunieers in the field, use

your donations to help old folks living in distressed cimimsiances.

With your help weve been able to alleviate suffering and {.wide a little hope.

Help us to help people by sending a contribution today io:

The Jerusalem Post. P.O. Box 81 .

Jerusalem 9 1 OOO, Israel

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds.

20 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022, U.S.A

The Israel Lands Administration announces
that the real annual interest rate for those
paying in 12 equal installments is 22.6%,*
and not as published in the letter

accompanying the payment booklet.

Participants who chose to pay in four or more
installments, at the published real interest

rale, may select an alternative cash payment
plan and receive a 2.5% discount. This option

will apply to the entire sum remaining.

Those choosing the new cash plan may apply

to the branch offices from July 14 to July 31,

1996, on those dates only,

• This interest rate refers to eases in which there is no

refund of the annual ground rent as a result of

exemptions granted in 1995/96. In cases of refunds, the

Interest will be adjusted accordingly.

Together, we shall overcome. f s r a e 1

Lands Administration
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War crimes trial hears
about butchery of
Srebrenica refugees

Investigators seek clues

to massive US blackout

THE HAGUE. Netherlands iAP) - Terrified

Srebrenica refugees were reassured by Bosnian
Serb Gen. Ratko Mladic, then butchered by his

troops undl the nearby river ran red with blood,

a war crimes investigator testified yesterday.

Jean-Rene Ruez. a French policeman who
interviewed witnesses, gave a numbing litany

of atrocities Bosnian Serb forces allegedly

committed against Moslem refugees following

the Fall of the UN safe haven in July 1995.

His testimony at a hearing of the Yugoslav war
crimes tribunal is linked to die UN court's indict-

ment of Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic

and Mladic for genocide at Srebrenica.

Karadzic and Mladic have rejected the

court's jurisdiction and refused to come to the

Hague for trial.

Prospects of arresting its two prime suspects

seem dim, so the tribunal is using the hearing

Report:
Egypt

persists in

torture,

indefinite

detention
CAIRO (AP) - The human rights

group Amnesty Internationa) has
accused Egypt of using systematic

torture and jailing without

charges, sometimes for years,

under the name of “fighting terror-

ism.**

The London-based group said

yesterday that Islamic militants

battling Egypt’s government also

were guilty of human rights abus-

es. but it insisted Egypt should put

down the Moslem insurgency
under the rule of law, which it said

“has been sacrificed.”

Amnesty, in a report faxed to

The Associated Press in Cairo,

said the government has failed to

respond to pleas to investigate

human rights abuses.
Amnesty said that instead, the

government accused humanitarian

groups of “defending the rights of

terrorists.'”

-

'To support its allegations of tor-

ture,' the report cited a finding by a

UN study, its own interviews with

former detainees and Egyptian

courts’ acquittals of 20 Islamic

militants on the basis they had
confessed under duress.

“Despite the government’s

pledges to abide by international

human rights treaties which forbid

torture... torture of political

detainees continue to be systemat-

ic," said the Amnesty report

Thousands of sympathizers and
people suspected of belonging to

outlawed fundamentalist groups

were detained during investiga-

tions for as long as six years, the

report said.

This echoed findings of

Egyptian human rights advo-

cates.

to spotlight evidence against them in hopes
that will" mobilize a reluctant international

community to take them into custody.

Since the seven-day hearing is hot a trial in

absentia, no verdict will be reached, although

the proceedings could produce an internation-

al arrest warrant.

Ruez told the judges that after Bosnian Seth
soldiers entered the enclave on July II. 1995,

several thousand men, women and children

fled to a compound manned by Dutch soldiers

of the UN Protection Force in nearby Potoeari.

Meanwhile, about 15.000 Moslem soldiers

and civilians were forced to march in a huge

column through mine-infested woods toward

Bosnian government territory' in Tuzla.

Ruez described how about 3.000 men were
separated from the women in Potoeari.

Torture, mutilation and slaughter followed.

“A group of 16 men were lined up along the
river and once they lined up. soldiers opened
fire." said Ruez.
Witnesses who later went to the area “saw

the bodies close to the river, which was filled

with blood,” he said.

Ruez cited an incident where a soldier forced
a man to cut open his grandson’s stomach and
eat pan of his liver.

“He took the old man and pur a knife in his

hand ... and cut open the stomach of the little

boy and then with the tip of his knife took out
an organ from the inside of the child’s stomach
and he forced the man to eat that pan,” Ruez
told the court
“One eyewitness said a man’s nose, ears and

lips were cut off before he had his throat slit"

Suicides were common. “Their bodies were
found hanging," said Ruez.

LOS ANGELES (Reuter) -
Investigators were looking for
clues yesterday to what caused a
massive power outage that created

chaos across 15 Western states,

but so far sabotage has been ruled

out
While initial reports focused on

the blistering summer tempera-
tures in many cities from Texas to

California, officials with utility

companies said it would take at

least 24 to 48 hours before they
knew what caused a circuit break-

er on a key power grid to shut
down.

“It really has been hot but you
just don’t know," said Greg
Pruett, spokesman for Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. in San Francisco.
“It might be something that’s

completely unrelated to the
weather."

The outage left millions ofpeo-

\
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A Chinese policeman rescues victims of the flooded southern city of Guyang earlier this week. Torrential .rains -and raging floods

across southern China have killed more than 100 people and destroyed tens of thousands of homes. 1 • ’•(Rcucri

Cambodian police unable to stop chaotic cheating on exams
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP) - Despite

deployment of military police to prevent wide-

spread cheating, chaos reigned during annual

examinations yesterday as hundreds of chil-

dren scaled school walls to pass crib notes to

exam takers.

Others, in full view of police, used bullhorns

to yell answers to students inside. One boy at

Oiak Tomok school in Phnom Penh had his

head bloodied when someone threw a rock

through an open classroom window.

Attached was a crib sheet.

“They think they are helping the students,

but they are weakening Cambodia, which des-

perately needs capable people to help recon-

struct die country,” sighed Chey Srim. deputy

director in charge of exams in Chak Tomok.
Cambodia's education system has been a

shambles since the Khmer Rouge massacred

the country’s best brains two decades ago. The
civil war that followed drained resources from

reviving the system, and even after UN-spon-
sored elections in 1 993. teaching standards

' remain poor and jobs scarce for graduates.

Three days of exams ended yesterday for an

estimated 10.000 students in Phnom Penh
seeking to advance to the upper level of high

school, crucial for ever attaining a scarce uni-

versity slot. More than 100 civilian and mili-

tary police ringed every school, blocking roads

and surrounding buildings, to try to prevent

chearine.

Still, mass cheating ensued. Education
Ministry officials met in the afternoon to con-

sider throwing out all the results, but decided

that would be too disruptive to the system.

“It is as though we are living in an anarchic

country where law was never respected at all,”

said Pol Fhithey. police chief of Daun Penh
district who oversaw three schools.

Cambodians believe that finishing high

school and university are the only ways to

ensure success in society, but that belief is

often an illusion. Jobs often are obtained by
cheating, in the form of bribery.

Despite - or because of- efforts by the gov-
ernment to crack down on cheating, the situa-

tion is worse than ever.

German
of Nazi

KARLSRUHE, Germany (AP) -

Germany’s highest court has

refused to rule on whether victims

of the Nazi forced labor system

can can claim reparations from

the government
The Federal Constitutional
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Court said international law does

not exclude that non-German for-

mer slave laborers could sue for

compensation in Germany. It said

the issue would have to be decid-

ed in lower courts, but offered no
guidelines.

The verdict followed compensa-
tion demands of up to 22.000

marks ($14,500) each by a
German and 21 foreign citizens

who were forced to work at the

Elnion munitions factory by the

Nazi SS while interned at the

Auschwitz death camp in 1943-

1945. All plaintiffs were Jewish.

Representatives of Nazi victims

welcomed the verdict, saying it

paved the way for surviving slave

laborers to seek compensation in

German courts.

Klaus von Muenchhausen. a

English to give back Stone
of Scone, 700 years later

German university lecturer who
helped bring the case, urged the

German parliament to pass a law

recognizing the slave laborers’

claims.

“In view of the advanced age of

the victims, we demand a speedy

resolution of our claims," he said.

But he acknowledged it could
• .take some time for German courts

to issue a definitive ruling.

About seven million slave

laborers toiled in Nazi Germany
during the war. The majority were

from Poland and the Soviet

Elnion, and many wen? Jews.

The German government has

generally not recognized individ-

ual compensation claims by Nazi

forced labor victims, saying they

were pressed into service by pri-

vate companies.

LONDON (AP) - The Stone of

Scone is going home to Scotland,

700 years after it was carried away
to London by King Edward I.

Prime Minister John Majorsaid
yesterday that the stone, kept

beneath the coronation chair at

Westminster Abbey, will be
returned once a new home is

selected, probably in Edinburgh.
Also known as the Stone of

Destiny, it was the ancient corona-
tion seat of the kings of Scotland.

Since it was captured in 1296. it

has been kept in Westminster
Abbey beneath the coronation
chair used in every coronation

since 1308.

"The Stone of Destiny holds a
special place in the hearts of
Scots,” Major told the House of
Commons.

“I believe that on this, the 700th
anniversary of its removal from
Scotland, it is appropriate to

return it to its historic homeland.”
The stone will be brought back for

coronation ceremonies. Major
added.

Some Scots have noted that die

lump of red-gray sandstone is

very much like others found near

Scone (pronounced Skoon), the

ancient capital of the Piets 55 kins

north of Edinburgh, but romantic

myths cling to it.

The stone was said to have been
used as a pillow by Jacob when he
had his dream of “Jacob’s ladder."

Jacob's sons supposedly carried

the stone to Egypt. From there, was
said to have been taken to Spain,

then to Ireland where it was placed

on the sacred hill at Tara.

pie from southern Califominnorth

to the Canadian border and as far

east as Texas without electricity,

affecting thousands of homes and
businesses.

By early yesterday, most of the

power was restored.

Cony Alsbejg, a spokeswoman
for the Western Systems
Coordinating Council, the indus-

try group that oversees the relia-

bility of electric supply in western
states, said a team of investigators

was trying to pinpoint the prob-

lem but sabotage was not suspectr
ed.

“We’re still trying to put all the

information together,” Alsberg
said.

Despite soaring temperatures in

many cities. Pruett said demand
for electricity in northern

California was normal for a sum-
mer day in July and should easily

have been handled by the system.

“We were not experiencing

record demand,” he said.

Pruett likened the. power prob-

lem to a marble that gets lodged in

a giant garden hose and fences the

system to shut down.
“The marble goes on down this

garden hose and every so often it

sticks and blocks the flow,” he

said. “That’s where the problem
occurs and it just continues on
down the transmission system. It

could have occurred anywhere but

we do know that ft did not happen
in our system."

Utility officials said die prob-

lem appears to have begun in

Oregon,
.
just north of the

California border, on the so-called

“interne,” a power transmission

network that links much of the

western United States in a grid.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Burundi denies massacre charges
BUJUMBURA, Burundi (Reuter) - Burundi’s defense minister

denied yesterday Hutu rebel charges that Burundian troops, with
the help ofRwandan soldiers, had massacred 1,000 Hutu civilians

in northwest Cibitoke province.

Minister Firmin Sinzoyiheba. a moderate Tutsi member of the

divided government, said a major offensive was underway in the

region to flush out Hutu rebels but he denied (hat. troops from
neighboring Rwanda were fighting alongside his forces.

Sinzoyiheba said troops had killed more than 30 rebels in

Cibitoke on June 27 after they ambushed an military-escorted

convoy, killing an army officer, a soldier and one civilian.

But he said there was not a single civilian casualty caused by
Burundian soldiers despite the army starting an operation to flush

out the Hutu rebels.
1

Turkey’s PM presents moderate program
ANKARA (Reuter) - Turkey’s first Islamist Prime Minister.

Necmettin Erbakan presented a moderate program to parliament

yesterday while his conservative coalition partners snuggled to

muster support to survive a confidence vote1next week.

“There vAll be serious efforts to combat inflation and sustainable

growth will be attained,” Erbakan told deputies, stressing die

importance of privatization, budget-cutting and Turkey's links to

the West in a program ambitious in its aims but short on details.

Work resumes near Auschwitz
WARSAW (AP) - Defying a ban by local authorities, developers

resumed work yesterday on a controversial project near Auschwitz.

The decision followed a “lack of any positive response by authorities”

to efforts to reach a compromise, developer Janusz Maiszatek said.

Last month. Marszalek. who originally intended to build a

shopping mall across the former Nazi Auschwitz death camp,

abandoned die plan and said he instead would build a visitors'

..center with a fast-food outlet, parking lot a^abook shop. V
. r

But his plan.
wasn’t yet approved, and local auffipriries-have ' .j

informed himthir reaming is ilJegil: ' .'V J

Warsaw’s Jewish cemetery vandalized
WARSAW (Reuter) - Vandals have destroyed more than 60 graves

at Warsaw’s Jewish cemetery, police said this week.

"The extent of the damage varies, with some tombstones turned

upside down and others smashed,” Warsaw police spokesman
Tomasz Gizelewsld told Reuters, adding that die damage had been
done to recent headstones while historic ones were unharmed.
He said the incident probably happened on Friday night and

police had launched an investigation.

Menachem Joskowitz. chief rabbi of the few thousand Jews
living in Poland, urged the authorities to take strict measures to

prevent such incidents in future, because they perpetuated a
stereotype of Poles as antiSemites.

“All over die world there is talk of Polish antisemitism. People
here must be on guard so that such things are not said,” Joskowitz

told private Radio Zet.

Bui the bead of local police in western Warsaw told PAP news
agency the vandalism was probably the work of teenagers

practicing karate rather than an and-Jewish act.

Queen to keep Buckingham Palace open
LONDON (Reuter) - Buckingham Palace, Queen Elizabeth’s

London home, is to remain open to visitors for several weeks every
summer once fire damage to Windsor Castle bas been repaired, the
government announced yesterday. The queen opened the palace

doors to paying visitors in 1994 to help finance the restoration of
Windsor Castle, west of London, which was badly damaged by fire

in November 1992. More than 400,000 people visited Buckingham
Palace during .the eight weeks it was open last year, -raising a net
£2.98 million ($4.6 million) for restoration work at Windsor, which
is expected to cost a total of £35.5 million ($55.3 million).

Still no answers after Hemingway autopsy
SANTA MONICA, California (AP) -An autopsy performed on
Margaux Hemingway’s body failed to answer lingering questions
about why die model-tumed-actress died alone in her beachside
apartment. “The examination was unremarkable and did not reveal

any indication of trauma or foul play,” the coroner’s office said in a
statement Tuesday.

Toxicological tests were ordered and it will be at least two weeks
before they are completed, the coroner’s office said. Sgt Gary
Gallinot said no suicide note was found, “but we’re not ruling it out”
Hemingway, 41 , was last seen Saturday and her decomposed

body was found Monday night Friends said she had epilepsy and
bad talked of going off medication.

FACES OF THE BIBLE...

Singular masterpiece decorated with paintings by the

renowned Jewish-lsraeli artist Dan Ophir. Eighty-five full

color plates inspired by biblical passages - from

[ear

Genesis to Chronides. Lyrical, highly-emotional visual

responses to the text are given on racing pages in this

exceptional album. Superb gift album, timely tribute to

Jerusalem, the sacred city, on its 3000th anniversary.

JP Special Price N1S 279 inch door-to-door delivery (where

available)

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

Please send me Faces of the Bible by Dan Ophir. Enclosed is my check payable to

The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

Visa Isc/MCD Diners Q AmEx

CC No ExP

| ORDER BY PHONE OR FAX

D 02-241 282
Fax: 02-241212 Vi.A9 l 4tl»;tl'ty>JA 90 MHS.kr

A Biography of Vladimir (Ze’ev) Jabotinsky
by Shmud Katz

This Is the tong-awahed English version of the biography ofone ofthe
most dramatic figures of 20th century Jewish history - Ze'ev Jabotinsky
founder of Revisionism - journalist, novelist, poet, soldier, linguist and
outstanding orator. Shmud Katz has drawn on archival material
unpublished and newly translated letters, and extensive sources for this
account ofthe center of Zionist hlstoiy In the 1 920’s and beyond. Katz
himself is known as an author and newspaper columnist; he has used
newly available archival documentation In this meticulous and
comprehensive biography, from Odessa, 1880 to New York. 1940
Previously published In Hebrew as JABO. Hardcover, 2 vol.7 1856pp.

JP Price MS 169 + NE5 lOfornMStagbbnd
For door to door deBvery (where erasable} price NtS i8S

Tor Books. The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, jefusatem 91000 Please send me LONE WOLF.
Enclosed is rry check payable to The jerasalem Post oraedltcard details:

Name.

ID No.

Visa Q ISC/MCD Diners O AmEx

Jel/Fax(day)_ Jignatur
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Advertisers exploit

‘nudnik’ children
CAVEAT EMPTORI
RUTHiE BLUM

Cola, nor even a tank of gas can be had without an accompanying promise of
Disneyworid, cash bonuses, or decals.

THE "NUDNIK” factor makes it impossible to go anywhere with kids - particularly

the supermarket - without being bombarded with requests for expensive purchases,

based on ever-renewed fantasies of buried treasures. Portions of the "advertising aimed

at minors" regulations are worth quoting here, to illustrate the audacious manner in

which “respectable" marketers continue to violate the law;

“[Advertising aimed at minors may not] contain... the encouragement of minors to

persuade their parents or to plead with them or with any other person to purchase for

them goods or a service... [nor shall it cause] minors to fee I deprived, inferior, or unpop-
ular in relation to other minors if they do not purchase an item of merchandise or if they

do not bring about its purchase for them.... [Advertising aimed ai encouraging minors
to] participate in gambling, games of chance or lotteries [is forbidden], with the excep-

tion of [those] not intended for commercial purposes.”
National Council for the Child director Yitzhak Kadman "has no problem” with ads

as
l
00

,8
35 n° “preconditions" are attached to their purchase. But

he does strongly oppose ads for adult merchandise which offer children bonuses
kadman is disappointed with the Ministry of Industry and Trade for not enforciiic leg-

islation crucial to protecting our youth “Even when very derailed complaints about spe-
cific violations have been lodged with the ministry, nothing has been done " he claims.
He suggests that parents would do well to begin educating their children in responsible
consumensm - including how not to be fooled bv misleadinc ad campaiens - from a
young age.

“

Trade Ministry spokesman Dor Marom vehemently denies Kadmans alleeations-
“All complaints relaung to the law preventing exploitation of minors through advertis-
ing - whether through the print or electronic media - are dealt with individually This
issue receives attention, follow-up and supervision, as does every issue under' Trade
Minisoy care.

“We suggest that anyone who witnesses such exploitation file a complaint, and we
will be glad to deal with every incidence, as we have done in the past, and will contin-
ue to do in the future.

Furthermore, special attention to this issue has been given, via a new follow-up cen-
ter < monitoring the cable network's shopping channel} headed by Zamir Chayet -
supervisor of the Consumer ProtectionAct's section on the exploitation of minors. Since
the center began operating two months ago. about 50 complaints have been received
each of which is in a different stage of treatment, and mow of which have been com-'
nleted to the satisfaction of the consumers

“

To complain about violations, phone; <05 1 560-4611. or write to; Zamir ChaveL 76
Rehov Mazeh. Te) Aviv. No trips to EuroDisnev guaranteed.

You are invited to offer personal stories about goods and services in this country.
Write to; Ruthie Blum, POB 81, 91000 Jerusalem.
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Call

your
Mom.,
on the

Net
TANIA HERSHMAN

HOW would you like to

make free international

telephone caDs?
There are very few Israelis,

especially in the English-speaking

community, who have no relatives

abroad that simply must be com-
municated with regularly.

But extortionate pricing makes
it a financial nightmare. Now,
however, there is a cheaper solu-

tion - and all you need is a com-
puter and an Internet connection.

VocalTec, based in Hexzliya.

launched the IntemetPhone last

year, to great acclaim. Last week
they unveiled the latest improved
and user-friendly version:

IntemetPhone 4.0.

t
In a nutshell, .tite comrany’s

technology sends yqrce instead of
data - whfcti is what is^ trfcisrmt-

ted when sending E-mail, for
‘

instance-down the basic Internet

connection. Attach a microphone
to yourPC, buy some good speak-

ers, find an Internet access

provider and away you go.

You can then download s free

evaluation copy of the software

from VocalTec’s Internet site

(www.vocaltec.com). The calls

are limited to one minute, but they

are a good way' to start The full

'version costs around S49 and can

also be purchased via the Net
The software itself guides you

through the simple process of

OFFERS

DIAPERS - American Curity,

100% cotton, 24 in excellent condi-

tion, 36 in good condition, NIS 300

o.b.o. 08-9264672.

CARPET -2x3. good condition,

NTS 300. 09-7719431.

BAKING OVEN - A& G, good
condition, NTS 300. 04-8244J74.

‘LAW & THE PROFITS* -
Parianson, NTS 10; Orientations.

Ronald Stores, NIS 15. 04-

8242207.

CHILD’S TABLE WITH 2
CHAIRS - NIS 30; stuffed ani-

mals, NTS 10 to NTS 20; little girls’

winter jacket and raincoat, NIS 25
each. 09-7744760.

REEBOK STEPS - original

from US for exercise and slimming,

NIS 300. Christina, 09-963922. -

'GOODLY ' HERITAGE' -

Eretz Yisrael 17th-20th Century,

NIS 20; Memoirs of My People,

Leo Schartz, NS 15. 04-8242207.

MEN’S SPORTS JACKET -

light blue, XXL, NIS 150; white

summer slacks. NIS 50; excellent

condition. 02-734662, message for

Valerie. ^
ROWENTA COFFEE

MAKER - 10-cup, like new, NIS

160..02-820642, David.

WINTER JACKET - mens,

new NFL with hood. NIS 3 80; flan-

nel sheets, full-size, used one sea-

son, NIS 120. 02-734750.

CRYSTAL STOVE - turbo

heat, NIS 300*02-870552.

HOSTESS GOWN - pure cot-

ton, floral blues, size 8/10, new and

unworn, NIS 130; boy's bar-rnitzva

suit bought too small, 3-piece navy,

NIS 150 unworn. 02*35 1975. NS.

LADIES’SOFTSPOTS- black

leather shoes, 39 wide, raw and

unworn, NIS 190; adjustable table

lamp, draftsman-type, NIS 45. 02-

433068, NS.
INTERPLAK ELECTRIC

TOOTH BRUSH - important far

healthy fee* and gums, NIS 250.

02-341563.

EVENING DRESS - for

teenage girl oryoungwoman, small

size, NIS 200. 02-6519918.

SET OF DISHES FOR 8- new,

unopened, NIS 100. 02-271317,

NS.

Creative

spark

making phone calls. You can call

anyone across the world who is in

possession of die VocalTec soft-

ware and au E-mail address.

Just type in the address, store it

in., your IntemetPhone phone
bobfc. 'dlfct,’ and the' computer
dials for you. Previous versions of

,

lute 'program were unhelpful if the

person was not sitting at their

computerwhen you called. Now,
however, you have the option of
leaving a voice-mail message -
which marks a a revolutionary

improvement.
If your mother is sitting.at her

computer, she picks up, and yon
can start “talking.” The term is a
little bit of an exaggeration,

because the quality is not die crys-

tal clarity of a normal telephone.

The Internet is getting veiy
crowded, and so sending the voice

signals takes a while. There can

INFLATABLE BOAT - 4-per-

son, perfect condition, with oars

and foot pump, NIS 200. 02-

816755.
DINING TABLE - wooden

colonial style, excellent condition,

NIS 300. 02-737495.

AMERICAN LADIES -
Highlights shoes, size 7 1/2, black

velvet flats, worn once, NIS 90.

Sue, 02-763346, NS.
travel garment bag -

new, hangs 6 garments plus 2 spa-

cious pockets, finest quality. NIS

.

300.02-630936.

TABLE - oblong white Keter

plastic. 5 chairs, seats 6, NIS 195.

02-611418, NS.
MOUNTAIN/WALKING

BOOTS - worn once, in excellent

condition, size 43. NIS 199. 02-

868349, NS.
CENTURY 200 - car seat for

ages 0-4, good condition, NIS 80.

02-6511935, NS.
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -

portable, as new, NIS 300. 02-

854689, NS.

DESERTCOOLER - air cooler

with remote control NIS 300. 02-

651926a NS.
HOOVERVACUUM CLEAN-

ER - dd/reliable, NIS 150; Peg

Perrego stroller, used, NIS 1 35; car-

pet sweeper, NIS 15. 02-61 7088.

GLASS DISHES - full set, for

12, NIS 150; 4 new queen-size

sheets, NIS 30 each. 02-34 1 868.

2 WOOD CHAIRS - NIS 25

each; white formica night table,

excellent condition, NIS 50; men’s

Norelco 80CRX razor, almost new,

NIS 190. 02-617632.

WOMEN’S SWEATERS -

new from US, Land's End taupe

tunic, taupe sweater, with matching

vest. Gap, navy long, 52

med/laige, NIS 80
,
each. 02-

665426.
FOR SOFT CONTACTS -

Saline & Enzymatic cleaner, NIS
50-02-611013.

DINING ROOM TABLE - rec-

tangle, 75/123, open 50 cm each

side, good condition. 02-822203,

NS.
BOOKCASE UNIT-with glass

vitrine, closed doors on bottom,

strong and sturdy, NIS 300 o.b.o.

02-5711386.

be a delay of several seconds at

peak times.

Also, tire signals are sent in

‘"packets,” and some packets are

liable to go astray. Thus, small

chunks of sentences may never

reach,their destination. . . ’T'C”
However,

-

for a telephone call

that costs the price of a local call

plus die hourly rate to the Internet

access provider (around $130 an
hour), it is definitely worth
patting up with a few discomforts.

And as technology advances, the

quality can only improve.

The new version ofthe software

has lots of helpful features. It cur-

rently works only with Windows
95 on PCs (a Mac version and a

Windows 3.1 version are

promised). The program consists

of several windows.
The animation in the main win-

dow is a nice touch. A little man

talks on the phone when you try to

make a call, knocks on the screen

to alert you to an incoming call,

and the cartoon shows two men
talking when you are connected.

You can talk to other VocalTec
users who have registered their E-

mail addresses with the company.
Pick a name from the Chat win-

dow, which also shows the coun-

try oforigin ofdie user, and speak
to Australia, Japan, England or

wherever you want. It is an inno-

vative way of making
“voicepals,” and apparently

extremely addictive.

Other useful features include a

‘"hold” option, where you can

keep up to 11 people hanging on
at one time and a “whiteboard,"

where you and the person to

whom you are talking can draw
and write messages that both can

see in real time.

FLAIR

GREER FAY CASHMAN

I
T was unfortunate that the

Hadassah-WIZO Canada
Neri Bloomfield College of

Design decided to hold a pre-

view of the creations of its

graduate class on the same day as

that of the Shenkar College of
Textile Technology and Fashion.

Although there was a similarity in

several of the design concepts, the

difference in execution was so sulk-

ing as to put Hadassah-WIZO com-
pletely in the shade.

It wasn't that the Hadassah-WIZO
students were devoid of ideas. A lot

of imagination went into their

clothes - but they lacked the sparkle

and pizzazz of the infinitely superi-

or Shenkar collection.

What emerged from both show-

ings however, was a sense of rebel-

lion against the pure classicism

which it seems still dominates the

fashion scene. Some budding
designers went to the opposite

extreme, producing a rag-bag of

scmffy-looking, mismatched sepa-

rates or outrageous-looking outfits

which might best be described as

technicolor grunge. Others leaned

toward high drama, such as

Hadassah-wlZO's Ayelet Mizrachi,

whose romantic, layered organza

1950s-style evening dresses were
each constructed around a swimsuit,

which comprised the torso of the

garment.

Shenkar’s Merav Amir chose a

more severe theme, clothing males
in black monks' habits and females

in black nun's habits which were

suddenly cast off to reveal athletic

Lycra swimwear in dazzling bright

colors. And for an extra fun touch,

Amir added a zip to the crotch of a
bikini.

Also common to showings by
both schools were studies in black

and white, in which the lines were

clean, and almost architectural. But

whereas Hadassah-WIZO’s Orit

Schreiber produced clothes which
were action -oriented, Shenkar 's

BARGAIN BASEMENT
DOUBLE BED - good condi-

tion, NIS 250. 02-663648.

3 CANDLEWICK BED-
SPREADS - single, rust color, NIS
50 each; baby walker, NIS 90. 02-

6511854
AIWA DOUBLE TAPE WITH

RADIO - NIS 150. Robeno, 02-

5670899.
HANDMIXER - NIS 60; breast

pump, NIS 40; first-aid kit, pocket-

size, sealed in box, NIS 30; ladies'

“golcT watch, NIS 60; ladies’ Keds
size 7, never worn. NIS 50, all

ab.o. 02-6561852.

ELECTRICHEATER- perfect

condition, DeLonghi Thermolahat,

NIS 100. 02-814866. NS.
NIKE HIGH SPORT SHOES

-

never worn, size 46, NIS 180. 02-

5670806.
CLARKS SPRINGER SAN-

DALS - women’s size 38. worn
once, wrong size, NIS 215. 02-

352795.
APARTMENT-SIZE TRAM-

POLINE ~ Rebounder, with work-

out program. NIS 135; Hamilton

Beach citrus juicer, with pulp

extractor, new, NIS 150. 02-

665312, NS.
DINING TABLE- oval, chrome

and glass top, plus 4 chairs, NIS
300.

02-

6529262.

ENGLISH TYPEWRITER -

IBM Selectric, NIS 300. 02-

617728, NS.
• ELEGANT SUIT - includes

jacket, 3/4 sleeve, pastel colors,

worn once, size 38, age 14-18, NIS

300.02-

660971.

GOLDENMAN SILVER
TRAVELCASE - on wheels, with

combination lock in box. NIS 100;

container for video cassettes, holds

24, NIS 20. 02-822203, NS.

BABY INTERCOM MONI-
TOR- Fisher Price, tike new, NIS

150; bathroom heater, NIS 50; mas-

sages NIS 25; wooden chair, NIS
25.

02-

6528955.
WOMEN’S BICYCLE - good

condition, NIS 250. 02-246979.

2 PRINTER CARTRIDGES -
HP51625A, NIS 200. 02-665241.

GAS STOVE - electric oven,

very good condition, NIS 300. 02-

810049.

SILK BLOUSE - heather grecn>

US size 12, NIS 49; ladies’ white

canvas sneakers, size 7, NIS 15,

both items hardly worn. 02-371961.

KENWOOD MIXER - half

industrial-size, like new, excellent

condition, includes meat grinder

and food processor, NIS 300. 02-

812353.

GIRLS’ SHABBAT DRESS -
size 12, NIS 40*. 2 floral jumpers,

sizes 10 and 12. NIS 30 each; floral

Keds, size 6M. never worn, NIS 60.

02-9931682, NS.
BOYS* BLACK LOAFERS -

size 6, never worn. NIS 50; men’s

Haines briefs, 7 pairs, size 36, in

package, NIS 50. 02-6221764, NS.
MEN’S SUIT - size 50,

American. NIS 50; American
underpants, new, 3 pairs, 2 x, NIS
25; sleeveless undershirts, 3 pair,

NIS 25; men’s bathing suit, 2 x NIS

30.02-

6519497.
SOCHNUT BED - with mat-

tress, good condition. NIS 150. 02-

431136, NS.
BABY COT - with mattress,

NIS 1 OO. 2 cabin trunks, with hang-

ing space and drawers, NTS 100

each. 02-2867

1

61289208, NS.

BLOOD PRESSURE MONI-
TOR - digital, new, NIS 250. 02-

242749.

WOMEN’S DOWN JACKET
- Eddie Bauer's, good condition.

NIS 225. 02-734750.

COOL SUNGLASSES - tortu-

ous shell frames, 2 seasons old,Ray
Ban lenses, NIS 199. 02-610486.

WOOD BUREAU - NIS 100;

couch, NIS 160; 2 chairs, NIS 40

for both. 02-784687, NS.
NAVY SUIT - 100S wool. 2

pants, double-breasted. si2e 41/42.

Italian cut. 02-271505/249 1 67.

AREA RUG - nice pattern. NIS

180; tablecloth, Jaige, rose-colored.

NIS 80. 02-662754.

SAMSONITE SUITCASE -

ovemighier, mint condition, NIS
100; 5*’ attache case, NIS 70: 10-

speed men's bike, needs tires. NIS

100.02-

438661,
DOUBLE SHEET - 150/200

cm. with pillow cases, NIS 100: 2
pairs chunky-heel sandals,

women's 8 1/2, NIS 70 o.b.o. 02-

6527833, NS.
HAMSTER CAGE - NIS 30:

dupk> house plus extras. NIS 100:

children’s wooden table and 2

chairs, NIS 60; Little Tykes tractor,

NIS 50. 02-411079.

AEG VACUUM CLEANER -
excellent condition, NIS 300. 02-

285356.
UNHOLY TRINITY - NIS 65;

The Secret War against the Jews,

NIS 70, good condition. 02-

874071.
3-DRAWER FILING CABI-

NET- NIS 50; 2-drawer filing cab-

inet, NIS 40. 02-8701 50, NS.
CAR SEATBOOSTER - age 2-

4 years, NIS 125; car seat, 0-6

months. NIS 1 25. 02-822203.

BAGS OF GOOD CLOTHES
TO DONATE - to charity. Yael,

02-660971.

MEN'S SHOES - Knapp, size

I ID (US), black! oil resistant. NIS
200. 02-820024.
WANTED
CRADLE - with rockers - buy,

loan or hire. 04-9920135.

ENGLISH TYPEWRITER -
Yosef. 08-9247891.
VIDEOCASSETTES - Hebrew

spoken with English subtitles, to

learn Hebrew. 03-5236743.

SCULPTURES IN
JERUSALEM - book by Zaefr
Lewin-Goldsmidt. reasonable

price. 02-793464.-

LITTLE TYKES TRICYCLE
-02-860113.

GOOSEBUMPS BOOKS -

used. Zvi, 02-722607. NS.

VACUUM CLEANER - in

working condition for educational

institute. 02-62644SS/9.

UPRIGHT PLANO - in good

condition. 02-763485. NS.

encylopaedia JUDAICA
- in eood condition. 02-638220.

2 LOUNGE CHAIRS - and/or

table and chairs for porch. 02-

6525620.

HAZLANUTRECORDS -either

33” or 78". 02-416456, NS.

BASIC FURNITURE - for 70-

year-old Russian immigrant: table,

chairs, bed-sofa. etc. 02-421502.

GUILLOTINE - for cutting

sheets of cardboard for book-bind-

ine; large press. 02-868368.

JOGGING PARTNER - over

35 years old. earlv momines in

Sacher Park. 02-61 1976.

SECOND-HAND PRINTER -
compatible with Windows, reason-

Samiramis Shahada-Raful, who designed the gown, is smitten
by the romantic.

Shai Shalom was more romantically

inclined, and his creations reflected

sheer sophistication reminiscent of

the clothes which Audrey Hepburn
wore in several of her movies.

HADASSAH-WIZO‘s Samiramis

Shahada-Raful was also smitten by
the romantic muse, and her strapless

gowns, with lots of drape, bouffan-

cy and even a bustle showed
promise, but needed more work to

give them true elan.

It was almost heartbreaking to see

Shenkar s combined talents, given

the current state of Israel’s fashion

industry - so much creativity and
nowhere to go with it

Hopefully, the industry will

improve and these wonderful young
people will be able to find their

places here instead ofhaving to seek

their fortunes in Europe, the US or

even Japan.

There isn’t space here to mention

all 26 of the newly graduated

able price. 02-660971. NS.
RECENT BACK COPIES - of

major American/Anglo-Jewish
newspapers. Ben-Ami, 02-311170-

1.

CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION
CENTER - children's, men's,

women lalso maternity), R.Shmuel
Hanavi near Moniot Hatsumet
(Bldg ftflO), Sun.-Tues. 7-9 pm;
Mon, Wed., Thurs., 9:30-12:30 am.
02-824924.

KEREN KIJTA - seeks furni-

ture for new olim. will collect.

788277. NS.
STOREROOM FOR OLIM -

appliances, household goods (pots,

pans, dishes, etc.), old furniture, etc..

Sun. Thurs., 10 am 4 pm; FrL 10

am 1 pm. 24 Ha'uman Sl. Talpiot

796848.
EXCHANGE
MOTOROLA DIGITAL - per-

sonal communicator cellular phone.

American system, includingcharger

for home and attachment for car in

exchange for Israeli system

Motorola digital cellular phone,

slim model or similar with charger.

02-6512995, NS.

PETS

KITTENS - playful, toilet-

trained, friendly, to give away to

kind homes. 03-6838907 (work);

Shenkar fashion and textile design-

ers, and it’s almost unfair to

exclude anyone, because they were
all good. But those who were truly

outstanding include Victor Baiish,

whose black gossamer spider-

woman designs featuring cobweb
bodices were true works of art;

Ayelet Weinman, whose futuristic

evening gowns in glitzy, looped,

spiked-iand shaggy' fabrics were:

definite attention-getters; Iris

Yemini whose black tailored cock-

tail suit featuring a tailed jacket

over a sweeping fishtail skirt was
just magnificent; and Galina

Kasyanski-Kushnir, whose dream-
like palest pastel organza trims and
tops teamed with white were a per-

fect balance of delicacy and

strength.

These young people and their fel-

low graduates all deserve to suc-

ceed. Their ability to do so will

depend m part on the new govern-

ments economic policies.

03-7514638 rtiome).

DARLING GRAY KITTEN -
with white accessories, male, very

clean, great with people and other

cats. 02-636025. NS.
ADORABLE KITTENS - free

to loving home. 02-783731.

2 DOGS - 1 5 months, I female, 1

male, all shots. 02-9933068. NS.
BLACK AND WHITE KIT-

TEN - adorable, for adoption to

warm home 14 baby cats available

next month). 02-663323, eves., NS.

LOST YOUR DOG?- Check at

the Jerusalem Municipality's Dog
Pound. Also does for adoption. 02-

827645.

2CUDDLY KITTENS - waiting

to climb on your lap with affection

and love. 02-665269. NS.
LOST FROM NEVEH YA’A-

COV - beautiful large gray striped

cat, big green eyes, white stomach,

answers to Julie, must return to

RamoL 02-861318.
KITTENS — beautiful, friendly,

healthy and handsome; friendly

black male dog. Free to good
homes. 02-283521. NS.
FOR PROTECTION AND

AFFECTION - The JSPCA shel-

ter has dogs and cats, puppies and
kittens of different types and per-

sonalities. All under veterinary

supervision. Pri Amal St Atarot

industrial zone. 02-851 531.

Sorry, no listings accepted without a coupon

BARGAIN BASEMENT - FREE CLASSIFIEDS
BARGAIN BASEMENT accepts ads of up to 20 words free of charge on these

condmons.-OnJy one ad per household per week. THE LIMIT per ad in the 'Pliers'

section is a TOTAL of NIS 300. and the price at eacn nem must be stated in shekels.

The following ads are NOT accepted: business offers, apartment sales, rentals or

exchanges; car sales; job offers; situations wanted; srfeifafions for donations; offers of

marriage or other personal relationship. Ads must be printed m English and submitted

on the attached coupon. AOS MAY NOT BE SUBMITTED BY PHONE OR FAX. The

right to reject or edit any ad is reserved.

Ads must reach The Bargain Basement. The Jerusalem Post. Rehov Yirmeyahu in

Romema (POB 3T. Jerusalem 9t 000) by NOON Sunday of the week of puWtcatm

Because of space limitations, ads maybe held overand published the following week.

The price of each item must be stated

Name _
Address

Tel.
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Who’s the boss?

F
OREIGN Minister David Levy’s threat

yesterday — in the spotlight of television

cameras and in the presence of an aston-

ished Prime Minister BinyaminNetanyahu— to

resign next week if Ariel Sharon is not accomo-
dated by then, crossed all reasonable boundaries

of impudence, collegial misconduct, and politi-

cal blackmail.

It's been nearly two decades since Menachem
Begin made Levy a national figure by appoint-

ing him to a cabinet post, thus salvaging the for-

mer construction worker from relative obscuri-

ty as an activist in the Likud’s Histadrut faction.

Since then. Levy has earned himself a reputa-

tion, unparalleled even in this exceptionally nar-

cissistic political landscape, as a champion of

apology, demands, arm twisting, and resigna-

tion threats; usually disguised in the form of

ideology, but always aimed at enhancing his

own personal fortunes.

In 1981, for instance, unable to stomach

Begin ’s decision to deprive him of the Ministry

ofAbsorption in favor of the Tami faction, Levy
threatened to stay outside the cabinet, and ulti-

mately won, as a reward for “loyalty,” the posi-

tion of deputy prime minister as well as respon-

sibility for Project Renewal. In August 198S,

Levy threatened to oiganize a separate wing
within his party if a decision to co-opt the small

La’am faction into the Likud’s Herut section

was not rescinded. Yitzhak Shamir acquiesced

and agreed to a revote.

In November 1988, Levy quit the Likud’s

negotiating team and sulked in his office in

protest at Shamir’s handling of the coalition

negotiations with religious parties. Three years

later. Levy said he was considering resigning

after Shamir decided to head the Israeli delega-

tion to the Madrid peace conference.

Ultimately, Shamir appeased him by agreeing

that then-—deputy foreign minister Binyamin
Netanyahu would move from the Foreign

Ministry to the Prime Minister’s Office, and

Levy would be fully briefed on the premier’s

diplomatic activity.

"" Finally, in Match 1992, Levy announced he
planned to resign as foreign minister, bat made

‘ his resignation statement only several hours

after the weekly cabinet meeting. This gave him
a week to get the party's leaders grovelling at

his feet, since his resignation would need to be
approved at the cabinet’s next meeting, seven

days later. Once again Levy’s tactics worked,

and be received a promise to be reappointed for-

eign minister should the Likud win the elec-

tions, which - not coincidentally - it ultimately

lost.

Yet Levy’s most telling tale of political abuse

was his pivotal role in the 1990 unholy triple

alliance with Yitzhak Moda’i and Ariel Sharon,

which scolded a famously hawkish Yitzhak

Shamir for considering to allow the Palestinians

in the territories to elect their own leaders.

Then, too. Levy’s real goal was personal - to

become foreign minister - and he achieved this.

Never mind that once in office Levy tried to

reappear as the dove who, in 1985, had cast the

deciding vote in the cabinet session which

resolved to retreat from central Lebanon.

Levy’s behavior yesterday, therefore, contin-

ues a very familiar pattern: The aim - to secure

his stature as kingmaker and to diminish the

premier’s clout - is personal. The idealistic

argument - “defending a wounded friend” - is

disingenuous. And the tactic, to publicly hold

Israel’s elected leader at gun point, is downright
thuggish.

It’s high time all this came to an end.

Sharon may deserve to join the cabinet, and

even play a major role once inside, but the deci-

sion on that can only be made by the man the

people elected as premier. Levy could have

asked the voters to prefer him for that role over

Netanyahu, and indeed he appeared to contem-

plate that option for well over two years. At the

end of the day, he chose not to challenge

Netanyahu, apparently fully aware he stood no
chance to win.

It follows then, that Levy’s behavior is noth-

ing more than a well calculated attempt to

devalue the directly elected premier’s stature,

with the aim of making him as vulnerable and

manipulable as those of his predecessors whom
Leyy has so systematically abused.

If he were to be asked about it. Levy would
likely say his tragedy is that he failed to become
Israel’s prime minister. Yet his real tragedy is

that, in 1983, when offered the position of
finance minister during Israel’s worst ever eco-

nomic crisis, he ducked out and rejected that

proposal, and thus lost a once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity to. assume national leadership and

take responsibility under tough circumstances.

Indeed* Levy’s could have been a more con-

structive career. His first resignation threat,

back in June 1978, was aimed to prevent the

closure of the Kitan textile plant in -his home-
town of Beit She’an. Though economically

arguable. Levy’s stance then was Socially nobRf-

and nationally legitimate.

Yet that David Levy has long since given way
to a politician concerned with little more than

his own advancement, so much so that even as

foreign minister he is prepared to risk sabotag-

ing the prime minister’s extremely delicate trip

to the White House.

Against this grim backdrop, Netanyahu, even

if he does want to bring Sharon into the cabinet

before Levy’s deadline expires, may do well by
doing what Begin and Shamir were afraid to do,

and let Levy make good on his resignation

threat

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

NON-VIOLENT CIVIL

DISOBEDIENCE

Sir, - Eric Lee claims, in bis arti-

cle of June 18, that there is a need to

declare a civil uprising against the

new government just as was done by

Zo Artzenu. A call for non-violent

civil disobedience is a very drastic

step that a citizen can (and I believe,

should) take when faced with the

destruction of the basic values of

society.

Zo Arizenu took this drastic step

after three yeans during which the

government of Israel

structiou - including pouring bil-

lions into sectors close to the Labor
Patty, such as Kibbutz Ein Dor from

where Mr. Lee writes, to name a

few.

. • refused to live up to its pre-

election commitments regarding the

Golan and the PLO, while trampling

on all that was dear and holy to the

Jewish majority of the people of

Israel;

I don’t know if Netanyahu’s gov-
ernment will provide Mr. Lee with

reasons such as these, which will

call for a civil uprising of this type -
sending people out into the streets

for non-violent civil disobedience.

In any case, I fully support his right

to do so even if I don’t think that,

aside from a few naive people, there

will be many among the (serious)

public who would be willing to pay
the price and join him, as was our
case.

- • led negotiations to give away
sovereign parts of the state;

• • jeopardized, in an unprecedent-

ed manner, state security by turning

over responsibility for internal secu-

rity to the PLO, causing an unprece-

dented rise in the number of morder

victims of terror attacks.

1 am not getting into all the prob-

lems brought upon us by the Rabin/

Peres government f won’t discuss

their intention of giving away our

water resources or the economic de-

1 am certain that when Mr. Lee

goes out into the streets, he will not

encounter police - who have re-

ceived orders from high up - to use

harsh violence, violating all the laws

of the State without batting an eye. I

also don’t believe that Mr. Lee
would be charged with sedition by
the new government for such an
action.

MOSKE FEIGUN, Chairman,

Zo Artzenu
Ginot SbomrotL

WASTING TIME
AND MONEY

Sir, - Now that the elections are

over, it is time to look at the costs

and decide that it is not necessary to

waste so much money.

Is it really necessary to give peo-

ple an extra holiday at the beach or

in the parks? Other countries do not

seem to think so.

Moreover, it is apparently fell

that, at each voting station, only one

person can be trusted to walk in, go

behind the screen, and choose a

piece of paper. Surety the superviso-

ry team in a room can watch two (or

even three?) voting booths not

placed together, thus saving valu-

able time.

Finally, need so much money be

allocated to the political parties? It

would surely be better if mere were

not so much money to enable unsu-

oervised groups of youngsters to bepervised groups of youngsters to be

sent ont with apparently limitless

supplies of posiers and banners to

set up. Some ofthe moneys saved in

this way could be used to instruct

these teenagers abom the basics of

road safety.

F. GROSS
Jerusalem.

CHINESE GIRLS
Sir, - Recently, I saw a documen-

tary called The Dying Rooms, which
was famed for Channel 4 in the UK
and produced by True Vision Pro-

ductions. This was not breaking

news, but a repeat broadcast, and
sadly it seems that after the initial

reaction, there has been little follow-

up. This documentary shocked me
profoundly.

The film describes the honors and
torments suffered by baby girls in

China. Boys are preferred to girls -

because they continue the family

name and provide for their parents.

Girls are considered a burden. Baby
girls are neglected, and allowed to

die. The Chinese government denies

the facts shown in the movie and
seems to be more interested in cov-

ering tip the atrocities than in reme-
dying the situation.

It had never occurred to me that

such things can happen to children

anywhere in the world, and perhaps
you are justified in thinking me na-

ive. Sometimes it seems that gov-
ernments do not see children’s wel-

fare as first and foremost and their

interests are negligible where com-
mercial profits are concerned. I am
happy for the Chinese in their eco-

- nomic success; so many things we
buy these days are made in China.
But I don't want to think that in

buying my baby daughter a toy

stamped “Made in China,” I am
condoning the neglect ofmany other

babies in China. If we think that

children in our own country deserve
to grow up safe and secure and en-

joy all the natural rights as those

stated in UNICEF’s convention on
Rights of the Child, then there is no
reason why Chinese girls should not

enjoy the same rights. All of -us
should voice onr horror.

For those who have not seen the

Channel 4 production The Dying
Rooms and have access to the Inter-

net, you can find the transcripts of

the show by searching Children and

China. On that site, you will also

find information on a trust fund for

these children and on adoption-

NEJ CORES
Haifa.
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Savir’s dark secret
HE boasted that he spent

3.000 hours negotiating to

set up the Oslo accords

with the PLO on behalf of the

Labor government But Foreign

Ministry director-general Uri

Savir had a dark secret he kept

locked away.

Last Sunday, when he rook

leave of his colleagues at the min-

istry, Savir said an astonishing

thing. He warned that it would be
“dangerous” to allow Arafat's

closest confidante and adviser,

Ahmed Tibi, to take part in future

peace talks with Israel.

We would like to ask Savin If

Tibi is so dangerous, why did you
keep quiet during the past three

years while this Arafat henchman,

a fluent Hebrew speaker and an

Israeli citizen, pressed the Rabin-

Peres government to make ever-

increasing concessions to the

PLO?
Why, during those 3,000 hours

of getting to know the PLO’s real

intentions didn't you warn your
fellow Jews about the danger fac-

ing them, a danger which was as

clear as daylight? Isn't ii hypocrit-

ical to admit a truth you have long

known only when you’re quitting

a key job?

Tibi, more than anyone else,

protected Yasser Arafat when the

PLO leader aired again and again

on TV and in the world press the

PLO’s aim of making Jerusalem

the capital of an independent
Palestinian state. Yet the silver-

tongued Tibi was given more time
- to spread his anti-Zionist mes-

sage - on Israeli TV and even
Army Radio than all the opposi-

tion leaders put together. His
theme was consistent: domination

over the whole land of Israel.

Savir 's explanation of his sud-

den opposition to Tibi goes tike

this: It would be dangerous for

Israeli Arabs tike him to be in

involved in -the negotiations as

this would blur their identity.

All the more reason, surely, for

Savir to have seen it as his duty to

blow the whistle on Tibi and his

anti-Zionist propaganda during
every second of those 3,000
hours. And if he disapproved of

what was happening, surely it

would have been the honorable

course to quit and let someone
else negotiate with the PLO?

It was the words ofTibi as much
as those of any Arafat aide that

revived fellow Israeli Arabs'
dream of gaining control of the

POSTSCRIPTS
MARY ELECTA Bidwell, the

oldest-living American, died re-

cently at age 114.

Bidwell, who was bom on May
9, 1881, when James Garfield was

president and Queen Victoria

ruled half the world, died at

home in Hamden, Connecticut. -

Bidwell said she did not have

the answer to her longevity, but

that she never drank or smoked.

She loved fresh fruit and hoi

coffee.

Once asked to name the great-

est achievement attained by
women, she replied: “The vote!”

She said she cast her first ballot in

the 1920 presidential election,

voting for Warren Harding.

Her husband of 69 years,

Charles, died in 1975 at the age of

93. Their only child, Charles
Bradford Bidwell, died in 1945.

She is survived by her two grand-

children and four great-

grandchildren.

A CHINESE academic has

turned matchmaker for a rare

striped turtle and is scouring the

world for a suitable mate.

The spinster turtle was one of

only three in captivity in China

and a mate from elswhere was
needed to help ensure the surviv-

al of the species, found in the wild

only in the lower reaches of the

Yangtze River.

Zhao Ken tang appealed for

any foreign owners of a striped

turtle to come forward.

URI DAN
DENNIS EISENBERG

Galilee, the Wadi Am area and the

Negev surrounding Beersheba.

All these would be stepping

stones on the way to driving the

Jews back to the borders, not of

1967, bur of the tiny Jewish
enclave given to Ben-Gurion
when the country was partitioned

in 1947k

It was Tibi who stood at Arafat's

side when the PLO boss lied

about his declaration that the PLO
charter calling for the destruction

of Israel was null and void - when

If it is ‘dangerous’ to

allow Ahmed Tibi a

role in peace talks,

why wait till now
to say so?

clearly it was nothing like. And
Tibi tried to explain what Arafat

“really-meanf when he preached

jihad against .Israelis:

Tibi sweei-talked foe world, ‘prer

tending it wasn’t Arafat’s fault that

suicide bombers were’ blowing
Israelis to pieces in their buses and
in the streets of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv
and other places in the country. He
did a masterly whitewashjob.
Earnestly he elaborated on how

Arafat was busy rounding up
Hamas Islamic activists, when he
knew full well that his boss and
Savir’s had made a deal that there

would be no Hamas bomb attacks

until after the election. Had Labor
won, Savir would still be the

linchpin in negotiations with
Arafat, along with the smiling

man at Arafat’s elbow.

Tibi is outraged at the way Savir

has turned against him. With
some bitterness he told colleagues

that Savir soft-soaped the PLO in

the hope that Arafat would deliver

the votes the Labor administration

desperately needed to win the

elections.

**We were the nice guys then,"

he complained. "They pleaded
with us on election day itself to

send messages to all the Arabs to

make sure they went to the polls.

Now they have lost we are being

blamed."

A CINCINNATI hearing officer

upheld the suspension of a high

school student who cutsed in

class even though the boy's moth-

er said his constitutional rights

were violated.

Jeremy Goodman, 16, a fresh-

mao at Williamsburg ' High
School, was suspended for two

days for violating a ban against

cursing after saying “Jesus
Christ!” in class.

His mpther said she would seek

help to challenge the suspension.

“We do not consider saying ‘Je-

sus Christ’ any more of a curse

word than saying ’red sneak-
ers,’ " she said.

WHEN FLIGHT 1435 touched
down in Cleveland it had picked

up an unexpected passenger - a

baby girl bom in the restroom.

Nguyet Pham and her new
daughter “are both in excellent

shape,” a spokeswoman for Con-

tinental Airlines said.

The airline said Pham, her hus-

band and another child were fly-

ing to Cleveland from Chicago

when she went into labor, went to

THE writers of this column have
learned that some members of the

former Labor administration have

taken it upon themselves to sup-

port Tibi and Arafat, advising

them how to effectively "mould"
Netanyahu’s policies. It is highly

possible that these voices of “the

enemy within the city’’ have
evoked the constant stream of
threats of violence, of the

renewed intifada that will erupt

unless the Oslo accords are ful-

filled to the letter.

Taking their cue from Arafat's

threat to declare a Palestinian

state with Jerusalem as its capital,

Israel's neighbors are beginning

to sound as if they are beating the

war drums. It's getting to feel like

what the country had to face in

the 1960s, before the Six Day
War.
From Syria comes the message

that Netanyahu is following the

path of Hitler unless he hands
over the Golan Heights, lock

stock and barrel. And there will

surely be violence unless Israel

gives more cities and territory to

Arafat.

Mubarak follows up with a
warning of more terrorist attacks

unless- Israel' presses'foH speed...

ahead on the promises:made.in

the Oslo accords. Not a' word/n
about Arafat not fulfilling a single

commitment as set down in the

Oslo accords.

When Foreign Minister David
Levy called on Arafat to live up to

his promises. Faisal Husseini, the

man regarded as the PLO chief’s

East Jerusalem representative,

responded: “If Israel wants secu-

rity, it must give us foil authority

and full control.” This is the same
Husseini who demands that 70
percent ofJewish property in west
Jerusalem be handed over to com-
pensate alleged displaced Arabs
during the 1948 War of

Independence.
He adds Arafat’s declaration of

intent: “In the end there will be a

Palestinian state with Jerusalem
as its capital.” And always, in the

background, is the “dangerous"

Ahmed Tibi.

Mr. Savin You were wrong to

remain silent so long. And you
know it. But that’s between you
and your flexible conscience.

The writers are authors of The
MossacL Secrets of the Israeli

Secret Service and other books on
the Middle East.

WHAT THE CAT dragged in

turned out to be quite a surprise

for Kenji Fufcai of Japan: a dead

sparrow and a tattered plastic bag

- containing 160,000 yen

($1,500).

Under Japanese law, if nobody

claims ownership for 6'A. months,

Fukai, 73, of Satie, can keep the

money.

the bathroom and delivered the

child with help from flight atten-

dants and a doctor who was a

passenger.

The baby was bom two min-

utes before the flight landed in

Cleveland.

HONG KONG yachtsmen voted

to keep the name of their club

“royal,” a move some fear puts

them od a collision course with

China’s communist authorities af-

ter Britain hands the colony over

next year.

Members of the Royal Hong
Kong Yacht Club, one of Hong
Kong’s few remaining bastions of

British colonial customs and priv-

ilege, agonized then opted to

hang on to their “royal” tag, if

only by default

At a general meeting, there
were over 2,000 votes for chang-

ing the name and only 1,000
against, but under club rules the

margin was not large enough to

effect the change.

BET YOU didn’t know that Ne-
vada has North America's oldest

mummy. Testing methods indi-
cate it’s 9,415 years old, which
would date it to about the end of
the Ice Age.
The mummy was discovered by

archeologist S.M. Wheeler in

1940 in Spirit Cave, near the town
of Fallon. Scientists believe hu-

mans lived in the area 11,000 to

12,000 years ago.

Bibi &
Benny
LARRY DERFNER

THERE'S something so sat-

isfying, almost heartwarm-

ing, about finding yourself

at complete odds with someone
politically yet at the same tune

respecting him in the highest, to

the point where you just like the

guy tremendously.

This is my attitude Toward
Benny Begin. The science minis-

ter is the most rigid, ideological

right-wing member of our right-

wing government He's a one-

man rejectionist front against the

government’s plans to deal with

Yasser Arafat
Prime Minister Netanyahu has

essentially told him that if he
doesn't like those plans, he can
walk. Begin may not be long for

this cabinet
Yet much as I think his

approach to the peace process

would be a disaster for the coun-

try, if Begin were prime minister I

wouldn't be feeling this nausea

that’s been nagging at zne ever

since die more moderate, ’‘prag-

matic" Netanyahu came to power.

It's not his politics that makes
Netanyahu’s election impossible

for me to swallow. It’s not even
his style or personality. It's what
he did for the two years between
the signing of die Oslo accords

and Yitzhak Rabin's assassina-

tion.

Netanyahu led the opposition.

He was the headliner at so many
of those demonstrations. Sure, he
went through the motions of

reproaching die mobs for calling

Rabin a traitor ana murderer. He
threw a few cups of water on -the

fire rising up in front of him. But
he spent 99 percent of his time

watching it burn.

Three weeks before the assassi-

nation, when Rabin's car was
attacked in Jerusalem, when a
man was arrested - though later

acquitted - for trying to assault

Rabin in Netanya, when the

malevolence toward him was
nearing its peak. President

Weizman said: “This is an
unprecedented phenomenon. It

cannot be allowed to spread.

There are forces that can stop it if

they wish.”
Who were those “forces”

Weizman was referring to? Might
the leader of the right-wing oppo-

sition be one of them? Netanyahu

could have led in stopping., that

unprecedented phenomenon dur-

ing those terrible times; he just

didn’t wish to.

BENNY Begin did. He honestly

tried. When he condemned the

violence and bloodlust at those

Begin may be
as right-wing as
they come, but
in matters of

good vs. bad I

sense we’re on
the same side

protests, I believed him. He was
alarmed and spoke with urgency.

1 never once saw a trace of that In

Netanyahu.
And, unlike Netanyahu, Begin

wouldn’t denounce the hate tac-

tics as a mere preface to another
broadside against Rabin, so that

the call for restraint was forgotten
while the attack on the govern-
ment stuck.

With Begin there were no
“buts," no qualifiers. He took the
moral character of the opposition
seriously, he didn’t just pay lip

service to it

He wasn’t alone, either. There
were a few other politicians and
activists on the right who spoke
out forcefully against the rabble

in their midst Among the opposi-

tion leaders, Dan Meridor and
David Levy stood out
Regardless of how strongly

they opposed Rabin’s policies.

Begin and these few others were
not only morally innocent of
Rabin’s murder, they were among
the heroes of the evil period that

preceded iL

With Begin, my differences are

political, not moral. Begin can go
on as long and as loud as he wants
against Arafat and the Oslo
accords and 2 never get the idea
that the forces of darkness are
gathering. He may be one of the
last of the Revisionist ideologues,
as right-wing as they come, butin
ultimate matters of good' vs. bad,
I sense that we’re, on the same
side..

When Begin is holding forth, I
forget that Israel is so dangerously
dtyided; The sense of schism dis-
sipates. It seems as if we’re just
engaged in a disagreement, vigor-
ous but clean, between people of

can talk about it
still go home as friends.

How many Israeli politicians
embody that? Not many. For sure

prime minister.
leaves the governmem,

Netanyahu probably won’t evenknow enough to miss him.

left
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Kielee’s DO!

FEATURES

LEO COOPER

TODAY marks the 50th
anniversary of the infamous

KieiJ
x>^mintbePoK*hcity of

iueitt. The pogrom, in which
thousands of ordinary people took
10 ** streets and massacred their
neighbors on the charge that the
latter were guilty of ritual murder
was a result of a blood-libel accu-
sation against the Jews. The'
pogrom’s anniversary is by and
large ignored in Poland.
Ritual murder charges against

Jews are a frequent occurrence in
Polish history. The first anti-
Jewiah pogrom caused, by ritual
murder accusations after Poland's
liberation from the Nazis
occurred in August 1945.
Leaflets on the streets of

Cracow proclaimed: “The Jews
are our eternal enemies. They fcjit

our children in their synagogues.”
Responding to such propagan-

da, a Polish mob attacked the syn-
agogue on Miodowa Street during
the Shabbat service. The syna-
gogue was set on fire and the
Torah scrolls desecrated. The riots
spread to Sosnowiec and Lublin.
The number of victims is not'
known as the riots were never
officially reported. •

But the Kielce pogrom was the
worst consequence of blood-
libel charges. A nine-year-old
Christian boy, . Henryk
Blaszczyk, the son of a local
laborer, disappeared from home.
For two days he stayed with rel-

atives in a nearby village, but
when the boy came back suid was
asked where he had been, he said
that he was kidnapped by Jews -

and kept in a cellar where he saw
15 outer Christian children
already murdered. It was, he

pogrom: The last blood libel in Poland
said, at the house -oh 7 Flamy
Street

Among the occupants of this

bouse was the Kjelce Jewish
Committee, a group of young
Jews who were getting ready to
leave Poland for Palestine, sur-

vivors of the Nazi camps and
some returnees from the Soviet
Union.

As soon as ihe story became
known among the loci popula-
tion. crowds began to gather
around the building.

- Before the

police bad time to consider what
action to take, the crowd had
grown to several thousand. In a
wild fury some broke into the

building and any Jew they were
able to drag outside was beaten or
trampled to death. Some of the
victims were thrown out of the
windows.
A unit of the internal security

forces sent to the scene of the
pogrom joined the killers. The
attackers received further assis-

tance from a group of miners.
The carnage was only stopped

late in the afternoon when a large

army unit arrived from Warsaw.
But even when the wounded were
being taken to hospital, the open
wagons in which they were trans-

ported became the target for
stone-throwers.' According to

some estimates, half the Kielce
population of. 50,000 took part in

this, a pogrom reminiscent of the

Dark Ages.

While die carnage was taking

place on Plan ty Street, other parts

_ of the town and its surroundings

were the scene of more murders.

Jewish passengers on trains arriv-

ing at Kielce were .murdered.
Altogether the pogrom resulted in

42 deaths apd more than 80
injured.

REPRESENTATIVES of the gov-

ernment, the Central Jewish
Committee, and the foreign press

were present at the funerals.

While the caskets with the bodies

of the victims were lowered into

the ground, a Polish professor

named Gorecki expressed his sor-

row.

with the blood of innocent Jews.

We are all responsible for this

crime. Never, never must we for-

After beating his breast several get. The burden of this crime will

times he cried ouv “Polish weigh forever on our con-

Christians, our hands are stained science.”

The Catholic Church officially

refrained from commenting. A let-

ter read in churches after the
pogrom failed to condemn the

violence, but rather obscured die

issue of Polish antisemitism.

The archbishop of Kielce
refused to condemn die pogrom.
And the archbishop of Lublin,
who later became a cardinal, had
this to say on blood libels:

“During the trial of Beilis {in

Tsarist Russia] many Jewish
scriptures were submitted to deny
the practice of using Christian

blood for ritual purposes, but

there was no proof that ii wasn't

practiced."
‘

An exception was the archbish-

op of Chestochowa, who had the

courage to condemn not only the

violence but the accusations of
ritual murder.

U was only in 198) that an arti-

cle in Tygodnik Solidurnosci by
Prof. Krystyna Kereten broke the

silence on the Kielce pogrom.
Further investigation to find out
who was behind the pogrom was
undertaken bv Jerzy Slawomir in

1986.

In 1990, Gazeto Wyhorcza - a

leading Warsaw daily - published

an extensive analysis of the

events in Kielce entitled "Kill a
Jew.” Since then, the anniversary

of the Kielce pogrom has receded
only a passing mention in the

Polish press.

WHAT IS significant about all the

published material in Poland
regarding the pogrom is the vari-

ety of theories on the identity of

the instigators. Among the sus-

pects are the Communists, the

Polish underground, the Polish

government in exile, the Zionists

and finally the Jews themselves.

The former head of the province
of Wislicz said in 1986: "Today J

would like to forget about [the

pogrontf. but if you insist on
coins back 4ft years... 1 can con-
sider that the Jews themselves are

partly responsible."

Not one Polish historian has
investigated the antisemitism that

caused the pogrom. Until recent-

ly. any public admission of
Poland's guilt was met by a hos-

tile reaction from those Poles who
considered such admissions as

denigrating the honor of the

Polish nation.

in 1990. on ihe 44th anniver--

sar> of the pogrom, a commemo-
rative plaque 'for the victims of
the pogrom was unveiled on the

initiative of then-president Lech
Walesa. On the day prior to the
unveiling, the victims' graves in

the Kielce cemetery were dese-
crated. and during the night the

plaque was defaced.

There were also numerous,
albeit feeble, attempts by some
Polish personalities and by
members of the Catholic clergy
to express regret for past behav-
ior. And the Catholic Church,
which historically has been
responsible for so much Polish

antisemitism, has been quite
active in trying to change the

:

attitudes of the Polish masses-
toward Jews.
A letter of the Polish

Episcopate, read in all Polish

churches on January 21, 1981,
contained expressions of regret

’for all acts of antisemitism

which have taken place on Polish

soil at any lime and by anyone.”
The letter also begs for forgive-

ness for the Church's position

during the Nazi occupation of

Poland.

French ultranationalist Le Pen - Unplugged

THE big shock in last year’s and three grandchildren and lives

first round of French presi- with his wife in a large, hilltop

dential elections wasn't tire chateau in Saint-Cloud, west ofTHE big shock in last year’s

first round of French presi-

dential elections wasn't the

winner or even the ninner-up. It

was the strong support for Jean-

Marie Le Pen, leader of the

extreme-right National Front
.

Le Pen collected 15 percent of
the vote, his best showing in three

tries for the presidency, on acam-
paign to expel France’s three mil-

lion immigrants. And the stocky,

silver-haired politician' is still

basking in the glow.

. and three grandchildren and lives

with his wife in a large, hilltop

chateau in Saint-Cloud, west of

Paris.
-

What is the reason for inunir

gra&on growth?
The global policy of removing

borders, has created a fantastic

growth in immigration and pro-

voked unbearable economic and
social consequences. And those

-conditions have shown people
that the idea of the “nation”

remains the most effective way toThe National Front is how the remains the most effective way to

third-' most popular' patty in protect- security, Hberiy, -identity:

Fnawe/beWnd tberaftag-ctifiserv-^ and: prosperity. Tb five-ip. hanno-

alives ofPresidentTabques Chhat1 ' 1 nyn*opfe need a minimum sense

and the Socialists.

Front candidates won mayoral
.

races in three southern cities last

summer. And, in a recent opinion

poll, 28 percent ofthe French said

they were “in agreement” with Le
Pen's ideas. That figure was 18

percent just two years ago.

But Le -Pen, aged 67, hasn’t

exactly become mainstream.

Seventy-one percent of the French'

consider his party “a threat to

democracy," and analysts place

him on the right-wing fringe of

the political spectrum.

Although Le Pen insists he is

neither racist nor antisemi tic, his

party shares the rhetoric of

European neo-Nazi groups.

Card-carrying members of his

party have been implicated in sev-

eral highly publicized deaths of

Arabs in France. And he once

suggested that people with AIDS
be confined to specialized homes,

which he dubbed “Aidatoriums.”

These days, Le Pen prefers to

talk about immigration, an issue

that hits home with small mer-

chants, factory workers, fanners

and others who blame “foreign-

ers” for an unemployment rate of

12 percent.-

A gifted, charismatic orator, Le
Pen emerged onto the political

scene in 1956, as the youngest
member of the French JPariiament

and, in 1 972, created the National

Front.

Born in a seaside village in

Brittany, the son of a fisherman,

he joined the Foreign Legion,

serving in Indochina and Algeria.

He later founded a record-pub-

lishing house, which ioday pro-

duces cassettes and compact discs

on contemporary lustary with a

militaristic, right-wing slant

He has three grown daughters

of. affinity..:

• But many immigrants from
Third World countries have, in

fact, become French citizens.

Don't they share this common
reference?
Those immigrants are, in fact,

double nationals — One cannot
make a French people from mas-

Le Pen: ‘Don’t-come to dor
country:''

' *'!' '
" (Rcweri

sive immigration. To live in secu-

rity and harmony, people need a

certain homogeneity.

. What about European immi-
grants who came generations

ago?
For those, no problem. These

Italians, Spanish and Portuguese

have really become French. They
are of the same culture. The prob-

lem we must face is the large

mass of immigrants from the

Third World.

That creates - and people don’t

understand - a very real danger of
submersion. And just because this

immigration is done without

Weapons doesn't mean it isn’t an
invasion. If the Nazis had come in

1939 with suitcases and hats, it

still would have been an invasion.

Are you saying some immi-
grants are better than others?

Some are able to becomeFrench
and others really-ritvertan?-

»

That is one' element of the proW-'7

lem. But another is, is it in the

interest of France to accept for-

eign immigrants? Your question

assumes that when people come
to your country, you are obliged

to take them in, even ifthey aren 't

adaptable.

But France is not a country of

immigration. In fact, since 1974,

i|ff^ !

'-

. three million, iriosfly Arab immigrants, and his

iv&iHMtge ^'.appeal- a#feati.<o£ ; ' speeches sometimes have an antisemitic under-

tone. '

,-ir v • .-Similar"iawsazts -are pending against the

,• !* .
->’y \ •

. Movement Against .Racism and. For Friendship

V I*fPer^.i»ay"have : •'-Between-*' Peoples . and the- Association of

V&tQpaffjbk .
Moroccan Workers of'France.

team fof

'

•• :Tl»e blizzard of litigation is only one aspect of

£ 't*T.
',m‘.':- ' "

-a broader strategy by.Le Pen’s party to expand

' .to;' ferig: .'^ay'ej^,
!

' from •: arid take a more natural role in French national

-X ^European
,
.'soccer... ..

' Otber.new party initiatives include:

• v\ i
. *'An ambitious canqjaignto create National Front

’ '-
1 -officr •: Workers’ organizations by setting up affiliated

' .'

.
trade unions in transport, the police and other

, "team' ft and- don’t -•
• public-service sectors.

:Vfr &«.•;' '*'? / " > A caMKerted.drive to defeat candidates from the

ddlafe LeFen’s arga~ - governing ceoter-ai^ht coalition in by-elections
.' ^ me tOT^

:
cc»dipfcfittes — that where no National Front candidate is left in the

•
'ftfe'pfflty alter- -race, by urging-From supporters to vote for can-

-i to tiie caanistreain rieihi abtl. left. didates'on the left

r..
1Mgriaifies.—Ze hfdrufe tn&XJbetvtkto:^ pub- Iraq to iacet dictator Saddam Hussein.

cuganfiatiori;} -wfib links to '
.
"Some long-standing National From voters say

after thc ;r»owsp^pers'Bsed the they fear thp party wifl lose its focus on the issue

"J ^ describe them.;-
' of -expelling millions of immigrants, including

,decdaous by thejustice System seem many living legally in France.

^’-S®Saterm*efiei^We. and iSak is orie-of them,” ' LePen seemed to offer some reassurance to his
* ' heads dtetatkataTassembly’s traditional supporters when he acknowledged in

.
' - • /„• V ntid-June that even Nazi collaborators were wel-

:dentes, charges vof racism come in his party so long as they we® not “cor-

.jtotfuidHSj. ton, expulsion of • *»pt-” (Reuter)(Reuter)

our official policy has been to

refuse immigration. It is only the

laxity and cowardice of govern-

ments that have let them enterand
have even pumped them in.

1 don’t hold it against the immi-
grants. Someone who in Africa or
in Asia earns 100 francs a month
by working, and who knows here

he will earn 5,000 francs without

working, comes. Obviously.

But these huge numbers create a
mortal danger to our civilization.

Hie Western civilization. We're
the goose that Jays the golden

eggs.JBui if the goose dieSs, .there

alre no more eggs, .are' ’there?.*:'

People say: “Yes. but they .want to
*

come and you must share.” We
can share if there are nine of us
and one of them. Bur we cannot

share when there are three of us

and seven of them.

Is there any amount of immi-
gration thatyou would tolerate?

Zero, zero. Zero, excepting

individual cases of people who
would have shown their merit

regarding our country, who bring

proof of ties here.

But don't immigrants enrich a
nation’s quality of life?

That depends on which immi-
grants. We have received here

practically 12 million immigrants

in 30 years. This is too many.
Some see signs of hate in your

rhetoric

.

Our movement does not have

the sentiment of hate, repulsion or

exclusion. These are not the senti-

ments that inspire us. Ours are

sentiments of preference, that’s

all.

Just because you prefer your
own children doesn't mean you
detest those of your neighbor. We
are told, “Love everyone.” But I

don’t feel capable of loving

everyone. I would really like to

but I can’t.

So what can be done about
immigration in France?
Cut off the suction pumps. Have

the courage to say to potential

immigrants: “Don't come to our

country. We can’t take you in and,

henceforth, you will not have

access to any of the social advan-

tages. If you want to come here as

tourists, we'd like that very much.
But we can't pay for your chil-

dren’s schools or your medical

care. Not for any of it." Thar is

the first measure. Stop this social

egalitarianism.

(Los Angeles Times)

Once assertive,

now submissive:

How can I get my
old self back?

D
DEAR RUTHIE

RUTHIE BLUM

ear Ruthie, emergi

Dsn years ago. J.mar-.,

tied ah Israeli. He
was 21 andfresh out

of hesder yesbiva.

He was low-key and
gentle. I always compared him to

an owl, as he was quiet and wise.

I was 23 at the rime, a graduate of
a New York City college and very

aggressive. I had livedon my own.
saved money, and called the shots

for us.

Now the tables have turned.

He’s become an aggressive busi-

nessman, and I've become sub-

missive. He’s out in the world, and
I’m home raising five children.

This is my choice, but his attitude

and manner ofspeaking upset me.

He brings home his bossiness, and
/ usually just accept it because

Tm too tired and drained to say

what’s on my mind. / miss my old

self. How can 1 become my own
boss again , even if only in my
home? By the way. I love him and
am very proud ofthe.fact that he is

successful at his job.

Unsealed by Submissivencss
Rehovot

Dear Submissively Unsettled.

The only way to “get your old

self back" is by taking it back.

Managing a household, particular-

ly one with five children, need not

turn you into a submissive partner.

For some reason, you have done

this to yourself. Perhaps you were

relieved when the “tables turned"

at the time, happy to have your

husband take charge. The fact that

you are proud of his success rather

than resentful of it is indicative of

this.

But where his attitude towards

you is concerned, there is much
you can do. Blaming exhaustion

for your inability to demand
respect is your way of preventing

part of your “old self from

emerging. Maybe you fear that

any ’ aggressive" behavior on
your part will cause your husband •

.ip', revert to “owldom.” And, ‘

. unlike, businessmen, owls are notj

known to be good providers. Just

keep in mind that speaking one's

mind io a spouse does not consti- •

rute aggression. It is merely the

stuff good marriages are made of.

Dear Ruthie.

Whenever my upstairs neighbor
.

washes her floor, the dirty water •

from her drainpipe splashes onto !

our laundry and windows. We've
J

tried everything from reasoning

with her to building a little

owning over our terrace, but to no 1

avail. What can we do?
Blackwashed \

Jerusalem •

Dear Blackwashed.
Try installing an extension pipe

from her drain to the ground. I've

done this, and it actually works.

Letters should be addressed

to: ‘Dear Ruthie,’ FOB 81,

91000 Jerusalem. For E-mail:

editors@jpost.co.il

The Cambridge Illustrated History of

BRITISH THEATRE by Simon TVussfer

Lavishly Illustrated in the best tradition ofthe Cambridge University Press,lutt.wra Ussy

BritklrTheiitm
• nTm . . .1..J.L-1- 1. 1

’ J.i !i_.

as a description of actors, directors, designers and authors.

From the early Middle Ages to contemporary times and themes, the author

describes earfy forms of drama and religious ceremony and weaves the

history of social and political forces which shaped theatre.

Selected contents Include: The Era ofthe Outdoor Playhouses; The

Restoration Theatre; Romance and Realism; The W&r and The Long

Weekend; Theatre and theMaiketplace.

Hardcover, color and black-and-white prints, photographs, sketches,

playbills; Chronology, Glossary, Who’sWho, Select Bibliography, Index.

JP Price: NIS 191, fnef. VAT, postage and handling {in Israel)

Door-to-door delivery (where available): NI$ 199

YITZHAK RABIN

(ONE OR
241282
02-241212To: Books, The Jerusalem

BriSsh^watre*^ Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

Visa Qlsra/MCD uDinera QAmEx

CC No i- — **

The life of Israel's late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin

is presented on CD-ROM through news extracts,

clips, and movies. A fitting contribution towards

sharing his experiences as man, soldier, chief of

staff, nationalTeader and international peacemaker
- experiences which are all landmarks in this

century's world history. Produced by Nes

Multimedia, works on Windows or Mac.

JP Price NIS 139 IndVATandp&hln Israel

Door-to-door ttoUwiy (urtwre WBflabfo) - plow* >dd MS IS.

THE GRE \1THOM ENTS

VISA QISC/MC

Please sand me copies ofYitzhak Rabin: The

Great Moments. Enclosed Is my check payable to

The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

DINERS AMEX

City

Tel/Fax(day).
Tteflge list gift recwietyts'namss andaddresses separately.

Saadia Gelb's new book provides a

sometimes funny, sometimes sad but

always honest perspective of life in the

kibbutz. Creative illustrations drawn by

feliow members of Kibbutz Kfar Blum

and by relatives and friends from Israel

and abroad, add a special dimension

to the anecdotes which only a long-

time member of a kibbutz could toJL

Softaover, 160 pp.

JP Price: NIS 42.00 Incl. VAT, p. & p.

For overseas airmail, please add

NfS 15.00

To: Books. The Jerusalem Post P0B

81. Jerusalem 91000

Tel. 02-241282

Please send me copies of

Almost One Hundred Years of *

Togetherness at NIS 42.00 each.

Enclosed please find my check

payable toThe Jerusalem Post

Name —
Address ——
City

Code

—

- -

Tfel. (day)

Signature — _
•please fist gift radpienirf names and
addresses separately.

jr- IS-.-:.
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Business& Finance
Sharansky: Don’t
cut business grants

OAVID HARRIS

INDUSTRY and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky urged the gov-
ernment yesterday not to be hasty

in cutting its support for capita]

investment.

The finance Ministry is report-

edly considering slashing its new-
bustness gram from 34 percent (o

1 5% of the gross investment
Treasury officials would not

discuss figures, but did confirm

that Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Finance Minister

Dan Meridor intend to prune the

aid as pan of the government's

attempt to implement NIS 4.9 bil-

lion in budget cuts.

Requirements:
1. Bidders must be a registered corporation In Israel according to me

law.

2. Bidders must submit all permits required under the Public

Commercial Bodies Law (Requirement to Maintain Accounts and to

Pay Taxes) 1976, and must be a licensed trader according to the

VAT Law.
3. Bidders must have had an annual turnover in the field of automated

data processing of at least NIS 7 million for the 1995 tax year,

certified by a balance sheet prepared by an accountant
4. Bidders must employ at least twenty fu»-time salaried employees in

project management analysis, design and development of

information systems. The project manager proposed for this project

must have at least five years experience in project management
5. Bidders must have managed, been responsible for and carried out

as chief contractor the design and development of at least three

automated data processing systems of a simter size during the four

years prior to submitting this bid, Including at least one system using

the proposed technology. The preliminary conditions pertaining to

technology are detailed in the lender specifications.

6. An absolute bank guarantee linked to the consumer price Index In

the amount of 10% of the maximum bid (including VAT) must be
attached to foe bid. The guarantee must be valid until December 31,

1996
7. The successful bidder will sign a contract along the fines of the

contract included in the tender documents.
8. If the successful bidder fails to sign a contract after the tenders

committee awards him the tender, hts bank guarantee will be
forfeited.

foe completion of the project The contract tar foe maintenance of

foe system is for a period of up to four years from foe end of the
system's warranty period.

Considerations of the MJntary:
1. The Ministry will not accept bids which do not comply with foe

preconditions of foe tender or which do not include all the required
documents.

2. The Ministry is not obligated to accept any bid.

3. The Ministry Is not obligated to accept the lowest bid.

4. The Ministry is entitled to cancel foe tender If the best bid does not
meet its requirements.

5. The Ministry is entitled to take Into account considerations such as
foe quality of foe proposed solution, experience, financial standing,
acquaintance with the bidder, foe Opinion of other authorities, and
foe quafity and size of manpower.

6. The Ministry reserves foe right to accept part of the bid or to divide
the prefect between various bidders es it sees ft.

General:
1. The tender forms may be obtained from foe Ministry of the

Environment, Building and Administration Department, 5 Rahov
Kanfel Nesharim, Givat Shauf, Jerusalem, between 8:30 a.m. and
3:00 p.m., against payment to tire Ministry of the Environment of the
sum of NiS 1,000 (postal bank account no. 0-248488, for tender no.

6/96). This sum cannot not be refunded.

2. The tender specifications may be perused at foe above address by
previous arrangement, TO. 02-6553866.

3- A briefing for supptors wffl take place on July 30, .1996, at 9.00 a.m.,

in the meeting room at foe Ministry of the Environment, 5 Rehov
Kanfw Nesharim, Givat Shauf, Jerusalem. Participation is mandatory
for ail bidders.

in the Building and Administration Department, 5 Rehov Kanfor

Nesharim (4fo floor), Givat Shauf, Jerusalem.
5. Purchasing foe specifications and the tender documents is a

prerequisite for submitting bids. dsmp

TASE offerings fall to

28% of capital raised
"It is forbidden to implement

hasty changes to the capital-invest-

ment aid law.” said Sharansky dur-

ing his first official meeting with

Dan Propper, President of the

Manufacturers Association.

Investors received grants worth
38% of their gross investment until

last year, when the Peres govern-

ment agreed that a reduction be

made over two years, despite

strong opposition from then indus-

try and trade minister Micha
Harish. From January 1996 the aid

was reduced to 34%, with a gov-

ernment commitment to reduce it

by a further 4% at the sian of 1997.

SHARE offerings on the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange have dwindled to

28 percent of capital raised by
Israeli companies in local and for-

eign financial markets during the

first five months of the year, the

Bank of Israel reported yesterday.

Of S795 million raised world-

wide by local firms, only $222m.
was through the TASE, thus indi-

cating a continuation of a decline

which began in 1994.

Jerusalem Post Staff

After registering a record S3.3
billion worth of newly floated

shares during 1993, TASE offer-

ings slumped to Si.8b. in 1994,

and to S661 m. last year.

Meanwhile, Israeli floatations

abroad - almost always on Wall
Street - kept a steady level of
roughly 3450m. annually, with the

exception of 1994 which saw a

Strauss to produce baby food

Commercial attache
leaves for Amman

DAVID HARRIS

ISRAEL'S first commercial attache to Jordan departs for Amman this

afternoon.

Shaul S assort. 3 1 , of Polish-Hungarian and Iraqi stock, said the main
goal during his minimum two-year posting will be to strengthen ties, “so

relations can be normalized.”

Bilateral trade potential between Jordan and Israel is estimated at SI 00
million a year. "We'll wait to see the figures, then calk,” cautioned Sasson,

a physics graduate front Tel Aviv University.

Budding commercial links between Jerusalem and Amman already

encompass exchanges of goods, services and knowledge, but Sasson
predicts major growth in industrial cooperation, particularly the passing

of know-how on to Jordan.

Industry 3nd Trade Ministry officials believe economic relations with

Jordan will eventually enhance Israeli ties further afield in the Arab
world, and boost Jordanian business interests in Europe and America.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC IN REGARD TO
CHANGE IN DESIGNATED HOUR IN

MORIAH P.K.N. - RESIDENTS’ MUTUAL FUND
OF POALIM MUTUAL FUNDS LTD.

We hereby give notice that with effect from July 7,

1996 the designated hour for receiving orders for

the purchase of units and requests for the

redemption of units in Moriah P.K.N. - Foreign

Residents’ Mutual Fund willbe changed from

12.45 p.m. instead of2:0bp.m.
a

This notice does not constitute an offer for the §

purchase of units in the above mentioned fund.

Ministry of the Environment

Public Tender No. 6/96

Set-up of a Computerized Information System
forthe Processing of Business Licenses and Permits

The Ministry of the Environment hereby invites estimates for the

design, set-up, supply and maintenance of a computerized

information system for handling the processing of business

licenses and permits.

This tender has also been published in the Hebrew press, and it

is the Hebrew version which shall be binding.

THE Strauss Group, one of the

country’s largest privately owned
food manufacturers, announced
yesterday that it had begun to

manufacture natural fruit desserts.

The company next plans to enter

the baby food market.

The Nahariya-based dairy prod-

uct company’s entrance into the

fruit field is* in line with manage-
ment's belief that over the next

five years the public will increase

its demand for natural food items.

The company's first product.

Apples and Chunks, is a non-
dairy fruit dessert which is similar

to the Pri-Pri dessert currently

GAUT LIPKIS BECK

imported. Strauss said the new
product has a 35-day self-life, is

based on fruit sugar as opposed to

white sugar, is available in rela-

tively large containers of 115

grams, and is very tasty.

In the future, the company
plans to enter the baby food mar-
ket with the production of chunk-
less fruit desserts.

“What Strauss has done to the

Israeli market in many other

fields, like cheese and desserts, is

about to happen in the natural

fruit field. Strauss believes Apples

and Chunks will lead to the next

revolution in foe Israeli market
since it presents a new trend,” foe

company said.

Strauss developed foe new
product over the last two years in

partnership with a leading French
manufacturer engaged in the field.

About $1 million was invested in

the product’s development,
including production lines.

The company intends to invest

$500,000 in an advertising cam-
paign to promote the product.

Reuven Pridan advertising agency
was appointed to bead the cam-
paign.

Africa Israel ponders spin-off
AFRICA Israel's board of direc-

tors will meet in a few weeks to

decide whether to spin-off (he

company's insurance holdings,

thus paving foe way for Bank
Leumi, its parent company, to sell

its surplus non-financial assets.

According to government bank-

ing reforms. Bank Leumi must
reduce its holdings in Africa Israel

(Al) by the end of 1996. But before

Bank Leumi goes ahead with the

sale it has to decide whether to sep-

arate Africa Israel from its sub-

sidiary, Migdal Insurance, and sell

the two independently.

Bank Leumi chairman Eitan

Raff and genera! manager Gatia

Maor feel the spin-off will reap

higher profits for the bank, which
is owned by the government. But
AI general manager Shlorao
Gnoftnan is against foe spin-off,

arguing that it will harm foe com-
pany and damage its stability.

Africa Israel is among the

largest investment companies in

foe economy, engaged in con-

GAL1T UPKIS BECK

struction, insurance, finance and
industry. The insurance division

mainly consists of Migdal (foe

largest insurance group in Israel),

which accounts for about 35% of

AI's earnings.

Earlier this week, AI's board of
directors decided to appoint econ-

omist Ya’acov Gadish to examine
foe implications of the Migdal

spin-off for AI and its sharehold-

ers. The board also decided to

appoint a special internal commit-
tee to examine foe potential

advantages, including legal and
tax aspects. The committee is

made up of Grofman, accountant

Gad Somekh of Someth Chaikin
(which serves as Bank Leumi’s

accountancy firm) and attorney

Dalia Tal, Bank Leumi’s legal

advisor.

By the end of this month. Gadish
and foe special board committee
are expected to report toAI's board

of directors, leaving Bank Leumi

with only a few months to sell off

its non-financial holdings.

According toAmeadine/u 1 1 to foe

Banking Law, Bank Leumi wfll be

able to go ahead with the spin-off

only if it receives 75% of foe votes

at AI's general shareholders meet-

ing.

In foe meantime, Bank Leumi is

reportedly proceeding with the

sale of its non-financial holdings.

Several months ago foe bank
entered talks for foe sale of its

holdings in Migdal to Assiurizioni

Generali, Italy’s largest insurer.

Negotiations are reportedly in foe

final stages, but await approval of

foe spin off.

The bank is reportedly also in

preliminary talks for foe sale of
30% of Africa Israel. So far, it is

reported that US investors, a

Japanese consortium and local

investors have expressed interest.

US investment bank Morgan-
Stanley is consulting Bank Leumi
on foe sale of its non-financial

holdings.

Britain No. 1 in US holdings
WASHINGTON (AP) - Britain

remained foe country with foe

biggest holdings in US compa-
nies, according to a Commerce
Department survey which said foe

US debt position jumped 40 per-

cent last year.

In its annual look at America's
international balance sheet, foe

department said on Tuesday that

America's net debtor position rose

to $814 billion, up from S580.1b.

in 1994.

The net debtor position is the

shortfall between what foreigners

own in US assets - corporations,

real estate, stocks, and bonds -
compared to what Americans own
in overseas assets.

Opting for a bull's eye, \

every time? r

Let u$ handle your f

portfolio. v*

tachut

In direct investments, defined as

ownership ofat least 10 percent of
a company. Britain retained its

bold on the No. 1 spot in US hold-

ings for foe second straight year. It

had displaced Japan in 1995.

For 1996, British direct invest-

ment holdings totaled S1323b.,
up 19% from 1995.

Japan was in second place with

direct investment of $ 108.5b., up
3.8%. Third place was held by foe

Netherlands, with direct invest-

ment $67.7b.

The big jump in America's net

debtor position in 1996 reflected

the fact that the deficit in foe

broadest measure of trade, foe cur-

rent account, climbed to $)53b. in

1995, foe second worst showing in

history. Those dollars flowed into

the hands of foreigners, who
turned them into US investments.

Until foe mid-1980s, foe US
was foe world’s largest creditor

country, a position now held by
Japan, as foe amount of
American-owned assets abroad
dwarfed foe foreign-owned assets

in foe US.

France bans asbestos

Ponfoto ItoapflmrtCa. Ltt

A Wester Of Israel

Quoad Bant Group.
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PARIS. July 3 (Reuter) France
will ban asbestos from January l.

1997, Labor Minister Jacques
Barrot announced yesterday, fol-

lowing a scientific report that

2,000 people would,die in France

from contact with foe industrial

fiber this year.

“The manufacture, import, and
sale of products containing
asbestos - and particularly con-
struction materials - are banned,”
Barrot told a news conference.

A few uses, including brake
components for heavy trucks and
flame-proof outfits for fire fight-

ers, would be allowed to continue,

as there are no adequate substi-

tutes at present, Barrot added.
Most other industrialized

nations have long banned

asbestos, linked by scientists to

lung cancer and other lethal respi-

ratory ailments decades ago.

But efforts to remove leaking

asbestos from office and apart-

ment buildings have been both
costly and frustrating, as exposure
caused by foe removal process
itselfhas at times been found to be
at least as dangerous to human
health as foe substance's initial

presence.

Barrot said that France would
now begin accrediting asbestos
removal firms due to foe dangers
of exposure from sloppy work.

Israel Airports Authority

TOnder No. P/15/96
for the Supply of a Non-DIrectional Beacon (NDB)

for Ban-Gurion International Airport

The Israel Airports Authority hereby invites bids for the supply of a
non-dJrectional beacon for Ben-Gunon Airport

Proposals maw only be submitted by suppilera/manufocturera who;

a. Have sola at least 10 (ten) NOB systems in more than one
country within the tost three years.

b. Have an agent hr Israel for handfing ail contacts with the 1AA
regarding this tender.

Proposals must be accom an uncondftfooai bank
guarantee drawn upon an Israeli bank In the amount of 5% of the

total amount requested, or a banker's check forthe said amount

The tender documents may be obtained from the Purchasing
Department at Ban-Gurion international Airport, Main Passenger
Terminal, 2nd floor, room 234, until July 17, 1996.

Proposals should be submitted in three copies and placed in foe

tenders box in room 317 (Archives), 2nd floor, Main Office, Israel

Airports Authority. Ben-Gurfon International Airport, 70100, terse!, no

later than August 15. 1996 at 1030 a.m.

The Israel Airports Authority b not obligated to accept foe lowest or

any bid.
'
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slump to $90m.
During the first five months of

this year, capital raising by Israeli

companies through foreign finan-

cial markets has reached $573m.,
and a large number of companies
are known to be preparing offer-

ings abroad.
The Bank of Israel said the

decline in TASE offerings is

attributable to foe ongoing depres-

sion in the financial market.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Venezuela persuaded to pay debt: The government of Venezuela

has paid off debts of $25 million to Israeli exporters. The payment

was made following intensive efforts by foe Israel Foreign Trade

Risks Insurance Company and foe Accountant General at foe

Ministry of Finance to collect foe money due from foreign

companies. .

Adanim Bank has improved its capital adequacy by issuing

capital notes totalingNIS 17m. to major shareholders, and selling

an NIS 50m. mortgage portfolio. Hie bank said it recently issued an

NIS 1 3m. capital note for five years to a firm owned by one of its -

major shareholders. Galii Lipids Beck

Deputy Finance Minister assumes office: Newly appointed

Deputy Finance Minister David Magen was officially welcomed on-

board by his Minister Dan Meridor yesterday.

Meridor described the 51 -year-oJd, Moroccan-born former

minister of economics as a personal friend, adding: “Fm very happy

he’s joining foe ministry.”

Magen, who first became a legislator in 1981. and was number
nine on the Likud list for foe Kxiesset, said that until now he has

only known the work of foe Treasury as an outsider, serving as

mayor of the development town Kiiyat Gat for 1 0 years. ”1 will

invest all my energy to help tackle foe various challenges,” be said

in response to Meridor's toast

Welcoming Magen, ministry director-general David Brodet

warned him that he has a difficult few weeks ahead, when he will

have to come to terms with the budget, planned structural changes

and privatization. David Harris
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Pedestrians pass under a postershowing US and British curren-

cy in Baghdad’s Nasr Square. The Iraqi currency slumped yes-

terday on the news ofUS disapproval of Iraq’s food distribution

plan. (Reuter)

Bezeq pay phones to

accept ‘smart cards’
JUDY SIEGEL

STARTING early next year,

Bezeq will begin to upgrade its

25,000 public telephones so they

can be operated by “smart cards.”

These plastic cards, containing a
computer chip, can be used to

make small purchases or pay-
ments. The telephones themselves

can be adapted to transfer “elec-

tronic money** from one’s bank
account to the smart card.

At foe Modem Living Fair atfoe

Tel Aviv Exhibition Grounds,
Bezeq director-general Yitzhak
Kaul said die upgraded public

phones will create a national

infrastructure;
1 and set standards

for smart card use around foe
country.

Bezeq is also planning a pQot
program for testing smart cards in

Eilat The card will serve as aper-
sonal identity card for Kupat
Holim Clalit members in foe' city

and for buying medications in its

dimes. Hotels may also allow

purchases in its cafes,and stores.

Kaul said smart cards could be
used to pay for Egged and Dan

bus fares or to buy multi-use"^tick-

ets; pay for charges in parking
lots, taxis, kiosks and stamps.

The first smart-card experiment
- on Bar-nan University's campus
- has been successful,"with more
than 30% of students and staff

using them and foe total monetary
value of transactions totaling NIS
100,000.

At the exhibition, Bezeq is

handing out free smart cards to

visitors, who can obtain Bezeq
advertising brochures from auto-
mated machines and participate in

lotteries.

Meanwhile,
.
Bezeq yesterday

issued a tender to replace its 10-

year-old VAX/VMS computer for
its financial system with a new sys-
tem. Israeli companies representing
the largest international hardware
and software firms are expected to

compete for die contract, worth
millions of dollars. Bezeq demands
that the system allow full interac-

tion with otherinformation systems
in Bezeq and outside and ensure
complete security.
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US dollar „ NIS 3.1930

S^fing ...... NIS 45752 -0.07%

Mark ~NjS 2.0900 - 028%

Stocks slump on
strong shekel
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET 'l

FELICE HARANZ

198 .2*
-0 .09%

Two-Sided Index

THE TASE indexes closed little

Changed yesterday, amid concern

about the government’s ability to

implement a NIS4.9 billion re-

duction in the 1997 budget

Stocks also foil as the shekel

strengthened against the US dol-

lar, trading at 3.1930, compared

with 3.2010 yesterday. A strong

shekel hurts exporting compa-
nies, which earn revenue in dol-

lars and pay expenses in shekels.

The Maof Index fell 0.14 per-

cent to 210.27 and Che Two-Sided

Index fell 0.09% to 198.29. "Of
988 shares trading across the ex-

change, more than twice as many
shares rose as fell.

Some NTS 68.5 million worth

of shares changed hands,

NIS 7.1m. above the average

trading leveL

“It was disappointing that

nothing was cut from the budget

in 1996 and there is some skepti-

cism" regarding the govern-
ment’s ability to carry out the

reductions planned for 1997, said

Daniella Finn, head of sales at

Tel Aviv firm Batucha Securities

& Investments Ltd.

Even so, she said the approval

for the cut shows “the govern-

ment means business.”

Prime Minister Binyamin Ne-

tanyahu is “trying to look good

for tire business sector, the ones

who had shivered at the thought

of his being elected," said Finn.

“He wants to show them that he’s

the one they want to vote for next

time.”

Maof Index-listed feel compa-

ny Delek was the most active

share on the exchange, closing

unchanged as NIS 12.8m. worth

of shares changed hands.

21027
-0.14%

Maof Index

The shares traded because De-!
lek wQl move from the Maof In-

dex to the Two-Sided rnrfa»T to

be replaced be Israel Discount

Bank. Funds which invest in the

Maof Index needed to sell Delek,
Finn said.

“Delek is a good stock and
there’s no reason for It to fell,”

Finn said.

The main influence on the ex-

change remains “the very high

interest rates,” said Finn. “It’s

paralyzing the market”
The Bank of Israel raised ite-

rate at which it lends to banks 1.5-

percentage points to 17% on
June 27. The interest rate in-

crease made savings accounts and
other fixed investments more at-

tractive relative to stocks.

Declining Maof Index-listed

companies included investment
company IDB Holdings, which
fell 1%. Investors sold shares'

amid speculation entrepreneur
Stef Wertheimer was unable to-

increase his stake in the compa-
ny, Finn said.

Wertheimer, chairman of Iscar,'.

Ltd., bought a 15% stake in IDB
Holdings last month.

Also on the Maof Index, Teva-
Pharmacentical Industries Ltd.*

fell 125% following declines in

Teva’s American Depositary Re-'

ceipts traded in New York.

Koor Industries Ltd. fell

0.25%. Bezeq fell 05%. *

Gaining shares on the Maof ln-1

dex included food manufacturerT
Osem Investments Ltd., which;
rose 2%; the Israel Corp., an in-;,

vestment company, which rose-

1% and Cial (Israel) Ltd., which

rose 025%.
(Bloomberg)

Dollar surges

against yen
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

.

' i

- -.2

1

*
i

LONDON (Reuter) - The dollar

surged against the yen in Europe-

an trading yesterday but market

attention remained fixed on the

Russian presidential election and

US interest rates.

The dollar climbed to 110.65

yen - described by analysts as a

major technical watershed - after

breaking through 110 yen on

Tuesday, its highest since Janu-

ary 1994. Later it eased back to

dose in Europe at around 11035.

The dollar’s advance against the

yen marked a new stage in its

gradual comeback from a post-

war low of 79.75 yen set in April

1995.

News that senior Japanese

Ministry of Finance official Ei-

suke Sakatabara would remain in

his current post helped weaken

the yen.

Known as Mr Yen, Sakakibara

is seen as the key figure in driving

the US currency back above 100
*

yen by pushing through a series of *

financial market deregulation -

packages last year. A weaker yen C

is important for Tokyo to make ,‘

Japanese exports more *

competitive.

Despite the price movements, .*

currency dealers said volume was

fairly light as the market awaited

;

developments from Russia, *

where voting was taking place in -

the presidential poll, and news on-

interest rates.
^

.

British Chancellor of the Ex-;

chequer Kenneth Clarke ap-<-

peared to have left official inter-

est ’rates unchanged at 5.75

percent at his monthly monetary

meeting with Bank of England

Governor Eddie Geoige.

No official announcement was

made after the meeting, in line:

with normal practice.

Dow dips 17 points

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks

trimmed early losses yesterday as

the central bank confirmed ex-

pectations it wouldn't raise inter-

est rates to slow the economy.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age lost about 17 points, more

than halving an early-aftemoon

deficit of almost 38.

Broader indicators finished

negative too, with the Nasdaq

market showing the worst losses

on continuing concerns about

computer-industry earnings.

“The market was off on some

trepidation. So when the Fed

passed on an increase, we got a

little bit of a rally," said William

Dodge, portfolio manager at

Marvin-and-Palmer Associates of

Wilmington, Delaware. “But it’s

going to be at least a few weeks

before we settle concerns about

earnings in key areas such as

technology.”

Trading had continued at Tues-

day's cautious pace until this af-

ternoon, when the Federal Re-

serve concluded a two-day

meeting with a brief announce-

ment indicating the central

bank’s lending fares had been left

unchanged.

According to preliminary cal-

culations, the Dow Jones indus-

trial average fell 17.36 to

5,703.02.

HARK STB1UKG YEN SFr FFr

HARK - 04203/08 7236/59 08235/38 4*800/13

STERLING 2X777/87 — 172.54/86 13578/00 00371/48

YEN 1-3772/86 03W1/87 — 1.1342/57 4401/13.

SFr 121.38/46 OJIOaW 8838/13 — 4.1Q2S/71

FFr &&57&S 0.5344/44 21.44/48 0243568 —
Pitaa (ram 23M teed On*
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Sampras,
Ivanisevic get
rain reprieve

France’s Saugrain wins
Tour’s fourth stage

LONDON (Reuter) - Tideholder
Pete Sampras and arch-rivai

Goran Ivanisevic diced with death
at Wimbledon yesterday and must
fight for their lives today.

On a rain-ravaged ninth 'day on
Centre Court, three-times champi-
on Sampras fell 7-5. 7-6, 1-1

behind power-serving Dutchman
Richard Krajicek before play was
finally abandoned.
And on Court One fourth-seed

Ivanisevic also dropped the first

two sets before Fighting back to

take the third. He trailed unseeded
Australian lason Stoltenberg 6-3,

7-6. 6-7 after surviving a match

point with a brave backhand vol-

ley at 5-4 in the third set.

Sampras and Ivanisevic have

clashed in the later stages of the

last two Wimbledons," Sampras
winning the 1994 final and a

semifinal last year against the

Croat.

Only 90 minutes were possible

in the Sampras match with six

hours play lost through bad
weather. Play on Centre Court
was finally abandoned as dusk fell

when one of the ground staff had
to be carried offcourt on a stretch-

er after failing under the heavy
canvas cover as it was hastily

pulled across the grass.

The incident allowed water to

seep on to the playing surface.

If both Krajicek and Stoltenberg

hold their advantages, American
Todd Martin will be the only
remaining seed left in the men’s
singles. His quarter-final against

Briton Tim Henman, as well as

the encounter between Germany’s
Alex Radulescu and MaliVai
Washington of the US. both
unseeded, were put off until

today.

Sampras stayed with Krajicek

during the first set despite being

pummeled by the big Dutchman "s

serve which had included 23 aces

by the lime the match was sus-

pended.
But at 5-5, Krajicek held serve

to love then broke Sampras to

love with a series of brilliant pass-

es.

Ivanisevic, a finalist in 1992 and
1994 and a beaten semifinalisl on
two othter occasions, was expect-

ed to have no problems with

Stoltenberg, bidding to become
the first Australian semifinalist at

Wimbledon since Pat Cash’s tri-

umphant year in 1987.

Ivanisevic's normally deadly
serve was off target early on and
there were early "signs of trouble

at the first rain break when he
nailed 5-3.

Things did not improve upon
the resumption, and Stoltenberg

took a two-set lead 7-3 in a de-

break on his third sec point when
Ivanisevic hit a service return

wide.

The Centre Court crowd had
earlier been treated to an
impromptu concert by pop singer

Cliff Richard, who sang a series

of his old hits to keep them enter-

tained during the longest rain

stoppage.

Israeli kayaker joins

Olympic team
iviami
HEATHER CHAU

ONE minute past the 1! th hour
kayaker Lior Carmi heard that she
was in the Atlanta delegation. Just

one week before the team leaves.

Carmi finally received the go-

ahead from the International

Kayaking Union which supported

her claims that she had satisfied

both the international and local

criteria.

While Carmi now sweHs .tbe

numbers
t
to 25, judokas jfcmiti

Leng ana Guy Fogel are resigned

to a different fate. The Tel Aviv

District Court ruled against their

inclusion in the team on grounds
that they had not passed the qual-

ifications. Leng, in return, lashed

out at national coach Moshe
Ponti, saying the fact that Pond
will be taking only one judoka.

Oren Smadja. reflected on his

poor ability as a coach.

For computer and sports info,

meet the local Olympic team on
the Internet at

http://olympic.ibm.net

Riding the waves
Pre-Olympic success for windsurfer

Gal Friedman who is beginning to

feel at home in the waters of the

Olympic rite at Savanna. Friedman

won the pre-Olympic competition held

nearby the actual Olympic venue.

Israelis at Wimbledon
After the seeds fell in ihe first week

of Wimbledon, it was inevitable dial

the rain would follow in (be second
* but Israel still has a shotm the juniors

. tournament.

:

4
.

Amir Hadad, seventh seed, - is"

through to the third round after beat-’

L:g Kevin Kim from the US. Joining

those greater than themselves were
First rounders Harel Levy who just

lost 7-6 (.14/12), 6-4 to a Swedish
player and Rotem Tepcrberg who was
downed by a French woman 6-2, 6-3.

Turkish delight

Closer to home was Nir Welgreen
who picked up the most ATP points on
the Turkish satellite circuit Although

losing the final of the Masters event.

Welgreen collected 36 points in the

rankings and another 10 bonus points

which should lift him to around die

300 mark.

LAC DE MAD1NE. France
(Reuter) - Frenchman Cyril

Saugrain burst into the limelight

by winning the fourth stage of the

Tour de France as compatriot
Stephane Heulot took the race

leaders yellow jersey on a great

day for France yesterday.

Saugrain. who was in a group of
five riders who rode in front for

some 200 kilometers of the day’s

232-km stage from Soissons,
launched the sprint 200 meters

from the line to beat Dutchman
Danny NeJissen and Swiss rider

Rolf Jaermann into second and
third places.

Saugrain. Nelissen, Jaermann,
Heulot and Italian Mariano
Piccoli broke away from a group
of 15 riders who had tried iheir

luck just after the first intermedi-

ate sprint, 30 kms into the stage

through the Champagne vine-

yards and the battlefields of

World War One.
Heulot and his Four companions

built a lead which at one point ran

to 17 minutes and managed to

resist when a lazy pack woke up
to try to reel them in. The leading

group crossed the Finish line over

four minutes ahead of the main
bunch.

The mass sprint for sixth place

was maned by a crash involving

four ridets, including Czech Jan

Svorada who was wearing the

points classification leader's

green jersey.

Svorada, who walked to the

line, and the other men who fell -

Dane Bjame Riis, Frenchman
Laurent Brochard and Italian

Mauro Bettin - appeared unhurt.

Overnight leader Frederic

Moncassin of France came in

with the pack to lose his yellow

jersey to Heulot, who had taken

fourth place in the stage.

Saugrain, who had never won
anything since turning profession-

al last year, delighted bis small

Aubervilliers team, which
received a wild card from the

organizers a couple of weeks
before the Tour.

“We wanted to thank the orga-

nizers for inviting us and show
them th3t we deserved to be

STAGE DELIGHT- France’s Cyril Saugrain celebrates after winning the fourth stage of theTour

de France yesterday. (Reweo

here,” Saugrain, 23, said. “To win

a Tour stage is the best thing that

can happen to a young rider. It’s

incredible. I need time to take it

in.

Heulot, 25. who became French

champion a week before the Tour
started, joined the Gan stable this

season after helping defending

champion Miguel Zndurain for

three years in the Banesto team.

“Of course I would have liked

to win the stage but the most
important thing was the jersey,”

Heulot said. “I’m glad for

Saugrain and for Aubervilliers.

It’s good to see them win.”

Indurain. bidding for a record

sixth win, and the other race

favorites ~ Switzerland’s Alex

Zuelle, Russian Evgeny Berzin

and Frenchman Laurent Jalabert-
all came in with the pack.

Heulot, 22 seconds ahead of
second-placed Piccoli in the over-

all standings, should retain the

yellow jersey in today’s 242-km
fifth stage to Besancon. The race

intensifies on Saturday when it

enters the Alps.

Brazil
still

soccer
king

ZURICH (Reuter) -World cham-
pion Brazil continues. to top the

world soccer rankings in the latest

list issued by FIFAyesterday.

But tire Brazilians have had
their once sizeable lead slashed by

newly crowned European champi-

ons Germany.
Israel dropped six spots from 42

to 48.

The biggest - move among the

top 30 nations was made by Euro

96 semifinalists England which

moved up 11 places to 13th.'

Leading rankings (end of 1995

ranking in brackets):

1. Brazil (1) 69 points

2. Genriauy (2)

3. FranceJo) 60-73

4. Czech Republic (14) -60.06

7. Sweden (13)
4
- - • -59.79

8. Spain (4T 50.47

9. Russia (5)

10. Dotmark (9) -56.33

11. Portugal (16) .55.72

12. Colombia (15) -55.55

13. England (21) 55.18
14. Mexico (12) 5354
15. Argentina (7) 5350
16. Zambia (25) ...52.68
17. U5. (19) 5256
18. South Africa (40) 52.45
19. Bulgaria (17) 52.39
20. Ghana (29) 52.35
21. Tunisia (22) 5056
22. Croatia (41) 50.61
23. Romania (11) 5054
24. Noway (10) 5051
25. Japan (31) .4958
2$. Swta8riand (18) 49-68

27. Egypt (23) ‘ 49.11

28. Ivory Coast (20) .4757
23. Chile (36) : - • • -46.92

30. Scotland (26) .. .45.75

31: Turkey (30) .45.70

32. Ecuador (55) : -4553
33. Morocco (38) .45.36

34. Trinidad and Tobago (57) . .45.18

35. Greece (34) .45.03

36. Bolivia (53) ..4450
37. Slovakia (35) .44,38

36. Uruguay @9 ) .4455
39. Cameroon (37) 4357
40. Ireland (28) .43.47

41. Saudi Arabia (54) .43.11

42. Austria (39) . .41 .80

43. Belgium (24) .4155
44. Algeria (36) .41.45

45. Jamaica (56) .40.92

46. Gabon (67) .4055
47. Nigeria (27) .40.02

48. Israel (42) .....5951
49. Honduras (49} . . .

:

58.67
50. Poland (33) 5752

Big innings a high priority for Hick, Azharuddin
NOTTINGHAM (Reuter) - Graeme Hick,

so jaded recently he hoped for rain to stop

play; and Mohammad Azfidfaddin both
* Pla* ,

need a big innings in the third Test between
England and India starting today.

Hick has managed a meager 167 runs in

his last 10 England Test innings, including

scores of eight, one and six in the current

series against India.

After complaining of tiredness following

die drawn second Test at Lord’s, Hick was
rested by Worcestershire from die team’s

subsequent county championship match.

“I have played a lot of cricket since the

start of the season and I needed time to rest

and gather my thoughts," said Hick. “You
do reach the stage where you look out the

window and hope it is raining so you don’t

have to play.
,

_ .....
,

.. .

“We had a hell of a long
;
winter- on tour,-

first in South Africa arid then at )be Wqgd-,

Cup; all that traveling and playing catches’

up with you."

Indian captain Azharuddin seeks to mark
his 100th Test innings in the final match of

the series at Trent Bridge with a return to

form.

The elegant strokeplayer has managed
just 13, 0 and 16 in the series to date.

Tro not scratching around at die crease,”

said Azharuddin before his 37th match as

India’s captain. "But one big innings could

change everything.”

Azharuddin looks set to play an extra

bowler in preference to a batsman in his

attempt to square the series which England

leadsJ.-^L^
,

.
.

Leg^Pinner Narendra Hirwani and left-

armetr^nkatapathy £aju are in contention -

to double up the slow bowling forces along-

side Anil Kumble’S wrist spin.

Fast-medium bowler Salil Ankola is

also in the squad for the first time in the

series, but out go paceman Paras
Mhambrey from the Lord’s side, and bats-

man Ajay Jadeja.

Middle order strokemaker Sanjay
Manjrekar is back after injuring an article in

the opening Test at Edgbaston.

England’s management released leg-spin-

ner lan Salisbury from its 13 yesterday,

deciding it would not need a second spinner

in the likely conditions.

Captain Mike Atherton indicated the

team’s pne renggjpjpg decision is whether.

Ronnie Irani or fellow -all-rounder Mark
Ealbam'win be oim'ttedftom tire rcmajptipg^

“It is just a question of if we want die

stronger fifth bowler or a stronger batsman
as our aH-rounder,” he said.

Ttams:
England - Mike Atherton (captain),. Alec

Stewart, Nasser Hussain, Graham Thorpe.
Graeme Hick, Ronnie Irani, Mark: Eattuun, Jack
RnsseU, Chris Lewis, Dominic Cork, MtoPateL
Alan Mnllally:
- India - VDcram Rathore, Nayan Mongia,
Saurev Ganguly. Sachin Tendnlkan Mohammad
Azharuddin (captain), Rahul Dravid, Sanjay
Manjrekar. Anil KnmHe, Javagal Srfnalb, Sain
Ankola, Yfeflkatesh Prasad, Narendra Hirwani,
Venkaiapatfty Raja.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAR
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 warts
(minimum}, each additional word NiS
11,70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
1 75.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tions! wort NIS 77.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words

^minimum),each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (B insertions) • NIS 351.00

for 10 worts (minimum), each additional

wort -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444,60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional word - NIS 44.40.

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

won) - NIS 70.20.

Rates are valid until 31 .10.96.

DEADLINES Offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday;

6 p.m. on Thursday.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays; 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday; 4 p.m. Thursday in TO Avtv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERETO STAY
~

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. - Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745.

Fax: 02618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM apartment
in TObleh, furnished. 2nd floor. TaL 050-
375889.

GERMAN COLONY. 2 ROOMS + DIN-
ING area + balcony, furnished + appllano-

GERUAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. *ISRABUILD* TO 02686571

.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth floor, view of Knesset stor-

age, parking, $495,000/ 1SRABU1LD“, Tel.

02-666-571.

KIRIYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASS1M)7^
large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

T-A.C. TO. 02-631764.

NEAR CENTRAL BUS station, condo-
minium, 1-3 rooms, folly furnished apart-

ments, excellent investment for ailetting,

rental income guaranteed. Tel. 050-
407 T69.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, new bu&Jng, marvelous view, folly

furnished. TO. 050407169.

REHAV1A (NEAR WOLFSON), 5. gar^

den, luxurious private entrance, quieL
$590,000. Shiran exclusive through AN-
GLO SAXON. Tel 02-251161.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM, B&B,guest house, sin-

gles, couples, families & groups, central,

very pleasant Tel. 02-819944. Fax; 02-

EXCLUSIVE COTTAGE 280 M. + 70 m.
basement on 500 m, in Even Yghwte. TO
09611776.

DWELLINGS

SERVICES
General

Sharon Area
EDUCATION

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, ifve-fn. central Tei Aviv,

$750 + NJS 200 tmmedWe bonus. TaL 03-

6201195, 052-4520G2-JacJ6a.

SITUATIONS VACANT

RENTALS

HERZLIYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
?, S, quiet street, elevator, "Yasl

(Maktan). TeL 036426253.

HERZUYA PiTUAH, VILLA, spacious^

in wonderful location. Tel. 09-575328
(eve.), 036960228/9.

HERZUYA PITUAH FOR rent. 5 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, lonj

lease. MORAN REAL ESTATE l

Tei. 09-57Z759.

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private lass-

ons in aU languages. Also preparation for

Psychometrics. .Jerusalem, TO Aviv, Haifa.

Tel. 050-291460, 03-9627210. (Math.
English teachers needed). _

SITUATIONS VACANT

Dan Region

Jerusalem

SALES
CAE8AREA. LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming pod. + sea viewl air coraftion-

' Ing + heating + central vacuum unit Tel

050-231725, 06-363261.

NETANYA, COTTAGE, IMPROVED,
religious neighborhood, no agents.
5420,000. Tel. 09-8401 23.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Can- REALTY
Southern Coast

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

BUILDINGS

es, from 6/8/96, long term
5670143 (NS).

02-

STUDiO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED. great location for 2-4 guests.
Tel/Fax: 02-288681.

SALES

HOLIDAY RENTALS

FOR THE SUMMER1
PENTHOUSE

4 + apertmems, 2, 3 rooms, com-
pteto) TeL 00972-36055704,
Fax 00972-36050075.

RENTALS
3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,

storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.

KAV HAYAM Tel 036239988

BEST APARTMENTS, BEST locations.

Best prices, shorttong-lerm rentals. Tel.

3180

FOR SALE BY the sea, ground-floor, no
agents, immediate. Reasonable price.

Tel. 07-711948.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

CHILDCARE AND LIGHT housework
for loving, appreciative famfty. Sun-Thura,
1 - 5 p.m.. Call Ayeiet, TeS. 02-655379
(day), 02-736708 (eve.).

WARM FAMILY SEEKS au pair, Hve-fn,

for chHdrBfi and house. 5700 +. TeL 02-
789389.

SITUATIONS VACANT
TelAvfv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For the highest quality flve-ln fobs
phone Au Pair International. 036190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE^
friendliest families, best conditions, the

with a heart for the Au Ptfm. Call

sL 036858937.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conations; also PttiUpinos

for akterty. TO. 03688-986819.

PURCHASESALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE

DELICIOUS aLOX- (SALMON OFF
i at below wholesale prices. -

Tel. 02611-488, Tel/fax
02-5870908.ESDOI

Outside Israel

PERSONALGREETINGS^
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, RACHEL, ‘Mo-
moo*1 We love you, Ron, Sarah and Avi. .

VEHICLES
General

PASSPORT
agency

w

HflmaTO VOLVO, 855, 1995, station, 7 seats,
34,000 krrL, excellent condition. Must seU.

TO. 036991269.

EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood in Jerusalem Hitts, superb caaages/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. TO.
050-407-169.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,

20 sqjn. basement, garden, underground
parking, immediate. TSRABUild* m Q2-

088571

SALES

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,

ailment and variety of dwellings. TeL
,036184368.

DAVID HAMELECH. ROOF apartment,
4 rooms, facing garden, 6th floor, eleva-

tor, parking, TeL 036958515.

Subscribe to The Pest and get FREE Sire Delivery
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While some of the other daily newspapers charge you a premium for

home delivery, The Post does it for FREE! As a matter of fact, when you

subscribe or renew for a year, you also get a 13.7% discount off newsstand

rates. Why pay for service when you can get it for free?

Subscribe or renew today. Call 177-022-0277 for details.
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BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
NATIONAL LEAGUE

East Division

AHarta
W L Pet. GB
5J 31 .82?

Montreal 48 34 385 3
Florida 39 43 376 12
New York 37 45 .451 14
PhitedeipWa 34 47 ,420 18Vz

Central Division

/*

Houston 44 40 .524
St Louis 42 40 312 1
Cmdnmoi

. 37 40 .481 3Va
Chicago 39 43 .476

. 4
Pittsburgh 37. 45 .451 6

West Division
Los Angeles 44 40 324 -
San Diego 43 41 312 1
Colorado 40 41 .484 23
San Francisco 38 43 .469 4%

.

TUESDAY’S NL RESULTS:
San Francisco 5, Colorado 1

Montreal 5, Atlanta J
PhDadtipfaia 3, New York 2
Chicago 15. Pittsburgh 7
SL LonSs 4, Cincinnati 3
Houston 4,"Florida 3(U)
Los Aageies 7, San Dfogo 3

AMERICAN LEI
EastDMsfC

NewYotk 49 »
Baiftnora 44 1
SSS? 36 46

uetrtx 23 qq

J2 g
Kjansas city 35 43W“ Dh

S‘

J§
»

Oakland ^ S
^™re8,Thnmto

°aklantJ u, Seattle 6
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enuush theater
[Hhj^ Kaye ~ I

1"™ Aviv as P-m. and at Jacob's LaddcJ itonrorrw u* Gan HashJosha at 5 p.m. I
^Shtest Hung deals with a woman's Isnuggle to come to terms with her relation- Bship to her dead father and her own sexoal 1identity. Performed by Helen Lesnick; as part I

TTyS'
P
nM tonW*t at S£2 1

1 neater in Talpiot, Jerusalem, at 9. 9

OPERA |
Helen Kaye H

THE New Israeli -Opera revival of 8Smetana s popular opera The Bartered 9Brute cormnues with Marina Levit reprising 9
her role as Maszjenka. Our own discovery! 9
talented tenor Yevgeny Shapovalev, will St
^ng Jenik, the guy who nearly doesn’t get *1
the girl. Bass Tamas Szale sings, the wily rc
matchmaker Kecal and tenor Doug Jones is
Jenik. s rival, Vasek. At the -Tel Aviv Performing
Arts Center tomorrow at Vp.nL; Saturday with
Lansa Tatuev as Maszjenka, dentin Proiat as
Jenik and Harry Nicoll as Vasek at9 pan. (Czech
with Hebrew supertities).

WkMi

FOLKLORE
Helen Kaye

ESKIMO dancers from Kamchatka and F.nd«
t

the Nanjing Arts Troupe of China, doggers
West from die US as well as folkdancers from
Slovakia, Yugoslavia, Ukraine, Korea,
Paraguay and the children’s group. Little

Flowers of Taiwan are all part of the
International Folklore Festival organised by the
Center for the Promotion of Folklore. Enjoy
them tonight as they parade down Nahariya
main street followed by a performance on the
promenade at 8:30. Tomorrow and Saturday
they’ll be performing, joined by local groups,
in the village centers of Beit Jam and Ttoba
with the parade at noon and the show at 3
(tomorrow) and in Majd ef-Kuram and Yarha
with the parade at 6.pjm. and the show at Sr30
in Majdal and 7 pjn in Yarha (Saturday). All

free.

CLASSICAL MUS1C~~
MichaelAjzenstadt • •

ZUBIN Mehta leads his Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra in Mahler's monumental Eighth

Storyteller Jay Miller will be appearing tonight
at the Sheinkin Community Center and tomor-
row at Jacob’s Ladder

Symphony, betterknown as die “Symphony ofa
Thousand. The stellar cast comprises sopranos
Deborah Voigt, Jane Eaglen and Elizabeth

FutraU mezzos Denyce Graves and Jard Van
Nes, tenor Keith Lewis, baritone Hakan
Hagegard and bass Anatoli Kutscherga. The
Dallas Symphony Choir and the Ankor
Children’s Choir are also on hand for this

unique musical celebration. Saturday, Sunday,
Monday and July 10 and 11 at the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv and July 14 at the

Jerusalem International Convention Center.

8:30 except Saturday at 9.

PAHCE
MichaelAjzenstadt

OHAD Naharin’s newest opus for his own
Batsheva Dance Company. Yag, will be .pre-

miered Saturday (7:30 and 9:45) at die Suzanne
Dellal Center in Tfel Aviv.

T TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

NEVER mind David Levy's threats, die Shas-

induced coalition crisis, die impending trip to

die US or even Nannygate. What could be

more important for Bibi at a time like this than

appealing on American TV? The PM’s hour-

long. exclusive interview on CNN’s Larry
King live can be seen locally today at 4 p.m.

and 10 p.m.

tfc£.pac ^.c—*»«•«— 9trA

* 1

rf

MSiiJ

ACROSS
1 With American backing
point skywardandtakethe
air (7) - »

5 In here a person may find

agricultural workers<7>
9' Quickest to read, it's being-

re-written (9)

10 A firm check by all.

accounts (5)

11 Half of them
stop—go—stop (7)

12 Made to declare date of

birth, as usual (7)

13 Call to mind
-

soldiers’

prayer (9) •

16 Figures one pores over (5)

17 Pick-me-up for.

heavyweight in charge (5)

18 The sedum soon -crept all

over the place 19)

21 Gush about the top man’s
cat (7) :

22 Questionable nuclear
explosion (7)

-

25 Some regrettably flighty

creature (5)

26 Setting ap new paper
round(9)

27 A|>oet’s no penay-pmdierl

28 Article written on control

inside (7)

. . DOWN
1 Fur-seal-—the main breed

(3-4) •

2 Clean though rough
growth (5)

3 Here in France the queen
would appear lesswarm(5)

4Aviewer’s proper place? (7)

5 Withdraw from touching
disquisition <7)

mmuumum aaaaaaa
bbbbbbSbb mmuuu

Sbbbiibbbh mmumu

hbSbb iManana

Hnpm
s.s.B prrr.
iiSiiM iagaaga

6 A macho high-flier

—

enemy of Israelites (9)
7 The attempt to get around
Eve failed (9). •

_8 Forecasters holding races
fix- dogs (7)

1-4 Meeting about Wifag in
the right direction (9)

15 Ifs the Left one blamed for
cut (9)

17 Those taking a little rest
sat sprawling (7)

18 A cleaner, small, very
small, and quietly hesitant
(7)

•19 Advanced after none
tamed up worth mnch (7)

20 Page on an area of Spain
that's ideal (7)

23 Petition causing many to
talk wildly (5)

34 Choicenot all feel it easyto
make (5)

SOLUTIONS

cnaasa aamsa
a a q s h
sasnsz] aasamossaQaaossn
saaa 3qqbq atsaaaasuanaa
s^noBBssaascaDosaatDEia

Baaiisaancjona3QQQBQQS
aaaa aassa ssss
Q3SDBD3I3 0130030
b d a a son
aagaaasB aaaiuna
Testwday* Quick Sohxtkm

ACSOeSb 1 Affix*,4 Whkrt,S CUs*.
9 Haricot, 10 Viritor, U Free, IX

Yet, 14 Abb*. 18 Alao. IB Pew, 21

Feat, 23 Raiment. 25 Acrobat, 28

Under, 27 Robin, 28 Energy.

DOWN: 1 Alcove. X Liaison, S
Nightcap,4Work,S Incur. 9 Totter.

7Chary, LSTacftarn,M Slender, 17

Affair, 19 Wrath. 20 Stormy, 22

Serab, 24 Oban.

a* ,««:

lain am]
hr:"> I1HHI

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Prickly shrub (5)

4Make off(6)

9TWU7)
10 Game-fish (5)

H Always (4)

12 Erect (7)

1$Prosecute (3)

14 Gravel (4)

lfiThidyW)
18Beam (3)

29 Inimical (7)

»

21 Lake (4>

24 Man-made
waterway (5)

25 Big cat (7)

26 Steps (6)

27Cansamer(5)

DOWN
1 Hamper (6)

2 Big (5)

3 Twelve months (41

5 Totally (8)

6Amid (7)

7 Tiny (6)

8 Meeting place 15)

13 Thken by surprise
(8 )

15 Income 1 7 *

17 Tap (6)

18 Answer (5i

19 Seller (6)

22 Precise (5)

23 Wander (4)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Animated series on animals &30
Tomcats fcOO Gaya, Gal and GS 9:15
KaSmaru 9:30 The Little Mermaid
IQflO UtUe Women 10:30 Vacation

Studio 13:00 Arwnateki series on ari-

mals 13:30 Tomcats 14dX3 Gaya. Gal
and GiTi 14:15 Ka&manj 14:30
Moomins

CHANNEL

1

15:00 Wimbledon *96 1&59 A New
Evening 17.34 Wimbledon 96

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Gardens around ttie world -
documentary ISrCXTNews in Arabic

HEBREWPROGRAMS
19:31 Gbce Under Fire 20:00 Mabat
News 20:45 Culture magasna 21:30
At the Tavema 22:40 Centennial Gold
AUarta 1996 - history cA the Olympic
Games 23:30 News 00:00 Stones of

the Good Land

CHANNEL 2

10:00 BBC nature series 11:00 Super
Ouper 11:30 Make a Wish (rpt) 12:00
Enid Blyton adventure stories 12:30
Bask: Arabs 13:00 A matter of timeBask: Arabc 13:00 A matter of time
1330 The Fresh Prince of Bel Air

14:00 Tek Tack 1430 AH Together
Now 15dX) Cnpop - local video dips
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rafi

Reshef 17-80 Zehu Zeh 1&00 Santa
Barbara 19M Baywaich 20:00 News
2050 Cancfid Camera 21:05 Dan
Shtton Live 00:00 News 00.-05 Ticket

for Two 00:30 Dori on Air 1:00 From
the Concert Han 2:00 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDANTV

15:00 Double Dragon 15:30
Wimbledon 96 17:00 Le Journal 19:30

News Heatffines 19:35 Here's Lucy
2(WX) Taratata 21:10 Star Trek 22.-00

News in Engfch 22:30 The Switch -
true story of a basketball player para-

lyzed after a tragic accident. Starring

Gary Cole.

WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

N1S2B.08 per tine, including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs N1S520.65

per line, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ot the

Mount Scopus campus, in Engtish, daily

Sun.-Thur„ 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration BWg. Buses 4a. 9, 23. 28.

28. For info, call 882819.HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagall

Windows. TeL 02-416333. 02-776271.

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton

Roiand-Roeenberg Collection 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvism WUd-
Beasts. Joset Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New.

Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchlru

Blocked Well Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I

Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 pjn.

Tue. 10 a.m.-l0 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m_-2 p_m.

SaL 10 3 p.m. MeysrhoJf Art Education

Center. TeL 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim CtafiL Straus A, 3
Avlgdori, 706660; Shualar, ShualaJ Road.

610108; Dar Afctenva, Herod’s Gate,

28205a
Tal Avhr MDanl Square. 1 Yehuda
Hamaccabi. 604-2308; Kupat Hofem CtafiL

7-9 Amsterdam. 523-2383. Tfll 3 a_m.

Friday: Jabobnsky. 125 Ibn GriroL 546-

2040. TIB mttitftt Superpharm Ramat
Aviv, 40 Einstein. 641-3730; London
Sfinistore Superpharm. 4 Shaid Hamelech.
696-0115.

Ra-anam-KJar Sava: Hadar, 12 Habanim.
Hod Hasha/on, 401435.
Netanya: Ariela, 2 Salomon. 617836.

Kraya area: Harman, 4 Simtat Motffin.

Kkyat Motddn, 870-7770/3.

Haifa: Carmelft, 6 Efiahu Hanavi. 867-5175.

Herzfiya: Cftd Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Masldt (cnr. Sderot H^allm), Herzliya

Pttuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 am to

rNdnighL
Upper Nazareth: Oai Pharm, Lev Hair

MaJL 570465 Open 9 bjtl to 10 p-m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hofem fmtemaJ, petfi-

arrics); Hadassah Em Kerem (surgery,

orthopedics, ophthalmology. ENT); Shaare
Zedek (obstetrics).

Tel Aviv: TN Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Macflcal Center (surgery).

Netanya: Lanlado.

POLICE 100
RRE 102

RUST AID 101

Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial iOi (Hebrew) or Sit

(Engfish) in ms pans d tte coimtry. in

addWort
AShdocT 651333

Asrtwtar 551332

Beersheoa* 274767

Be4 5hemesh 523133

Dan Region* 5793333

aar 3S2«4
HSltt* 6512233

Jemsatertr 523133

Kamser 9985444

WarSaw 902222

Nahariya' 9(2333

Netanya' 604444

Faafl 73(W 9311111

nenowt* 451333

Rehon- 9642333

Sated 9Z0333

7SAw/ 5460111

Ttaias* 782444

* McbteWWBhe Care Urtt P«CUJ sanneeintiw

area, amid the dock.

Mecfical help for tourists (in Engfish) 1 77-

022-91J0

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam HospitaJ W-852S2Q5, 24 hours a

day. lor informatiqn in case ot poisoning.

Eian - EmctionaJ ftst Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303. Tel Avtv 5461111 (chil-

drentyouth 6861113), Haifa 8672222(3,

Beersheba 494333, Netanya 52511 0,

Karmtel 9888770, Klar Sava 7674555,

Hadera 346789.

Wizo hotsnes lor banamd women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also In Russian).

07-376310. 08-550506 (also in Amhanc).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). TO Aviv

5234819. 54491 91 (men). Jerusalem

£5558. Haifa 8530533. ESet 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Career Association support service 02-
247876).

MIDDLE EAST TV

14tf»The 700 Club 14tf0 Moonracker
- Set in ITtti cenfaay B^an, this is the
story ot me adventures ot Charles
Stuart and h« ffiowers as they escape
from the Roundheads. (79 mins.)

16:05 Urban Peasants 16:30 Dennis
the Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20
Happiness 17:45 Front Runners 18:40
The A-Team 19:30 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 20:00 CNN 20:30
Evenrig Siade 20:55 Jake and the

Fatman 21:45 Law and Order 22:35

The 700 CUAJ 23:05 Larry King - Live

00:00 TV Shoo 2:00 Cfuanlum
Slapping 3:00 TV Shop

CABLE
TTY 3 (33)

16:00 News 16:15 Science and
Technology magazine 17:15 On the
Side of Justice 18:00 Amores 19:00
News in Arabic 19:30 Today-News in

Russian 20:00 Mabat news 20:15
Tetekessef 21:15 Best Intentions -
Four-part series based on the parents
of Swedish film director Ingmar
Bergman 22:45 International Crime -
doaknentary series 23:15 Inside Stuff

00:00 Closedown

ETV 2(23)

15:30 Vacation Time 18:00 Alpine

Academy 18:30 Radio Q5ca~ti 19:30

Jewish philosophy today 20:00 A New
Everting, with Russian Sc&rtrttes 20:30
Famay AKxmi 21:00 70 Faces 21:30
The Human Animal 22:30 Star Trek:

The Next Generation 23:15 Mother
and Son

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8riW Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 11:20 Perta Negra (rpt) 12:10
Ne^tbors (rpt) 1235 DaBas (rpt) 13:30
Starting at 130 14:10 21 Jump Street

14:55 Falcon Crest 1530 Days of Our
Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas

18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 19:30 Local

broadcast 20K)0 Perta Negra 20:50
Baywatch Nights 21:40 Renegades
2230 The New Untouchables 23:20
Wings 23:45 Melrose Place 00:35
Sweet Justice 1:20 Rosie 014011 2:10
Return to Eden 3.-05 Robin’s Club 3:50
Paris -action series

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

13:00 Mission to Monte Carlo (1981) -
Playboys become mixed up with a
counterfeiting ring (rpt) 14:45 The
Rage of Paris (1938)-Acouple of fast-

lalkers and a Parisian woman trap her

husband. With Douglas Fairbanks and
Danielle Darrieux. Directed by Henry
Koster (77 mins.) 16:00 4 Squared -
next week's movies 16:10 For Those I

Love (1983) - based on the true story

of Martin Grey, who lost his family in

the Holocaust (rpt) 1835 La Fracture

de la Myocarde (1990, French) - the

classmates of a 12-year-old boy try to

JERUSALBA
G.G. GIL Jerusalem MaH (Malha) *
768448 While Squad 1130 am.,430. 10

HffrirtnLftear, Birdcage. 1130 am.430,
7:15, JB at. American QuriL Fargo 1130
am, 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 -k Les Misarables

1130 am, 530, 8:45 Grumpier Oid
Men 7:15. 9:45 The Secret of Roan
Irtish 1130 am, 4-45 RAV CHEN t-7w

792799 Credit Card Reservations n
794477 Rav-Macher Buiding. 19 Ha'oman
Sl. Talpiot The Juror 5. 730, 9:45 * The
Hunchback From Notre Dame 11 am, 1.

5 * The Hunchback From Notre Dame
(Engfish dialogue, Richard IH. Devil In a
Blue Dress 730. 9:45 * Jumanji 11 am,
1:15. 5. 730. 9:45 * GUI 6 9:45 * Now
and Then 11 am.. 1. S, 730, 9:45 •* Ace
Ventura Dracula, Dead and Loving It 11

am, 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 1

1

am, 1,5* Toy Story (Engfish dialogue)

730
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL w
5772000 Heavenly Creatures 5. 7:45,

9*5 * Le Bal 7 * Bad Taste 1030 *
Brain Dead 12:15 am. * Blood Sample
12 midnight DtZENGOFF « 5172923
White SqualHILeaving Las V&gas ft

am, 1,3, 5. 7:45, 10 * The Monster 1, 5,

10 DRIVE IN Executive Decision 10 *
Sex FUm 12 midnight GAN HATH *
5279015 71 Ibn GattTOI St Prtscflte 230.

5, 730. 9:45 GAT Jumanji 11 am, 230. 5.

730, 9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink. Man,
Woman 530. 7:45. 10 * The Young
PoisoneTti Handbook rradni^it G.G. HOD
1-4 * 5226226 Hod Passage. 101

Dtzengcff Sl The Bbricage*American
QuDMGRjmpiar UemtFargo 5. 730. 10
LEV 1-4a 5238288 Shanghai Triad 1 2:1 5.

230. 5:15, 7:45. 10 * Antonia's Une 12

noon, 2, 5. 730. 10 The Secret of Roan
inish 12:15 . 2:15. 5:15. 730, 10 * Le
Hussard sur le Tort 12 noon Strange

Days 2, 430. 7:15. 10 G^. PETER The
Birdcage+Amerfean Qu(lt-*Grumpier

Men 5. 730, 10 Las Miserabtes 530.

&45 RAV-CHEN» 5282288 Dizengoff

Center The Hunchback ot Notre Dame
(Hebrew Oa/ogue) n am, 1. 3, 5 * The
HuncMiack ot Notre Dame (Engfish rta-

logue) 730, 9-A5 * The Juror 730, 9:45 *
Now and Then li am, i, 3. 5:15. 730.

9-A5 * Bad Of Roses 730. 9:45 * Ace
venture it am. 1. 3. 5 * City KafteToy
Story (EngSsti dialogue) 730. 9:45 * The
Mask 11 am, 5 + Dracuto, Dead and
Loving ft 11 am, 1. 3. 5 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 Opera House Star Man*!l

Postino Girl 6*Devii In a Blue

Dress*Rtehard Dl 230. 5. 730. 9:45 GLG.

TAYELET 1-3* 5177952 2 Yona Hanavi SL

Sense and SensMtty*TWe!ve Monkeys

7:15, 10 w Strange Days 7:15, 10 G.G.

TB.AVIV *5281181 65 PnskerSt Twelve

MonJcays5. 730. 10 PrimalFear 5. 730.

ID Baft Wire 5. 730, 10 TEL AVIV

MUSEUM » 6961297 27 Shairi Hameiekh

BadevardNeByetU.Amaud5,8, to

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMi « Shanghai

Triad 930 * B Postino 5:30. 730 Star

Man 7:15. 9:1 5 ATZMON 1-5 *
8673003 Primal Fear*Strpnge

DaysifiWhite Squa84:iS. 6:45,9:15 *The
Birdcage 430. 7. 9:15 * Grumpier Old

Men 430, 7. 9:15 CINEMA CAFE
MORIAH « 6242477 Birds in Neutral

5-30. 7:30, 9-30 CINEMATHEQUE *
6383424 TSxfxf Sia Kfthba 7 * Golden

Eye 9:30 ORLY* 8381866 Sense And

sensibility 630. 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3

v 6382020 Us filiserables 6. 9 * Fargo

430, 7, 930 * American QuK 430. 7,

930 * Little Giants*Jurassic

RarkaRWtie Rlctt n am. RAVGAT 1-2*
86743H |OS) The Hunchback of Noire

Dame fB&tsti esatogue; 7, 9:15 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 5 * The Juror 7. 9:15 *
Ace Ventura 11 am.. 5 RAV-MOR 1-7

« 8416688 tog The Juror*GW 6 7, 9:15

* Now and Then li am. 1:15. 4:45. 7,

9:15 * D«a bi a Blue Dress 7, 9:1 5 *'The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsh dSa-

logue) 7. 9:15 * Jumanji 11 am, 1:15,

4-4S, 7. 9:15 * Birdsh Neutral 3:15*Ace
Venture it am, 5 * Bed of Rosas 11

keep his mother's dealh a secreL (mij

20:20 King Rafoh (1991) - A Las
Vegas entertainer inherits the throne of
England. With John Goodman and
Peter OToote. Directed try David S
Ward (92 mins.) 21:50 4 Squared -
next week’s movies 22:00 The
Babysitter (1995) - Alicia Sflversone
stars as the girl everybody wants(85
mins.) 23:35 The Lover (1992, French)
- love dory of a 15-year-oki French girt

and an older Chinese man, (rpt) 1:30
Friday the 13th, Part 2 (1981) - Jason,
the murderous zombie, is back (83

mins.) 2:55 Prelude to Love (1995) -a
young couple acquire a modelling
agency (90 mfos.) 425 Georgia (1986)
- a woman frying to find our the true

story of her pasL

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Professor Iris 9:00 Robinson
Suave 9:40 Batman 10:15 The Milky

Way 10:50 Chfquititas 11:45 Step by
Step 12:15 VR Troopers 12:50 Harry

and the Hendersons 13:30 Hugo
14:05 Professor Iris (rpt) 14:35
Robinson Sucroe (rpt} 15:10 Bsoman
(rpt) 15:45 The M»cy Way (rpt) 16:20
Chiquittas (rpt) 17:10 Step by Siep
(rpt) 17:45 VR Troopers (rpt) 18:20
Harry and the Hendersons (rpt) 19:00
Hugo (rpt) 19:30 Three's Company
20$0 Married with Children 20:25
Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and Stimpy
Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake 21:15
Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Decline of Western Civilization

(1980)- documentary of the punk and
new wave scene in Los Angeles.
Directed by Penelope Spheeris (96
mins.) 23:40 The Furies (1950) - the
complex relationship between an aging
rancher and his daughter. With Walter
Huston and Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Anthony Mann {108 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 The
Panda: Awakening Giant' (rpt) 13:00

Future Quest (rpt) 13:30 Ancient

Warriors (rpt) 14:00 Open University

1&00 The Panda: Awakening Gent
(rpt) 17:00 Future Quest (rpt) 17:30
Ancient Warriors (rpt) 18:00 Open
University 20ri)0 Portrait of Nature
20:30The Wild South 21:00 Telescope
21:30 Des Plantes el Des Hommes
22:00 Alexander Nevsky 00:00 BeBo
Photo 1:00 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Selina Scott Show 7:00 NBC
News withTom Brokaw7:30 ITN News
8:00 Today 10:00 Supershop 11:00

European Money Wheel 16:00 Wau
Street - five 17:00 US Money Wheel
18:30 FT Business Tonight 19:00 ITN
News 19:30 Adventures 20:30 Selina

Scott Show 21:30 Dateline 22:30 ITN
News 23:00 BasebaB 00:00 Tortight

Show with Jay Leno 1:00 Late Night

with Conan O'Brien 2:00 Later with

Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the

CINEMA
am.. 5. 7 * The Hundfoack ot Notre

Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1.5*
Dracula, Dead and Loving It 11 am. 5 *
Toy Story (Hebrewdialogue) W am, 1,5
RAV-OR 1-3 » 8246553 pS] Now and
Ther*Dev0 in a Bfije Dress 7. 9:15 *
JUmanjf 11 am. 4:45, 7. 9:15 * Toy Story
(Hebrew cSalogue) 11 am. 5 * Now and
Then 11 am, 5
AFULA
RAV CHEN ® 6424047 White
Squall*Mighty Aphrodite 7. 930
Jumanfl 11 am. 5. 7, 9:30 * Ace
Ventu3*Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 5
ARAD
STAR * 950904 Fargo*Tha Tie That

Binds 7:45. 10 * Barb Wire 10* The Last

Dance 7:45

ARIEL
ARIEL The Birdcage 8:30

ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 Whtte
SquaiMStrange Days 430, 7:15. 10 *
American Ouitt*The
Birdcage*Opoation Dumbo Drop 5,

7:30, 10 G-G. ORI 1-3w 711223 Sense
and SensWfity*Primal Fear 430. 7:15,

10 * Jumanji 5, 730, tO

ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White Squatt*The
Blrdcage*Americai Quflt 5. 730, 10 *
Primal Fear*Strange Days 4:30, 7:15,

10 RAV CHEN tt 711223 Now and
Then*JiHnanS 11 a.m.. 5. 730. 9:45 *
Dracula, Dead ami Loving ItVToy Story

(Hebrew datoguejt*Ace Ventura 11 am, 5

* The Last Dar»ce*T7ie Juror*Devil in

Blue Dress 730. 9:45

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN v 5631077 The Birdcage

730, 9:45 * Jisnan£*Now and Thwi 11

am, 5. 730. 9:45 * White Squall 5, 7:30.

9:45 * Primal Fear 7:15. 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) n a.m, 5 H Sense
and SensUtitily 438, 7:15, 9:45 * The
Jmr 5, 730. 9M * Dracula. Dead and
Loving H 11 a.ra. 5
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL The Birdcage*Primal
Fear*Twelve Monkeys 7:15, flO *
White* Squall 4:30. 7:15. 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 tr 235278 Now and Then it

a.m.. 5. 730. 9:45 * Devil In a Blue Dress

73a 9:45 * The Last Dance 730. 9:45 *
Dracula Dead and Loving H 11 am. 5 *
Jumanji ii am. 5. 730. 9:45

DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Casino 8

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Primal Fear 4:45. ?:15, 9:45 *
Antonia's Une 5. 7:30. 10 *
Jirmanfl*Shanghai Triad 5, 730. 10

HERZUYA
STAR® 589068 Serb Wire II am. 5:30

* Primal Fear 10 * Antonia's Line

7:45* Fargo 10* Dracula. Dead and
Loving n it am. 530. 7:45 * Jumanji

11 a-n. 530. 7:45. ID DANIEL HOTEL
The Birdcage 7:1 5. 945
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Devil in Blue

Drees 930 * Jumanji 15 am, 5. 7,930 *
Executive Decision 7, 930 * Toy Story

(Hebrew tfatague) 11 am, 5, 7 * Ace

\fentura li am, 5

KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL b7677370 Jumanj»*The
Birdcage 1130 am., 5, 7:30. 10 *
Fargo*American QuRt 5, 730, 1 0

Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10 * White
Squall 11:30 am.. 4:30. 7:15, 10 *
Grumpier Old Men 7:30, 10 Toy
Story 11:30 am., 5
KIRYAT BIALIK

G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 White

$quall*Grumpler Oki Men*The
Birdcage li am, 4:45. 7. 930 * Toy

Story (EngHsn dialogue)*rSense and
SensMity 7. 930 * Toy Story (Hebrew

cfcatogueHrAce Ventura 11 am. 4:45 *
Barb Wire 11 am, 4:45. 7. 930 * Primal

Fear 4:45. 7, 930 * n Postino*Strange

Days 7, 930
KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL « 6905080 White

Squafl*JumanJ1 430, 7, 930 * Sense

and Sen&bimy 430. 7. 930
LOD

Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30
Cooking Secreis of the CIA8:00 E! TV
&30 Gabriefle 9:30 Santa Barbara
10:30 The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00
Oprah Winfrey 12:00 Remington
Steele 13:00 Cooking Secrets ot the
CIA 13:30 E! TV 14:00 Teenage
Mutant isfir^a Turtles 14:30 The Black
Staffion 15:00 Lost n Space 16:00
Home and Away 16:30 Leave It to
Charles 17:00 M*A*S’H 17:30 21
Jump Street 1830 The X-Frtes 19:30
The Bold and the Beautiful 20:00
Santa Barbara 21:00 The Twilight
Zone 21:30 Beveriy Hflis 90210 22:30
The Fall Guy 23:30BTV 00.00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hooperman 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies to Motion 16:00
Game to Order European Cup soccer
(rpt) 17:00 Beach toteybafi 19:00 Pro
Football 20:30 Thai Boxing 21:00
WWF 22tf0 Game to Order South
American soccer 23:00 To be
announced

a PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Asia Sports Show 6:30 GiBette
World Sport 7:00 Tennis; Wimbledon
(rpt) 13:00 International Motor Sports
Magazine 14:00 Squash 15:00 Golf:

Omega Tournament 16:00 Tennis:
Wimbledon - live 22:00 Chinese
League Soccer 22:30 Cricket 1:30
Gillette World Sport

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Tourist (rpt)

10:05 Under the Blue Flag (rpt) 11:30
Auction - documentary on Sotheby's
(rpt) 12:30 Top Gear 15:05 Horizon
(rpi) 16:15 World Business Report
16:30 Asia-Pacific Newshour 17:30
Time Out More Rhodes Around Britain

(rpt) 18:05 The Tourisl (rpt) 19:30 The
Contenders (rpt) 22.-05 Correspondent
(rpt) 23:30 Tomorrow's World 00:00
Wold News and Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Mooting Concert 9:05 Mozart
Symphony no 36 “Liraf ; Brahms: Trio

for horn op 40; Mussorgsky-Raveh
Pictures at an Exhfoition; Max Bruch:

Scottish Fantasy; Gilbert and SuOivan:

excerpts from The Mfcado. The Pirates

of Penzance and other operettas

12:00 Noon with Gideon Hod 14:06
Encore - Artur Rubinstein 15:00
Voice of Music magazine 16:00
Telemann: Ino dramatic cantata ;

Mozart String quartet in G K387;
Tchaikovsky: Piano trio op 5016:00
New CDs - Arrigo Bofto: Mefetofele

opera in tour acts, part 2 (sofoists/La

ScaJa/Muti) 20:05 From the Recortfing

Stixfio - Tomer Lev (piano). Badt:

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D
minor, Tomer Lev: Metamorphoses
(1987); Brahms: 8 pieces op 76 21:00
Clouds. Celebrations and Sirens

23;00 The Art of the Song

STAR Barb Wire*Devil in a Blue

Dress*The Tie That Binds 745. 10

MEVASSERET ZION
G.G. GIL Primal Fear*Stzange Days
420. 7:15. 10

NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Sense and
Sensbility 8:30

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL The Birdcage^Operation
Dumbo Drop*7Welve Monkeys 420. 7,

920
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729
Fargo*Grumpler Old Men 5, 720, 10 *
Primal Fear*Whne Squall 430. 7:iS. 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 tr 628452 Primal Fear -1:30.

7:15. 10 * Fargo*Tha Birdcage 5. 720,

tO * White Squall 5, 10 RAV CHEN
Jumanji 11 a.m., 5, 720. 9:45 * The Juror

720. 9:45 * Devil In a Blue Dress 720,

9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) li

a.m., 5 * Now and Then 11 a.m, 5. 720,
9:45 Dracula. Dead axl Loving It 11 a.m,
5 ORAK1VA
RAV CHEN The Birdcage*Bed of

Rosas 7, 930 * Executive Decision 7,

920 * Toy Story (Hebrew

dialogue)*Dracula, Dead and Loving
lt*Ace Ventura n ajn.. 5 *
Toy Story (EngBsh tfatagua) 7

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL The Blrdcage*Twelve
Monkeys* Primal Fear 6, Tdto, HO *
Sense and Sensibility 430. 7:15, 10
PETAH TJKVA
G.G. HECHAL White SquaU+Juman/?
11 30 a.m.. 5. 720, 10* Primal Ffear 420,
7:16. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew tSaicgue)

1120 a.m., 5 G.G. RAM 1-3 « 934081

8

Sense and sensibility 420. 7:15. 10 *
The Birdcage*Toy Story tEnglish tfia-

JogusJ 5, 7:30, 10
RA’ANANA
ClN-MOFET Antonia’s Une 8:30

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (EngBsh da-

fogue)*The Birdcage 720, 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.nL, 1. 3. 5 *
Now and Then 11 am, 1 , 3. 5. 720. 9:45

* Jumanji 11 a-nu 1. 3. 5:15, 720, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notra Dame (Hebrew

dialogue) 11 a.m., 1, 3, 5 RAV-OASIS
1-3 » 5730687 White Squall

5, 720. 9:45 * Primal Fear 4:45. 7:15.

9:45 * The Juror 5, 720, 9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV« 5491979 II Postino 720. 920
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362864 Sense and
Sensiblrty 4:45. 7, 9:45 * Grumpier OM
Men 720 * While Squall 5. 7:15, 9.45

The Birdcage 5. 9:45 * Shanghai Triad 5,

720.9.45

RfSHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9B196B9 Primal

FbanfiStrange Days*Gwmpler Old Men
430. 7:15. 10 * White Squall 5. 10 * ll

Postino 5. 7:30. 10 HAZAHAV The
Birdcage 5. 720. 10 * American Quilt

720. ID * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5
RAV CHEN s 9670503 The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (EngBsh dialogue) 7:30,

945 * Devil in a Blue Dress*The Juror

730, 945 * Jumanji llaju, 5. 730, 9:45

* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 5

* The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.m.. 5 * Ace

Ventura 11 a.m.. 5 RON Twelve

Monkeys*An Eye for an Eye*Sense

end Sensibility 7:30, 10 STAR 1-4 *
9619985-7 27 Ush'mSky S. Fargo 7:45, 10

* An Indian in the aty*Highlander 3

1 i:3o am.. 5 * Barb Wlre+JumanJ) 11:30

am, 5, 7:45. 10 * Sense and Sensibility

7:15. 9:45

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Jumanji 11 a.m.

5. 730, 945 * Now and Then 11 ajn, 5,

7:30, 9:45 -* Devil in a Blue Dress 720.

945 * The Juror 739 9:45 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 5 * Ace
3

Vtiniura 11 am., 5
Phone reservations: Tef Avtv $252244,

HaHa 728878

All times are pjn. unless otherwise va-
cated.
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Hungarian
reparations plan
hailed as model
for E. Europe

BUDAPEST (Reuter) - Hungary
said yesterday it had agreed to

help its 20,000 Holocaust sur-

vivors and return confiscated

Jewish property in a plan Jewish

groups hailed as a model for east-

ern Europe.
“This agreement is a land-

mark,” Israel Singer, secretary-

general of the US-based World
Jewish Congress (WJC), told

Reuters. ”lt is literally the first

serious east European attempt by
a government which made
promises for a long time and
which were finally fulfilled.”

He said Jewish groups could

have held out for a better deal but

this would have been pointless

given the mean age of Holocaust

survivors is now 74.

“This is a model for eastern

European restininon..Ji is the last

chapter of World War II being
written,” Singer said.

Some 600,000 of Hungary's
800,000 Jews perished in Nazi
labor or concentration camps.
There are 100,000 Jews in

Hungary today, including 20,000
Holocaust survivors.

Hungary was obliged under the

Treaty of Paris in 1 947 to make
restitution of Jewish property, but

the Communist government
which took power die next year

i«- ored the agreement and nation-

alized many of the properties.

Fresh efforts to secure restitution

began after the collapse of com-
munism in 1 989.

The Finance Ministry in a state-

ment said representatives of
Hungarian and international

Jewish groups and the govern-

ment had agreed on Tuesday night

NEWS IN BRIEF

50% rise in use of Arava Crossing
A total of 140,000 people - Israelis, Jordanians and foreign tourists

- havecrossed the Israel-Jordan border at the Arava Crossing, near

Eilat, during the first six months of 1 966, the Transport Ministry

said yesterday.

This is 50 percent increase compared with the fust half of 1995.

The ministry also noted that more than 300 vehicles have crossed die

border. In addition, over 60 trucks have carried freight between the

two countries. Among the ipost common products are sheep, dairy

products, and textiles, the ministry said. Haim Shapiro

Swimming banned at several beaches
The Health Ministry has barred bathing at the Shikma, Ashalim,

and Tmarimbeadtes on the Gaza coast and the Poleg beach in

Neianya until further notice, due to pollution. The ministry said

that the qualityjof most of the other beaches in the country is “very

good.” Regional councils in the Tiberias, Migdal, Eilat, Gan Raveh,

and Hof Hacarmet areas failed to conduct water tests at some 20
beaches, contrary to instructions by the ministry. Judy Siegel

Stiffer penalties for parking in spots for disabled
From today, drivers who park in spaces reserved for the disabled

are to receive not only a considerable fine, NIS 330, but also a

message reading: “Don’t park in my space - you wouldn't warn to

be in my place. This is the fruit of a campaign by the Roof
Organization of Disabled Organizations and Unaffiliated Disabled

in cooperation with the police, the Local Authorities Union, and
Joim-lsrael. Haim Shapiro

Forest fire danger
The Nature Reserves Authority yesterday called on hikers, farmers

and IDF forces to be careful when handling fire, due to the current

heat wave.

Fires have destroyed thousands of dunams of forest in nature

reserves over the past few months, mostly in the north. Most of the

fires were caused by negligence by hikers, and the IDF’s failure to

follow rules regarding live-fire exercises during hot weather.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Rabies in Petah Tikva area
The Petah Tikva was declared a rabies danger zone yesterday,

after a fox infected with die disease bit two dogs on Moshav
Bareket Sixty people who came into contact with the dogs
received rabies vaccinations yesterday. One of the dogs

wandered about for three days and was in contact with other

dogs. Itim

QUIT
(Continued from Page 2)

considerable concessions to allow

the creation of Sharon’s
portfolio.

This meeting was followed by

the creation of a committee with-

in the NRP to come up with a

solution. Included on it were
Levy, and MKs Hanan Porat and

Zvi Handel. One notion they

came up with was that Levy yield

much of his Energy portfolio in

return for the NRP getting the

first turn at the Religious Affairs

Ministry, which it is supposed to

share with Shss in a rotation

agreement. This was immediately

shot down by Shas.

The impression test night was
that after Levy's ultimatum, the

coalition partners will be far

more amenable to concessions.

Agriculture Minister Rafael El-

ton noted that he had already

agreed to cede to die long-term

water resources planning divi-

sion, and Shas’s Interior Ministry

is wilting to yield departments.

United Torah Judaism, howev-

er, continued to speak in two

voices. Deputy Housing Minister

Men Pomsh, of its Agudat Yis-

rael faction, refused to consider

giving op the Public Works De-

partment and the Rural Housing

Division. But UTJ’s Degel Ha-

torah faction continued to cam-

paign for switching the Housing

portfolio for Religious Affairs,

and giving Housing to Sharon.

This was favored by the NRP, but

rejected outright by Shas.

Regardless of the remaining
difficulties, an upbear Levy pre-

dicted at a gathering of his

Gesher Party’s activists at Kfer

Hamaccabiah (hat “by the Friday

cabinet meeting, this whole affair

will be behind us. The solution is

only hours away.”
Levy was one of those invited

to participate in the late night

meeting called by Netanyahu. So
were the two NRP ministers,

Sbas's Aryeb Deri, Elian, Por-

ush. Justice Minister Ya’acov
Ne’eman, and Prime Minister’s

Office Director-General Avigdor

Lieberman.

Likud sources said Levy has

put Netanyahu in a no-win situa-

tion: Bow to his pressure or go to

Washington with a crisis left be-

hind. No matter what happens,

they said, the Levy-Sharon axis

canid continue to make Netanya-

hu's political life difficulL

to establish a foundation to

administer confiscated Jewish
properties and art treasures feu- die

benefit of Hungarian Jews who
survived the Holocaust
The government will contribute

four billion forints ($27 million)

in compensation coupons, which
are vouchers issued in lieu ofcon-
fiscated property, to the founda-

tion and would also provide cash

to support its operations, the state-

ment said.

“This will secure an additional

income for the survivors of the

Holocaust and the use of the prop-

erty will be exclusively within

Hungary,” the statement said. It

said parliament would approve the

necessary legislation later this

year.

Singer said the foundation

would have a 19-meraber board

and its chairman would be Ronald
Lauder, son of cosmetics tycoon

Estee Lauder and a leading light

of the US Jewish community.
Singer said the $50 a month

extra that survivors will receive

would help them appreciably.

He said Jewish groups from
abroad planned to contribute to

the foundation. He also said only
former communal properties such

as schools and synagogues would
be turned over to the fond. Suits to

recover confiscated private prop-

erty were not affected.

"They [Prime Minister Gyuia
Horn’s government] understand

that this makes them a Western

country,” Singer said. “They have

taken a question that has bothered

this entire region and removed it

as best as anyone can to fix that

terrible period.”
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AROUND THE WORLD

Posters on Jerusalem’s Rehov Strauss yesterday call for the firing of the ‘ultra-leftxst’ OC Central Command Mty.-Gen. Uaa Dayan,

‘who continues to issue orders for the detention without trial ofJO right-wing activists.’ (Ariri‘JdMioinn«tf>

Amos opens for business
on the high frontier

THE Amos 1 communications satellite became
a commercial venture yesterday, as Israel

Aircraft Industries (TAD executives moved to

wrap up a deal with a major international cable

broadcaster.

The Amos has been operational since

Monday, and has met all the criteria set by the

Communications Ministry for commercial
broadcasting. The satellite was launched on an
Ariane rocket booster from French Guiana on
May 16, and can service the Middle East and
Central Europe.
Now 1A1 executives say the focus is on

securing clients. The government has guaran-

teed to lease three of its seven transponders,

and a new customer is Hungary's Antenne
company, which broadcasts a video signal in

that central European country.

STEVE RODAN

“Over the past week, we did tests in

Hungary,” said Amitsur Rosenfeld, director of
die project. “The transmission quality was
excellent.”

Amos’s marketing is being done by
SpaceCom, which now wants to sign a deal

with the US cable broadcaster HBO for trans-

mission to the Middle East. The leading com-
petitor for the contract is a European firm,

Copernicus, and LAI executives expectHBO to

readi a decision within the next two weeks.

Currently, the main subcontractors of Amos
are Daimler-Benz Aerospace from Germany
and Alcatel Espace from France. Rosenfeld
said Amos is now garnering serious interestby

European and Asian broadcasters.

“Until the satellite was launched and the

orbit was set,” Rosenfeld said, “potential

clients wouldn’t commit themselves. Now
we’re flooded by foxes.”

The life of the one-ton satellite had been esti-

mated at 10 years. But IAI executives said

careful preparation at the launch saved a sig-

nificant amount offuel and theAmos - in geo-
stationary orbit at an altitude of 36,000 km -
may be able to operate for an extra 12 months.

Amos’s seven transponders will be used

mostly for television broadcasting, but it will

also provide services for cable TV, Internet

and cellular phones. The $200 million space-

craft will provide a link between hospitals and
mobile medical units, and between earthquake
detection stations and seismology centers.

.

Cellular phone users liable to be legally overheard

ANYONE who talks on a cellu-

lar phone should be aware that

the conversation may be over-

heard. This was the precedent-

setting decision of three Tel
Aviv District Court judges as

they upheld a private investiga-

tor’s appeal against conviction

on wiretapping charges. _
Private investigator Dov Tal

was convicted in- the city's

Magistrate's court of using a
scanner to listen to the cellular

phone conversations of
Securities Authority chairman
Aryeh Memkevjtch and journal-

ist Yoav Yitzhak. The conversa-

tions were recorded and trans-

ferred to TaJ’s brother-in-law.

RAINE MARCUS

accountant Ika Bash. The
offenses were committed prior

to any decisive ruling as to

whether tapping cellular phones
was illegal. Last year a new law
prohibited the tapping of cellu-

lar phones and walkie-talkies,

but since Tal’s offenses were
committed before the legislation

was passed, the disposition of
his case should be based on the

old law, ruled the judges.

Accountant Ika Bash worked
with Dovrat Shrem, among oth-

ers, and during a raid by
Securities Authorities and

police, tapes containing the con-
versations of Mentkevich and
Yitzh&ki were found at his

home.
To prove his case, Tal cited an

incident in which Tel Aviv’s nar-

cotics squad used a sophisticat-

ed scanner to overhear a south
Lebanese drug dealer’s conver-

sations. The machine was manu-
factured by ECL and one of its

marketing managers was indict-

ed last week for commissioning
private investigators Ya’acov
Rut and Rafi Friedan to lap cel-

lular phones. The manager

sought to prove that inside

information on a Ministry of
Defense tender was being given
to a rival company by a.ministry *

buyer and an IAF officer. The
machine was given to Tfcur and
Friedan as payment, and lent to

police for experimental purpos-
es.

Yesterday’s ruling is expected
to be adopted by those indicted

in the media wiretapping affair,

including Ma’ariv publisher
Ofer Nimrodi, former Yediot
editor Moshe Vardi, and several

private investigators and busi-

nessmen who have been charged
or who are awaiting charges of
tapping cellular phones.

Meretz wants probe of ‘Likud
violations’ of Party Funding

MERETZ’S Young Guard yester-

day asked Attorney-General

Michael Ben-Yair to investigate

what they say arc apparent viola-

tions of the Party Funding Law
by the Likud and Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu.
Such violations are normally

the province of the state comp-
troller. who prepares a report on
violations of the Party Funding
Law after every election.

However, Meretz spokeswoman
Doline Peretz said the party

wanted a criminal investigation

immediately, without waiting for

the comptroller’s report. Only

EVELYN GORDON

the attorney-general can order a
criminal investigation, though
the comptroller can recommend
one.

The request is based on press

reports of two affairs connected
with the campaign. One involves

the payment of the salary of
Netanyahu's campaign adviser,

Arthur Finkelstein, by a foreign

donor, which violates the law.

The second deals with the

“Netanyahu - It’s good for the

Jews” campaign. According to

press reports, the entire cam-
paign was not only organized but

also funded by Habad. If funded
by Habad in Israel, the request

said, this would constitute an
illegal donation by an organiza-

tion; if funded by Habad over-

seas, it would be an illegal dona-
tion by a foreign contributor.

The request charged that these

suspicions cast “a heavy shad-
ow" on Netanyahu’s reputation,

and it is therefore crucial that

they be either disproved or
appropriately punished.

A spokesman for Netanyahu
did sot return phone calls.
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Youth convicted

of murdering
Haifa psychologist

A 17-YEAR-OLD from the

western Galilee was convicted of

the December 1994 murder of

Haifa psychologist Etiezer Levy,

53, by Haifa District Court
yesterday.

The defendant had claimed

self-defense, insisting he stabbed

Levy five times after the psychol-

ogist tried to sexually assault him.-

The youth, who stole things

from Levy’s apartment, drove off

in his car and eventually torched

it, was also convicted of theft,

auto theft, driving without a li-

cense, and arson.

He was apprehended when po-

lice traced items stolen from Levy

bade to him.

Sentencing was postponed
pending a report from the police

Youth Division. (Itim)

Winning cards
,

In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Qianrg card draw, the lucky

cards were the jack of spades,

seven of hearts, seven of dia-

monds, and jack of dubs.

Study: ‘African

AIDS’ no more
virulent than

European type

JUDY SIEGEL

THE African sub-type of the HIV
virus is not more virulent than the

European sub-type found in most

Israeli AIDS patients, Kaplan

Hospital researchers have discov-

ered.

This finding, to be explained at

the next World AIDS Conference

in Vancouver, was disclosed yes-

terday by Prof. Zvi Beutwich, who
is establishing a National Cents’

for AIDS Research and Treatment

at Kaplan.
Beutwich said that after follow-

ing two separate groups of HIV
. carriers for four years, it became

dear that the structure of foe sub-

types was different, but that fee

African one was not mote aggres-

sive or faster acting. Another Ka-

plan study has found that over-

coming parasitic diseases and
offer infections in AIDS patients

reduces tire devastation of AIDS.

Knpai Rnlfnn Qaht’s national

center, whose building will be
completed ti Kaplan within a year,

will coordinate AIDS prevention,

treatment and research in a single

location - but it will not take the

place of smaller facilities around

the country.

' The center will enlist the aid of
researchers and pharmaceutical
companies, and serve as a focus for

international congresses, as well as

an advanced-training center. & has
contacts with AIDS education
groups in Egypt and Jordan, and
wiD educate medical staff here on
AIDS prevention.

The new center will include in-

patient and outpatient areas, plus

a unit for dental and ophthalmo-
logies! care and dietary
counseling.
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